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Preface
This report documents the results of a workshop held at
the Lunar and Planetary Institute November 13-15, 1980. This
workshop was the first of a series organized by the Lunar and
. Planetary Sample Team as part of the Highlands Initiative,
which is an effort aimed at an improved understanding of the
early evolution of the lunar crust. The workshop initiates an
intensive study of the Apollo 16 site , which was in many
respects the most important highlands site sampled by the
Apollo and Luna missions. The purposes of the workshop
were : (1) to summarize what is now known about the Apollo 16
site and its materials; (2) to better define and focus attention on
important unresolved problems; and (3) to initiate, stimulate
and coordinate research in areas that hold promise for solving
the unresolved problems.
Despite the eight years elapsed since the Apollo 16 mission,
our understanding of the site and its materials is far from complete. Prior to the workshop, many investigators apparently felt
that no expansion of understanding was possib le and that the
site would always remain very poorly understood. The synthesis
that evolved at the works hop, however, was in itself a significant
advance (this synthesis is contained in sections III and V of this
report). The workshop brought into focus many of the most
important unresolved problems, and throughout this report
there are numerous recommendations for specific research
projects, nearly all of which can be conducted with the existing
sample collection, remote-sensing data sets and analytical techniques. The recommended studies, as they are carried out, will
quickly provide additional, very great advances in our understanding of the site and its materials. Research along some of
the recom mended lines is already in progress, and some of this
research was initiated and/ or coordinated as a result of the
wor kshop (these efforts are outlined in section IV of this
report) _Thus, we anticipate that very shortly we will have partial or complete solutions for many of the remaining mysteries of
Apollo 16.
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I. Works hop Justification, Format and Agenda
o.

B. James and F. Horz

Workshop Justification
Although the Apollo 16 mission took place eight years ago, our understanding of the site is far from
complete. Expanding our understanding of the site and the materials from it is critical, because the Apollo 16
mission was for two reasons one of the most important missions that sampled highlands materials. First, the
returned sample collection contains abundant ferroan anorthosite and related troctolitic anorthosite, rock
types that are probably relics of the earliest lunar crust. These samples hold clues to the processes that
operated in formation of the primordial crust. Second, the mission sampled materials from two morphologi·
cally distinct and widespread types of highland terrains, the Cayley Plains and the Descartes Mountains.
These terrains consist of impact deposits, and most of the rocks returned from them are either impact·melt
rocks or complex impact breccias that show the effects of several impact events of varying scales. These
samples of breccias and melt rocks hold vital clues to the impact processes (granulation, mixing, metamor·
phism, melting etc.) that modified the rocks of the primordial crust and shaped the surface of the moon as we
now observe it. Thus, an expanded understanding of the Apollo 16 site and its materials will lead to significant
advances in understanding of the evolution of planetary crusts and will also help guide future exploration of
the surfaces of other planets.

Workshop Format and Organization
On November 13-15, 1980, the Workshop on Apollo 16 was convened at the Lunar and Planetary
Institute. Conveners were O. B. James and F. Horz; other members of the workshop steering committee
were D. P. Blanchard, C. M. Hohenberg, G. W. Lugmair, D. S. McKay, J. W. Minear, W. C. Phinney,
P. H. Schultz and D. Stoffler. Approximately fifty· five scientists were present; a list of all registered
attendees is given in Section VI of this report.
The first day of the workshop was devoted to a series of keynote talks. These talks summarized the
currently available data in various disciplines, pointed out critical unresolved problems, and offered sugges·
tions for research that might help solve the problems. The keynote speakers also submitted five-page
abstracts summarizing their presentations; these abstracts are given in Section V.
The second day of the workshop was devoted to open, multidisciplinary discussion centered around a
list of critical topics. The major discussion topics were identified prior to the workshop by means of
questionnaires returned by the prospective participants; these topics are listed in Section II. All discussions
were spirited, and the interchange between scientists representing diverse disciplines was especially
valuable. The morning was spent in plenary session on a discussion intended to familiarize all participants
with the nature of the returned samples as well as to emphasize our current limited understanding of them.
The topic was the question: "How, when and where did the Apollo 16 impact breccias and melt rocks form?"
Many, more specific questions were considered under this broad topic. In the afternoon, the workshop
divided into two groups. One group discussed three topics: (1) "What is the geology of the Apollo 16
site?" (2) "What was the mode of emplacement of the Cayley and Descartes Formations?" and (3) "How
does the Apollo 16 site compare and contrast with the rest of the highlands?" The second group addressed
the topic: "What was the origin and evolution of the lunar highJands crust?" Summaries of the discussions
are presented in Section III of this report.
The last day of the workshop consisted of: (1) summaries of the discussions that took place on the
previous day; and (2) discussions to initiate and coordinate future research. The material presented in the
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summary talks was essentially the same as that in the summaries given in Section Ill. Plans for future
research were discussed by two groups, one consisting of investigators involved in sample studies and the
other of investigators in the fields of remote sensing and photogeology; summaries of the discussions are
given in Section IV.

. Agenda
Thursday, November 13, 1980: Keynote presentations
Morning Session: Plenary, Berkner Room

F. Harz, Chair
Introductory comments
O. B. James and F. Horz
Field geology of the Apollo 16 landing site
G. E. Ulrich
Geology of the Apollo 16-Descartes region: Stratigraphic history and sample provenance
J. W. Head' and B. R. Hawke
Primary·ejecta origin of Apollo 16 samples
D. E. Wilhelms
Cratering mechanics: Data fro m terrestrial and experimental craters and implications for the Apollo 16
site
D. St6ffler

The Apollo 16 breccias and melt rocks
O. B. James
Afternoon Session: Plenary, Berkner Roam
D. P. Blanchard,Chair
Distribution of rocks at the Apollo 16 site
G. Ryde r

Apollo 16 soils and cores
D. S. McKay
Apollo 16 samples: Compositional trends and relationship to the lunar highlands
R. L. Korotev, M. M. Lindstrom, and L. A Haskin'
Apollo 16 geochronology
F. A Podosek
Noble gases and exposure history at Apollo 16
C. M. Hohenberg
"'Speaker
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Geophysical data on structure and tectonics of the Apollo 16 landing site
Y. Nakamura
Physics of the magma ocean: A critical reuiew
C. H. Simonds

Friday, November 14, 1980: Discussions
Morning session: Plenary, Berkner Room
O. B. James, Chair
Short discussion to finalize scheduling and room assignments for topical group discussions
Discussion of Topic 1: How, when and where did the Apollo 16 impoct breccias and melt rOCKS form?
G . J. Taylor/ U. B. Marvin, Discussion leader/ recorder
Short informal contributions:
Rb·Sr data for Apollo 16 melt rOCKS
L. E. Nyquist
Petrography of Apollo 16 coarse}ines fragments doted by "Ar-39Ar
o. B. James

Afternoon session: Subgroup discussion, Berkner Room
Discussion of Topic 2: What is the geology of the Apollo 16 site?
D. StNfler/G. Ryder, Discussion leader/recorder
Short informal contribution:
Regional chemical setting of the Apollo 16 landing site
C. G. Andre' and F. HBaz
Discussion of Topic 3: What was the mode of emplacement of the Cayley and Descartes Formations?
R. A. F. Grieve/ P. H. Schultz, Discussion leader/ recorder
Short informal contributions:
Remote sensing studies of the Apollo 16 Descartes region
B. R. Hawke', P. D. Spudis, J. W. Head, and T. B. McCord
Euidence and mechanisms for the non ·local contribution to ejecta deposits
P. H. Schultz
The 'Bunte Breccia' of the Ries
F. HOrz
Geochemical constraints on lateral transport during basin formation
P. H. Warren' and G. J . Taylor
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Discussion of Topic 4: How does the Apollo 16 site compare and contrast with the rest of the highlands?
C. M. Pieters/D. E. Wilhelms, Discussion leader/recorder
Short informal contribution:
New IR reflectance measurements in the central lunar highlands
C. M. Pieters

Afternoon session: Subgroup discussion, Hess Room
Discussion of Topic 5: What was the origin and evolution of the luna r highlands crust?
G. A. McKay, S. R. Taylor, L. E. Nyquist, and G. W. Lugmair, Discussion leaders and recorders

Short informal contributions:
A Sm·Nd and Rb-Sr isotopic study of the Marcy anorthosite massif, Adirondacks, N. Y.: A
possible lunar analogy
L. D. Ashwal
A summary of the radiometric ages of ancient pristine highland rocks

G. W. Lugmair

Ti/Sm constraints on the origin of KREEP
G. A. McKay
A 4.2-AE whole-rock Rb-Sr age for the Descartes Mountains

L. E. Nyq uist
The seaworthiness of pristine highland samples in the lunar magma ocean
P. H. Warren

Saturday, November 15, 1980: Discussion summaries and discussions of plans
for future research
Early morning session: Plenary, Berkner Room; Summaries of group discussions of the previous
day
How, when and where did the Apollo 16 impact breccias and melt rocks form?
G. J. Taylor
What is the geology of the Apollo 16 site?
G. Ryder
What was the mode of emplacement of the Cayley and Descartes Formations?
P. H. Schultz
What was the origin and evolution of the luna r highlands crust?
S. R. Taylor and G. A. McKay
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Late morning session: Subgroup discussion, Berkner Room

Discussion of plans for sample research and Apollo 16 rock nomenclature
O. B. James/ M. M. Lindstrom, Discussion leader/ recorder

Late morning session: Subgroup discussion:, Hess Room
Discussion of plans for research in photogeology ond remote sensing
C. M. Pieters/ F. Harz, Discussion leader/ recorder

Acknowledgments
It is a pleasure to thank the Lunar and Planetary Institute for its support, in particular the contributions
of Carolyn Kohring. We are grateful to the discussion leaders and recorders for their assistance in guiding
and summarizing the sessions and in producing this report. Finally, we thank all attendees for their lively
participation .
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II. Discussion Topics:
Questions

Important Unresolved

Prior to the workshop, the prospective participants were asked to submit questions they would like to
have considered during the workshop discussions. These questions were collated, grouped into five broad
topics, and distributed to all attendees. Group discussions centered around the five broad topics. In some
sessions, the question lists given below formed useful guides for the discussions, but in other sessions the
questions actually considered were modified considerably. The pre·workshop question list is as follows :

Topic 1:

How, when and where did the Apollo 16 impact breccias and melt rocks
furm?
.

What is the petrogenesis of the various breccia types? How do they relate to each other? When did they
form? Do they have terrestrial analogs? What is the origin of thE melt rocks at the site? What are the ages of
the melt rocks and can we relate them to specific craters or basins? How were the melt rocks emplaced at the
site-as melt sheets or as clasts of preexisting rocks within breccias? What is the origin of the large glassy
objects? Which of the samples might be basin ejecta? What possible criteria might be used to distinguish
basin ejecta materials? What are the effects of recent impacts (volatiles, trace-element characteristics)?

Topic 2:

What is the geology of the ApolJo 16 site?

What were the preimpact lithologies and stratigraphy at North Ray Crater and South Ray Crater, based
on field observations and sample evidence? What are the lithologies and stratigraphy underlying the LM
area? Can we relate samples to the crater from which they were ejected and thus infer the bedrock
lithologies in the area of given craters? Do we have samples of both Cayley and Descartes materials? If so,
what are the characteristics of these formations? What are the similarities/differences between them? What
are the relationships between the large rock samples, the rake samples, and the soils? What does the
geophysical data tell us about the site geology? What does the remote sensing data tell us about the site
geology and about the distinctions between the Cayley and Descartes Formations?

Topic 3:

What was the mode of emplacement of the Cayley and Descartes
formations?

What are the options for emplacement of these two formations? What evidence is there for a local origin
of these formations? What evidence is there for a distant, basin-related origin? How do the sample data bear
on this question? Which craters/ basins dominated in emplacement of the materials at the site?

Topic 4:

How does the Apollo 16 site compare/ contrast with the rest of the
highlands?

How do the compositional data derived from sample studies compare with the compositional data
derived from remote sensing studies? Is the landing site area typical or atypical of the highlands? What are
the moonwide variations in age and chemistry of the Cayley Formation?

Topic 5:

What was the origin and and evolution of the highlands crust?

What processes formed the primordial lunar crust? What are the oldest and least altered samples of the
crust? Can we distinguish between old but nonpristine and truly pristine rocks? Are the oldest samples truly
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relics of the primordial crust? Are the ferroan anorthosites igneous or metamorphic rocks? What are their
ages? What were their conditions of formation and how deep did they form in the crust? Did they form as
floated cumulates during crystallization of a primordial magma? If so, was this magma a body of oceanic or
smaller proportions? How do the ferroan anorthosites relate to the Mg-suite pristine rocks? What is the
mineralogic basis for a Ti-Sm-Sc classification of pristine rocks? How did the earliest crust evolve? What
rocks formed during the 4.4-3.9 b.y. interval? What petrogenetic processes operated during this period? Did
pristine cumulates form? What is the genesis and age of formation of the granulitic breccias? How and when
did KREEP form? What is the evidence for pre mare volcanism? What are the ages of pre mare volcanic
rocks? What are their compositions and how were their parent magmas derived?
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III. Discussion Summaries
Topic 1: How, When and Where Did the Apollo 16 Impact Breccias and Melt
Rocks Form?
G. J. Taylor and U. B. Marvin

The rock types present
Three types of rocks dominate the Apollo 16 returned sample collection:
1) melt rocks;
2) breccias, which may be subdivided into
feldspathic fragmental breccias,
dimict breccias, and

regolith breccias; and
3) ferroan anorthosites .
In addition, many specimens are veined by and/ or partially coated by glass, and there are some large glass
spheres and fragments of spheres in the collection.
Melt rocks
All of the melt rocks described in this section are believed to be of impact rather than of endogenous
igneous origin. Three types of evidence , taken singly or together, are indicative of impact processes: (1) the
presence of clasts; (2) high contents of siderophile elements; and (3) bulk compositions indicating exceptionally high liquidus temperatures.
Occurrence and textures

The melt rocks are found as individual rocks, as particles within the soils, and
as clasts within breccias. They are medium to dark gray and range from aphanitic to fine grained; some are
finely vesicular. Their textures range from dominantly glassy (variolitic, vitrophyric) to wholly crystalline
(subophitic, poikilitic). Many examples are clast-laden and vary in texture on a scale of centimeters. Some of
the textural differences may reflect differences in clast abundance: poikilitic rocks may have crystallized
from clast-rich melts, whereas ophitic rocks may have crystallized from clast-poor melts_

Compositions and ages The melt rocks have a large range in chemical compositions. A~O" for
example, ranges from -17 wt. percent t030 wt. percent. There are two distinct compositional clusters, one
at about 17 - 20 wt. percent AI,O, and another at 28- 29 wt. percent AI,O,. Most samples have compositions,
however, that fall between these two clusters, in the range that has been designated by the term very-highalumina (VHA) basalt (21-26 wt. percent AlP,) . KREEP contents of the melt rocks also vary consi'derably,
with the less aluminous rocks being the more KREEP rich.
How many individual melt sheets are represented among the Apollo 16 melt rocks? The answer to
this question has implications for the interpretation of the local and regional field geology_ Because studies of
terrestrial impact craters indicate that clast-poor parts of the melt sheets have uniform compositions
throughout, the distribution of melt-rock compositions suggests that the Apollo 16 melt rocks are derived
from at least three melt sheets. Each of the two clusters at the extremes of the observed compositional range
clearly represents a distinct impact_ The compositions intermediate between these two clusters apparently
represent at least one additional impact, and, because not all the compositional variations in this intermediate group can be explained by biasing dueto the presence of ciasts, may represent several additional
impacts. Rb-Sr isotopic data reinforce the idea that more than one melt sheet is represented among the
samples. VHA-basalt melt rocks are isotopically equilibrated and the Rb-Sr data points fall along a 3.9-AE
whole-rock isochron (old decay constant)_ In contrast, data points for the less aluminous, more KREEPy
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rocks fall on a 4.48-AE line (old decay constant) that is probably a mixing line reflecting varying additions of
ancient plagioclase to a younger melt.
Sources What is the source (or sources) of the melt rocks? At present it is not clear how these rocks
were emplaced at the site. Some of the melt-rock samples might once have been contained within dimict and
feldspathic fragmental breccias and have entered the regolith due to disaggregation of these breccias by
relatively small, local cratering events. Some of the melt-rock samples might be from coherent melt sheets
that underlie the area. Some of the samples might be exotic, brought into the regolith by-distant impacts, and
thus be unrelated to the geologic units at the site . There are at least five possible sources for the melt rocks,
and it is not clear at present which are actually represented by the samples, much less which dominate.
1) Melt sheets of local preNectaris craters, such as Unnamed Craters A and possibly B. However, the
melt sheets of these craters are presently buried under 2-3 km of Nectaris ejecta and postNectaris
impact debris, and considerable vertical mixing would have been required to bring fragments to the
surface.

2) The Nectaris event may have fragmented preexisting melt rocks and transported the fragments to
the Apollo 16 site.
3) The Nectaris event may have produced a melt sheet that was excavated and distributed by later
impacts, or Nectaris ejecta may have included bombs of melt.
4) PostNectaris-preImbrium impacts may have produced melt sheets and melted ejecta. These impacts
could have been local, or fragments of melt rocks could have been brought to the Apollo 16 site by the '
Imbrium event.

5) The Imbrium impact itself may have sent molten primary materials to the site.
Breccias

Feldspathic fragmental breccias These are polymict breccias with porous, friable. highly feldspathic
matrices and fi ve or six dominant types of clasts. The most conspicuous clasts are of dark, clast-laden
anorthositic melt rocks; these range in form from angular to lobate to amoeboid and in size from a few
millimeters to several centimeters across. Other common clast types include cataclastic anorthosites,
granulitic breccias, coarse and fine-grained poikilitic melt rocks, and mineral fragments. Chemical analyses
show that the matrices have highly feldspathic bulk compositions (28--32 wI. percent Al,O,) , and many of
the clasts of dark, anorthositic clast-laden melt rocks have nearly identical compositions.
All but one of the large samples of these breccias were collected on the rim of North Ray Crater. The
walls of North Ray Crater expose layers of light-colored rock resembling the feldspathic fragmental breccias,
and it is generally considered that those layers are the source of the breccias on the rim. Uncertainty remains
as to whether the matrix of the breccias was consolidated before the North Ray Crater impact or during it. In
fact, the breccias are so loosely consolidated, it is uncertain what holds them together. Possibly , the breccia
specimens represent a few surviving fragments of the subjacent rock, much of which was pulverized to form
the light soils of the ejecta blanket.
It is a major problem to deduce when the various components of these breccias were assembled into the
rocks we see today. The breccia matrices are so loosely consolidated , it is unlikely that they were strongly
heated when they were deposited. The question was raised, how can one date polymict, unequifibrated
rocks such as these? One approach is to date the clasts within the breccias in the hope of obtaining an upper
limit to the age. Some 4°Ar_39Ar plateau ages (new decay constants) for coarse-fines fragments that were
probably once clasts in the breccias are as follows:
4.09-4.14 AE
anorthositic clast-laden melt rocks
granulitic breccias
3.89--3.% AE
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It would seem that the feldspathic fragmental breccias cannot have formed before 3.89 AE ago, if they
contain clasts of that age. But what do these dates record with respect to the histories of these clasts? The
time of an original igneous crystallization? The time of a metamorphic or impact event? Do the ages of melt
rocks retain any imprint of the ages of ancient clast materials incorporated in the melts? Much additional
research is necessary to solve this problem.

What processes/ormed the/e/dspathic/ragmental breccias? At present, the anSwer to this question
is not clear. These breccias could represent:
I) a megaregolith , formed and gardened by multiple crate ring on anorthositic bedrock before the North
Ray Crater event . Although it is generally considered that the feldspathic fragmental breccias are not
regolith breccias (they are low in siderophile elements, solar wind-implanted gases and particle tracks
and they lack typical soil components such as glass spherules and agglutinates), at least one sample
(67455) contains solar·wind gases and fission Xe.
2) suevite, a mixture of fragmented rock and impact melt formed in a single impact event. For evidence
of such an origin one might search for glassy bombs or irregular masses of melt rock within the
breccias .

3) Bunte breccia, a mixture of unconsolidated to loosely consolidated polymict fragmental ejecta. At
North Ray Crater, such material might have been lightly consolidated by the North Ray impact itself.

Dimict breccias Breccias of this type consist of two lithologies : white cataclastic anorthosite and dark
melt rock of VHA-basalt composition. The samples were collected in the central and southern parts of the
site and they appear to have been especially abundant at Station 4, on Stone Mountain . The closest
terrestrial analogues appear to be dike breccias that form in the floors of some impact craters by injection of
impact melt along shock-induced fractures in the bedrock; such dike rocks are rarely ejected outside the
crater in which they are formed.
Very little work, petrologic , isotopic, or geochemical, has been done on the dimict breccias. It is
essential for us to know how their meil-rock and anorthositic lithologies compare to or contrast with the
other examples of similar lithologies at the site, in order to interpret their histories, their interrelationships,
and their relationships to the other Apollo 16 rocks_ Age determinations on the melt rock lithologies are
especially critical because, if the dike·breccia analogy holds, the age of this lithology should represent the
date of the breccia-forming impact.
Regolith breccias Large samples of these breccias were collected at Cayley Plains stations in the central
and southern parts of the site. The rocks are polymict. Their fragment assemblage is more diverse than that
in the feldspathic fragmental breccias and fragments of clear, clast·free glasses are conspicuous, indicating
that the samples are consolidated soils. Fragments of poikilitic melt rock are a distinctive component and are
much more abundant than in the feldspathic fragmental breccias . Bulk compositions average less aluminous
than those of the feldspathic fragmental breccias_

Shocked breccias Many breccia samples show the effects of moderate to strong shock and in many of
these rocks the original textures are largely obscured. Common shock effects are a great increase in matrix
coherency, darkening of the matrix , and the production of matrix glass. Determining what these samples
were before they were shocked is especially critical to interpretation of the site geology. It is likely that many
of them are South Ray primary ejecta and determination of their preshock lithologies will tell us a great deal
about the nature of the Cayley Formation in the South Ray area.
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Glassy objects and crusts
Despite the fact that many of the Apollo 16 ro cks are glass coated and the presence of these coatings is a
unique feature of the Apollo 16 materials, very little is known a bout the glasses and they clearly merit further
study . The glass veins, coatings and spheres are widely interpreted as being melts formed by recent cratering
events, possibly the North Ray and South Ray impacts. Available chemical data suggest that some of them
are melted soils. Many glass·coated samples from the southern areas of the site have 2·m.y. exposure ages,
indicating that the glasses represent melts formed during the South Ray impact (the age of South Ray Crater
is 2 m.y.) . At present, there are no'"Ar- l9 Ar data for the coating glasses. 4OAr-39Ar plateau ages have been
obtained for several coarse-fines fragments of glasses from the soils on the North Ray ejecta blanket; these
range from 0.95 to 2.29 AE (new decay constants). It is not known whether these fragments are of North Ray
glasses and the measured ages have been affected by Ar implantation or incomplete outgassing (the age of
North Ray crater is 50 m.y.) or whether the fragments are of exotic glasses and the measured ages truly date
the impac ts that formed them .

Research directions
The review of materials and data at this workshop indicates that the following studies need to be
undertaken before we can understand the evolution of the Apollo 16 site.
1) Carefully investigate more of the rocks , especially the breccias.
Dimict breccias: Compare and contrast the dark melt rocks with the dark melt rocks in the
feldspathic fragmental breccias and with the melt rocks found as individual samples; compare the
anorthositic fractions with the matrix of feldspathic fragmental breccias and with cataclastic
anorthosites. Determine the range of textures and compositions in both lithologies in the dimict
breccias and test the dike-breccia analogy. Date the melt-rock fractions .
Feldspathic fragmental breccias: Disaggregate more of these samples and study their components
in detail by consortia . Comparisons should be made between the components of these breccias,
those of the dimict and regolith breccias, and those of breccias at other landing sites . Especially
critical is a study of the melt rocks that are found as clasts in these breccias, to help determine the
provenance of the large melt ·rock samples collected from the regolith. Date the deposition of the
breccias, if possible, and resolve the question of their origin .
2) Search through more rake fragments and coarse fines to develop more statistics on compositional
clusters, on ages, and on variations of trace-element abundances from station to station. At the same
time look for more lithologic types.
3) Synthesize the diverse sample information in terms of structural·stratigraphic relations, for the area
of the immediate landing site as well as for the entire geologic region . Provide lithologic·geochemical
end members to be used in mixing models for improved interpretation of remotely sensed chemical
or mineralogical information.

Topic 2: W hat is the Geology of the Apollo 16 site?
G. Ryder and D. Steffier

Introduction
The disc ussions centered on an eclectic local view of the Apollo 16 site, in partic ular its stratigraphy and
the contrasts between the Cayley Plains and the Descartes Mountains. This summary outlines the essential
questions asked, and the responses, in roughly the order that the discussions took place. This summary is
more positive in its statements than were the actual disc ussions in many cases; it does not necessarily
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represent a balanced view of site geology but is intended to be a balanced view of the discussions that took
place. There are few concrete recommendations for relevant research, for few were actual1y made.

The summary is organized into five sections, each representing one of the following broad questions;
each section contains additional , more specific questions.

1) What does the remote sensing data tell us about the site geology and the distinctions between the
Cayley and Descartes Formations?
2) What were the pre·impact lithologies and stratigraphy at North Ray Crater and South Ray Crater,
based on field observations and sample evidence?
3) What are the lithologies and stratigraphy underlying the LM area?
4) Do we have samples of both Cayley and Descartes materials, and if so, what are the characteristics
of these formations?
S) What does the geophysical data tell us about site geology?

1) What does the remote sensing data tell us about the site geology and the distinctions between
the Cayley and Descartes Formations?
Remote sensing comprises several distinct techniques that provide three differe.nt kinds of informa·
tion: (1) surface and near·surface physical properties (e.g., photography, radar , orbital magnetic measure·
ments); (2) chemical composition (e.g. , X·ray fluorescence, y·ray spectrometry); and (3) mineral
assemblage (e.g., IR spectral reflectance). These methods differ greatly in spatial resolution and integrate
over different absolute depths from the surface.
What are the relationships between the Cayley Plains and Descartes Mountains? The Apollo 16
Cayley Formation postdates Imbrium (or at least its upper surface does), but the Descartes Formation might
be older, younger or contemporaneous. Photogeologically, the age relationships based on crater counts are
am biguous. Larger craters (> O.S km) are common on the Cayley Plains and nearly absent in the Descartes
Mountains, but downslope movement precludes obtaining age differences from crater counts.
Based on the morphology of small craters and estimates of regolith thickness, however, the two
formations appear of different friability . Small craters on Descartes regolith generally lack a concentric
bench that may reflect the presence and depth of a competent substrate; on the Cayley Plains and mare
surfaces small craters in the regolith have such benches. Also, fresh craters on the Descartes Formation,
even those as muc h as 1 km in diameter (such as Dolland E 3S km S of the landing site) generally lack blocky
rims. If the Cayley and Descartes Formations had similar physical coherences, then continuous downslope
mass wasting should ha ve led to a thinner and blockier regolith on the Descartes slopes than on the Cayley
Plains. However, because the observations are contrary to this expectation, there is strong indication that
the Descartes Formation is more friable than the Cayley Formation .
Can the orbitaf X-ray fluorescence (XRF) data distinguish the Cayley Plains from the Descartes
Mountains? They cannot, because of the present limitations of the spatial and spectral resolutions of the
method. However, there is a distinct chemical boundary east of the site: the Kant Plateau, immediately east
of the Descartes Formation, has lower Mg/ Al than the landing site. The Kant Plateau is more like the lunar
farside and is essentially more anorthositic than the landing site, which mayor may not be typical highlands .
Theophilus ejecta (high Mg/ AI) is not apparent at the landing site . To the west of the landing site, there is a
gradual increase in Mg/ AI. Mixing models using the y·ray and other data as well as the XRF results suggest
that there are distinct chemical provinces, reflected for instance in norite/ anorthosite ratios, even if the
Cayley and Descartes formations cannot be distinguished.
It is important to emphasize that th e low Mg/ Al ratio applies only to the Kant Plateau and not to the
Descart es formation, th e composition of which remains undetermined at present. However, compositional

characterization of the Descartes Formation may eventually be obtained, using techniques for improving
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spatial and spectral resolution of the orbital geochemistry data together with additional earth-based
IR-reflectance spectroscopy measurements.

2) What were the pre-impact lithologies and stratigraphy at North Ray Crater and South Ray
Crater, based on field observations and sample evidence?
Model stratigraphic profiles for North Ray Crater, based on theoretical and experimental cratering
studies, can be used to elucidate the relationships between the samples collected around the crater and the
lithologies observed in the crater wQlls. From whot maximum depth in the crater are the samples derived?
Calculated flow fields and empirical observations of experimentally produced and naturally occurring
terrestrial craters strongly suggest that material ejected from North Ray Crater would have been derived
from shallow levels, perhaps the upper 50 to 100 m. No neat inverted stratigraphy, such as a rim flap, is
observed . Undoubtedly, the upper part of the North Ray target consisted mainly of friable breccias, as
demonstrated by the rim samples and the observations of the crater walls. However, where do House Rock
(Station 11, on the crater rim) and Shadow Rock (Station 13, on the ejecta blanket one crater radius from
the rim) comefrom?House Rock lies on a dark streak that appears to emanate from the crater floor, which
has more abundant dark material than does the upper part of the crater. It is unlikely that Shadow Rock is
from the crater floor, however, because of its distance from the crater rim.
Several craters around the site with sizes similar to North and South Ray Craters have mounds on their
floors. Do these mounds reflect a solid substrate, and if so, is this the same substrate in all? While the
mounds could be an expression of a solid substrate, which might or might not be an impact-melt sheet,
geophysical data (particularly seismic) are not consistent with large-scale coherent sheets at a depth
appropriate for production of the mounds . Craters with similar floor mounds have been produced experimentally in homogneous targets using weak impacting bodies, hence a solid substrate is not necessarily
required to form such craters. Furthermore, the seemingly linear relationship between the depth of the
mound and the diameter of the crater suggests a mechanism independent of bedrock properties .
Is North Ray Crater in the Cayley or the Descartes formation? The North Ray soil is more aluminous
than the soils out on the Cayley Plain, and its rock samples, including the rake samples, are distinctive
lithologically and compositionally_ These compositonal characteristics, plus the observation that the North
Ray Crater was excavated atop a ridge adjacent to Smoky Mountain (Descartes), at an elevation considerably above the adjacent Cayley Plain, have led to a fairly general opinion that the North Ray material is
slumped Descartes material derived from Smoky Mountain. However, none of the evidence precludes the
possibility that it is merely a Cayley variant. Thus, any of the answers offered to this question at present are
matters of opinion, not fact.
What materials came out of South Ray Crater? Many rocks that were, from their field occurrence,
considered to be South Ray ejecta have a 2-m.y. exposure age; this age is generally considered to be the
date of the South Ray impa ct. At this workshop, several attendees suggested that the dimict breccias are
primary South Ray ejecta. Are only the dimict breccias from South Ray? Which samples of South Ray ejecta
actually came from the Cayley formation at the South Ray site and which were in the South Ray regolith
prior to the impact? Which of the rocks that show the 2-m.y. ex posure age were excavatedfrom the regolith
by South Ray secondary impacts rather than being primary ejecta? Unfortunately we ha ve inadequate data,
particularly for rake samples, and perhaps inadequate ideas, for real elucidation of these questions .
Particularly important would be more information on the Station 4 rake samples, widely believed to be
largely South Ray ejecta . Can any of the Station 4 samples befrom Cinco A, hence be Descartes materials?
If so, how can they be identified? The soils collected at stations an rays from South Ray Crater show no
evidence of a 2-m.y. influx of freshly exposed materiaL
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3) What are the lithologies and stratigraphy underlying the LM area?
Many samples were collected from this area. How many of the bigger boulders are not from either
North or South Ray Craters? Possibly not many, although the boulder sampled at Plum Crater is probably
local; this sample is a regolith breccia. Several smaller rocks have exposure ages inappropriate for either
North or South Ray ejecta; most of these samples cannot even be related to specific sizeable craters let alone
to where they came from within them. No stratigraphy has yet been worked out for this area. Stratigraphic
sequences in the regolith cores indicate influxes from point sources, some possibly relatable to Gator.or
Palmetto, for example. That these might provide information on bedrock stratigraphy is questionable.
4) Do we have samples of both Cayley and Descartes materials, and if so, what are the charac-

teristics of these formations?
Following the mission itself, there was pessimism that Descartes materials were either not sampled or
that, if they were, there was no significant lithologic difference between Cayley and Descartes materials. The
reality is probably not so bleak as this. Because the Apollo 16 site is at the Cayley· Descartes contact, one
cannot expect a dramatic contrast between sample populations. Post-Cayley craters in the several·hundredmeter size range abound around the site. The South Ray impact dispersed material at least over seven crater
radii. This post· Cayley cratering has blurred the contact, transporting some Cayley materiaL onto the
Descartes surface and some Descartes material onto the Cayley surface. However, some distinctions have
been preserved. The compositions of the soils and the rock-sample population at North Ray are distinct from
those at stations in the southern and central parts of the landing site, and the soil-particle populations show a
greater amount of poikilitic melt-rock fragments on the Plains (the significance of which for site evolution has
not been addressed). A further Cayley-Descartes distinction is that the magnetic-field vectors on the Cayley
Plains point downward, whereas on the slope of Stone Mountain the field vectors point upward.
5) What does the geophysical data tell us about site geology?
Does the Cayley formation contain uniformly magnetized breccia flows? If so, how big are the bodies
that haue a continuous magnetic orientation?The surface magnetic data have been interpreted as indicating
uniformly magnetized breccia flows in the Cayley formation. The data suggest bodies several hundred
meters thick and several kilometers across. The orbital magnetic data show many similar anomalies over
other Cayley Plains areas. Magnetic data do not yield unique solutions, however. The origin and significance
of the magnetism in lunar breccias is still unknown. A high susceptibility does not necessarily mean a high
Fe-metal contenLlt does seem most likely, though, that if the breccias were magnetized by an external field,
that field was in existence during the deposition of the breccias and was not produced by the impact.
The seismic data are consistent with a regolith 6- 12 m thick overlying a layer at least 70 m thick which is
also far from being indurated-it has a low (250 m/ sec) compressional-wave velocity. Shear· wave data
indicate that there is no competent bedrock down to at least 330 m at the landing site.

Topic 3:

What was the Mode of Emplacement of the Cayley and Descartes
Formations?
F. Horz, P. H. Schultz, R. A. F. Grieve and D. E. Wilhelms

Historical perspective
The Apollo 16 mission had two primary sampling objectives : the Cayley Formation, representative of
widespread, smooth highlands plains material; and the Descartes Mountains, a hummocky highlands
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terrain. Before the mission, these morphologically distinct units were interpreted by most workers as
products of premare volcanism, differing either in eruptive style and/or chemistry; some workers, however,

proposed that these units had formed by basin-related impact processes. The two formations are now
known to be massive impact deposits. Their widespread nature and detailed morphologies strongly support
the interpretation that their emplacement is related to large , basin-forming impacts, although impacts on a
variety of scales may have innuenced their prior evolution . Considerable controversy arose shortly aiter the
mission, however, about the dominant source basin(s) and about the mechanism(s) required to transport
such large amounts of ejecta hundreds of kilometers from their potential sources. Thus, detailed understanding of the Cayley and Descartes Formations is an integral part of our understanding of the mechanisms
of transport and deposition of crater and basin ejecta . At present, the original postmission hypotheses and
disagreements have been modified and in part softened, but substantial interpretative differences on
important issues remain. Past and present disagreements stem largely from our inability to extrapolate, with
confidence, our present knowledge of crate ring mechanics to the formation of the gigantic basins.
The principal working hypotheses proposed shortly following the mission are restated in simplified form
as follows. The Apollo 16 Cayley materials were considered to be either: (1) mostly Imbrium primary
ejecta; (2) mostly Orientale primary ejecta; (3) mostly ejecta from relatively local, large (50-150 km diameter) craters; or (4) a mixture of Imbrium ejecta and local materials. The Descartes Mountains were
considered to be either: (1) largely Nectaris primary ejecta or (2) largely Imbrium primary ejecta. The
concepts underlying these hypotheses contrasted on one hand in the perception of the dominant ejectatransport mechanism(s): (1) along ballistic trajectories or (2) in the form of massive, ground-hugging flows
of primary ejecta; and on the other hand in assessment of the relative importance of local to regional craters
versus large basins.

Present views on general processes involved in emplacement of basin ejecta

Most workers now seem to agree that ejecta from large craters are first transported in ballistic
trajectories, followed by a secondary cratering regime and subsequent ejecta now. However, important
disagreements still exist concerning the extent of secondary cratering effects. Oberbeck and coworkers
proposed as early as 1974 that secondary cratering is capable of dislodging substantial amounts of materials
from the "local" environs and that the amount of such local components may exceed that of primary crater
ejecta given sufficient ballistic range . Present debate focuses on the applicability of the numerical predictions
of the model proposed by Oberbeck and his coworkers to all conditions of ejecta emplacement. Two basic
positions were advocated during the workshop: one in general agreement with Oberbeck and coworkers,
and the other advocating the presence of significantly more primary basin material. Basically, the debate
now centers on the exact ratio of primary to local materials and how this ratio varies in different regions of the
ejecta facies.
Arguments for "efficient" secondary cratering processes, yielding ratios of primary to "local" materials

such as proposed by Oberbeck, were presented by B. R. Hawke, F. Harz, P. H. Warren and G . J. Taylor.
Hawke reviewed the regional landing site setting , illustrated the extensive erosion of pre-Imbrium relief by
now of Imbrium ejecta, pointed out extensive now features, and stressed the abundance of secondary
craters and crater chains caused by Imbrium projectiles. He concluded that a component of Imbrium
primary ejecta might be found in the Apollo 16 samples, but that it is likely very small and that at present it is
not resolvable via orbital geochemistry. Herz reviewed studies of the continuous deposits of the Ries Crater,
Germany, where he finds that as much as 80% weight of the highly chaotic "Bunte Breccia" deposits consists
of locally derived components; at the Ries Crater there is also field evidence for considerable horizontal flow
of debris over distances approaching one crater radius. Reservations, however, were expressed by various
participants concerning the applicability of the Ries Crater as an analogue to lunar basins, because the
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basins formed in a much different environment than the Ries Crater (vacuum, lower gravity, anhydrous and
probably less well stratified target medium). P. H. Warren and G. J. Taylor presented Eu/ Sm, Sci Sm and
TVS m ratios in "pristine" highlands rocks from all Apollo and Luna landing sites and pointed out that these
ratios display a systematic global trend correlated with longitude. They interpreted this trend to reflect "in
situ" early lunar differentiation processes and argued that the preserva tion of the trend is evidence against
efficient lateral transport of basin ejecta. P. D. Spudis, however, cautioned that, if the area excavated in a
basin impact were heterogeneous on a broad scale, the average composition of material transported

outward from the center of impact along a given radial line might differ from that transported along a different
radial line.
Arguments for relatively "inefficient" secondary crate ring processes were advanced primarily by D. E.
Wilhelms and P. H. Schultz. Wilhelms presented morphologic analogues to the Imbrium deposits (rom the
younger Orientale basin and interpreted many of the deposits that show flow features as representing
predominantly primary basin ejecta. In particular, materials ponded in depressions and possessing we ll·
developed flow fronts were considered to be basin-related impact melts. Schultz reviewed evidence that
deposits of primary ejecta can occur at large distances from their parent craters. The evidence includes the
presence of once-molten material within secondary craters related to the Orientale and Imbrium basins (the
once-molten material has flow borders, cracked surfaces, and a slightly lower albedo than surrounding
material). Also, cratering experiments by Schultz and Gault suggest that impacts by multiple bodies may
provide a mechanism to produce relatively high ratios of primary to local materials in impact deposits, ratios

that are a factor of 5 to 10 higher than those proposed by Oberbeck.
An important point to note is that the term "local," in the context of the secondary cratering hypothesis
(regardless of whether the process was "efficient" or "inefficient"), is used only to designate the near·surface
materials in the regions affected by the emplacement of basin ejecta. These "local" materials may have had
prior complex cratering histories reflecting local and regional impacts, and some may even be deposits of
ejecta from older basins. This latter case appears to apply specifically to the Apollo 16 Cayley Plains, where
the "local" materials at the time of emplacement of Imbrium deposits were probably largely deposits of
Nectaris ejecta; to further complicate matters, the materials in some of the Nectaris deposits might have
been processed by preNectaris craters and thus be very complex indeed. In addition to these basinassociated materials, however, there must be at any site materials that are of genuine local (in a selenographic sense) derivation, i.e., produced or redistributed by large, local to regional primary impacts.
Implications for origin of the Cayley and Descartes Formations
The Cayley Plains are now widely accepted as a mixture of primary Imbrium ejecta and "local"
materials. The work of Oberbeck and co-workers would predict 15% primary Imbrium material in the
deposit, whereas Wilhelms and Schultz would argue that much more than 15% is possi ble . An unknown
fraction of the "local " component may have originated by erosion (induced by the Im brium ejecta flow) of
prelmbrian craters as much as 150- 200 km from the site in the direction of the Imbrium basin. Wilhelms and
Hawke stressed that the "local" substrate that was affected by the emplacement of Imbrium ejecta probably
consisted largely of material previously deposited by the Nectaris impact. Thus, there are several potential
SOurce areas for the materials in the Cayley deposit, and unless these source areas have either distinct
chemical, te xtural, or chronologic characteristics, their positive identification in the collection will be
extremely difficult .
The origin of the Descartes Mountains remains uncertain _ Hawke re-emphasized the evidence, previously presented by Head's group, that the Descartes Formation is a deposit of Nectaris ejecta. In the view
of Hawke, Head , and their coworkers, the proximity of the Descartes Formation to the Nectaris rim and its
morphologic similarity to hummocky deposits emplaced by the Orientale impact at equivalent radial position
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constitute strong photogeologic support for a Nectaris origin. Wilhelms concurred that the hypothesis
presented by Hawke is a viable interpretation , but he pointed out that there is also morphologic and
stratigraphic evidence that the Descartes Formation is a deceleration lobe of Imbrium deposits, as originally
advocated by C. A. Hodges . He further emphasized that, even if the Descartes Formation was emplaced by
the Imbrium impact, it would still consist largely of Nectaris primary ejecta remobilized by Imbrium
secondary impacts. Thus, the uncertainties relating to the nature and origin of the Descartes Formation are
similar to those concerning the Cayley Formation, albeit of different degree: due to the proximity of the
Descartes Formation to the Nectaris rim, its materials probably largely, if not entirely, consist of primary
Nectaris ejecta.

Major unresolved questions concern the effect of truly local events on the site geology and the
abundance of locally·produced rocks in the sample collection. Head and his co-workers have studied the
local and regional cratering history of the Apollo 16 site in detail; in 1974 they suggested that materials
processed by the formation of unnamed craters "A" (150 km diameter) and "B" (60 km diameter) are
volumetrically important among the Apollo 16 samples. The site lies within both these old craters, which are
now badly degraded and almost completely filled with materials either mass-wasted from the local environs
or deposited by the Nectaris and Imbrium impacts. A critical question in evaluating the amount of material
from these craters that can be in the sample collection is the timing of formation of the craters relative to the
formation of the Nectaris basin. Unnamed A is clearly preNectarian; unnamed B was once thought to be
post-Nectarian but the evidence now suggests that it is also preNectarian. If both craters are preNectarian,
both should have been deeply buried by Nectaris ejecta and samples of their melt sheets and breccias should
probably not be volumetrically very important among the returned samples. If, instead, unnamed B is
post-Nectarian, samples of the melt sheets from both craters could be abundant in the sample collection,
according to the scenario outlined by Head in 1974.
Summary
The origins of the Cayley and Descartes Formations are still unknown . An important point for
interpretation of the petrologic and geochemical data was emphasized by several participants: under most
of the current hypotheses, the bulk of the Cayley and Descartes materials were probably once Nectaris
primary ejecta. An important task for petrologists and geochemists is to attempt to identify any nonNectaris
components at the site. What materials might be Imbrium primary ejecta? What materials might be truly
local, derived from underneath the Nectaris ejecta blanket?
An important question of moonwide chronological and stratigraphic implication arose repeatedly
during various discussions: How much melt generated by the Nectaris impact and the Imbrium impact
might be contained in the Apollo 16 collection and what criteria can be used to identify Nectaris or Imbrium
melt rocks? Inasmuch as "hot" ejecta are thought by several workers to facilitate the transport of massive
volumes of primary ejecta, the answers to these questions have important consequences for emplacement

mechanism(s) of the Cayley and Descartes Formations. Photogeologic support for the presence of molten
ejecta draws mainly on Orientale and smaller analogues and subordinately on the presence of low-albedo
cracked floors in secondary craters (described by Schultz). Theoretical calculations, laboratory cratering
experiments, terrestrial field work and observations of lunar craters indicate that a significant fraction of
thermal energy generated during cratering remains inside the crater cavity, but also that molten materials
may be widely distributed. Present controversy centers on the questions: How much melt is produced
during basin formation? and What is the proportion of melted versuS unmelted ejecta in distal crater and
basin deposits? At present, there is no consensus on these important questions.
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Topic 4: How does the Apollo 16 Site Compare and Contrast with
the Rest of the Highlands?
F. H6rz
Contributions to this question were generally not as broad as suggested by the topic title but centered
on a narrower scope- the central, nearside highlands and their comparison with the Apollo 16 Cayley and
Descartes formation. In fact, most contrib utions were interjected into other topical discussions, as indicated
in previous discussion summaries, and a discussion period solely devoted to this topic never materialized.

Nonetheless, there are some important new results in this area, which are briefly summarized below ..
C. G. Andre, L. A. Haskin, 8. R. Hawke and P. D. Spudis combined the results of studies of orbital
geochemistry, returned samples and photogeology to address the question of the lithologic make-up of
di ve rse highland terrains. Recent progress in improving the data-reduction techniques for the orbital XRF
and gamma ray experiments are encouraging, and examples of improvements in both spectral and spatial

resolution were presented. Other research intimately related to these efforts concentrates on a better
definition of specific highland rock types to serve as end members in multivariate chemica l mixing calculations, intended to provide "ground truth" for the orbital data and thus permit inferences about the lithologic
make up of diverse highland terrains. Andre reviewed the most recent results from the XRF studies during
the discussion session devoted to the geology of the Apollo 16 site (Topic 2). The data show that the Kant
Plateau , which is made up of Nectaris basin rim deposits, is comparable in Mg/AI to most farside terra but
has distinctly lower Mg/AI than most of the nearside highlands and in particular the Apollo 16 region _This
result suggests that the materials of the Kant Plateau are highly aluminous and rich in feldspar. Much
discussion centered on the tantalizing, albeit highly speculative , possibility of associating the highly aluminous feldspathic fragmental breccias excavated by North Ray Crater with the highly aluminous rocks of the
Kant Plateau and thereby possibly with the Nectaris basin.
C . M. Pieters reviewed the results of IR spectral reflectance measurements, concentrating on data from
youthful central highland impact craters in order to avoid complications introduced by increasing homogenization and glass content due to progressive regolith gardening . The results indicate fairly homogeneous
modal mineralogy for all the nearside highlands, regardless of geological terrain or province. The mineral
assemblage indicated by the data consists of dominant feldspar and subordinate pyroxenes; present
spectral resolution is such that small variations in the feldspar/ pyroxene ratios cannot be detected. Future
effort s will be directed toward better quantification of the feldspar/ pyroxene ratio, especially in view of the
fact that some rare craters, which are scattered over large areas of the nearside highlands, seem to have
excavated a rock type unusually rich in orthopyroxene; the areal extent of this rock type and its possible
relation to a specific geologic province will be the subject of future studies.
P. H. Schultz and P. D. Spudis summarized the results of their studies of the "dark-halo" impac t craters
that occur on highlands plains units. These craters have a moonwide distribution. Their dark ejecta are
apparently rich in mafic components and may therefore represent prelmbrian volcanic rocks . Schultz and
Spudis suggested that Cayley-like impact deposits may locally be only surficial (50- 100m thick) and that the
flat "plains" morphology may in part be due to the presence of buried volcanic plains. Studies of the Apollo 16
Cayley formation will provide fundamental information about the impact -derived materials at the surface of
light-plains units, but the Apollo 16 Cayley formation may not be representative of o ther light-plains units,
especially in areas that may be underlain by ancient volcanic plains.
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Topic 5: What was the Origin and Evolution of the Lunar Highlands Crust?
G. A. McKay, S. R. Taylor, L. E. Nyquist and G. W. Lugmair

Are there any truly old (> 4.4 AE) rocks in the collection?
Most of the issues and age comparisons discussed by the group were such that it was unnecessary to
correct the K-Ar and Rb-Sr ages reported in the literature to revised values based on the recently
recommended decay constants_Indeed, the lunar literature data isas yet based almost exclusively on the old
decay constants_ Because K-Ar and Rb-Sr ages, which comprise the bulk of the lunar data base, have been
repeatedly shown to be self consistent when the old decay constants are used, that convention is also
maintained in this summary. The reader should be aware, however, that adoption of the recently recommended decay constants decreases the ages slightly '
Old (> 4.4 AE) ages have been obtained for a number of samples, but no samples with internal isochron
ages> 4.4 AE show completely undisturbed isotopic systematics_ Rb-Sr isochron ages of > 4_5 AE have been
obtained for troctolite 76535, dunite 72415 , and anorthositic norite 15455, but in all cases at least one datum
falls off the isochron by more than analytical uncertainty. For 76535, both Sm-Nd and Ar-Ar methods yield
ages near 4_3 AE, distinctly younger than the Rb-Sr age. A pessimist might entirely dismiss the old ages as
resulting from mixing relationships in disturbed isotopic systems_ However, the observations that the initial
Sr isotopic ratio indicated by the three old isochrons is equal to BABI within analytical uncertainty, and that
no unreasonably old age has been obtained tend to support the idea that the 4.5 AE ages are meaningful. It
was the consensus of the geochronologists participating in the discussion (Lugmair, Marti, Nyquis\,
Podosek, Schaeffer, Tilton) that the old ages probably reflect a truly old event, but that the record has been
blurred by subsequent events_
The near-concordance of the old Rb-Sr ages with the model age derived from the upper intersection of
the U-Pb "cataclysm isochron" for highland rocks is frequently cited as supporting the reality of the old ages.
The upper intersection of the U-Pb "cataclysm isochron" with concordia occurs near 4.4 7 AE. The average
age of the three oldest rocks dated by the Rb-Sr internal isochron method (72415,76535,15455) is 4.48 AE, if
the recently recommended decay co nstant is adopted. This observation lends support to the conclusion that
the major differentiation of the moon occurred at about 4_5 AE and that the old Rb-Sr ages stem from that
event.
Two approaches were suggested for clarifying the interpretation of the old ages_ First, dating of
promising rocks and clasts should continue . Second, a better understanding of resetting mechanisms should
be obtained through studies of partially reset materials.

IAges calculated using the recently recomm ended decay constants are related to the "old" ages by the following
formulas:
t'(Rb-Sr) = O,979t

and
t'(K-Ar)

=

=

= 1.804 In [1 + 1.0727 (eO. 5305I _1)J

where t' "new" age and t "old" age. For example, the Rb-Sr age 0/ troctolite 76535 is chonged from 4.61 AE
to 4.51 AE (±0.07 AE), ond the 40Ar-"Ar age is chonged/rom 4.26 AE to 4.19 AE (±0.04 AE). Th e Rb,Sr oge is still
distinctly older thon the 4OAr.39Ar age or the Sm-Nd age (4.26±O,06 AE).
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What is the correct interpretation of radiometric ages of - 4.2 AE?
The number of samples having radiometric ages of - 4.2 AE (old decay constants) is increasing. The
first such ages were obtained by the "'Ar/ "Ar method for Apollo 16 anorthosites . Since then, ages of - 4.2
AE have been obtained on two Apollo 17 highland samples by the Rb-Sr method and on two mOre Apollo 17
samples by the Sm-Nd method. In one of the latter cases (76535), concordant 4OAr/"Ar ages have been
measured, whereas the Rb-Sr age is discordant and older. The traditional interpretation of the 4.2 AE
anorthosite ages has been that these ages date a major basin-forming event or events and represent the date
of excavation of anorthositic material from a depth within the lunar crust at which it was an opensystem with
respect to Ar. The majority of the discussion group preferred to retain this interpretation of the Ar-Ar
anorthosite ages and to make a distinction between them and the Sm-Nd ages on Apollo 17 samples, which
most interpret as real crystallization ages. However, Nyquist suggested that the Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd clocks
might have been started in much the same manner as is accepted for the "'Ar/"Ar clock.
A key question is whether 4.2-AE Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd ages exist only for the high-Mg highland rock suite.
So far, this seems to be the case. However, sampling statistics are severely biased because the ferroan
anorthosites are so difficult to date by the Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd methods. Nyquist presented whole rock Rb-Sr
data for 12 fer man anorthosites, most of them pristine. The whole-rock age (old decay constant) for this
suite of samples is 4.17 ± 0.20 AE (20) and initial "Sr/"Sr is 0.69906 ± 2, within the error limits of
LUNI = 0.69903, as defined by the purest anorthosites . Nyquist pointed out that addition of data from two
feldspathic fragmental (light-matrix) breccias refined the age to 4.21 ± 0.13 AE (20). The majority of
discussion participants questioned the inclusion of the latter data on the grounds that the samples were
polymict. Although Nyquist acknowledged this objection, he stressed the possibility that although these
samples are polymict, the mixing was probably with co-magmatic rocks, so that the isotopic systematics
might have survived the mixing process. This suggestion, although controversial, clearly points to the need
for (I) internal Sm-Nd and/or Rb-Sr isochrons on ferroan anorthosites, and (2) understanding of the
genesis of the feldspathic fragmental breccias, which are an important component at the Apollo 16 site and
probably are a major component of the Descartes formation. A more complete age characterization of
highland plutonic rocks would also contribu te to deciding whether the rocks originated in a global magmaocean phase of lunar evolution or in many local events.
Are ferroan anorthosites related to the rocks of the Mg-rich suite?
Two major lines of evidence suggest that anorthosites are not directly related to the rocks of the Mg-rich
suite. First, anorthosites are completely separated from Mg-rich rocks on a plot of Mg/(Mg + Fe) in mafic
minerals vs. An in plagioclase. Simple petrogenetic processes appear unable to generate, from a single
magma, rocks displaying the pattern shown by pristine lunar samples on this plot. For rocks of the Stillwater
Complex, L. D. Raedeke and L S_ McCallum have observed a pattern broadly similar to that displayed by
lunar samples but differing in important details _The Stillwater rocks display neither the gap that separates
lunar anorthosites and Mg-rich rocks nor the large range in Mg/(Mg + Fe) observed for lunar anorthosites.
Raedeke and McCallum have formulated a model that explains the Stillwater pattern, and they have pointed
out that their model is incapable of explaining these two features of the lunar pattern.
Secondly, minor- and trace-element data suggest that anorthosites and Mg-rich rocks are not simply
related. Anorthosites have nearly chondritic Ti/Sm and Sci Sm ratios. In contrast, most Mg-rich rocks have
much lower Ti/Sm and Sci Sm ratios than chondrites. Furthermore, the parent liquids of most Mg-rich rocks
appear to have had higher contents of incompatible elements than the parent liquids of anorthosites. There
is no simple way in which the Mg-rich rocks, with their evolved trace-element characteristics and primitive
Mg/(Mg + Fe) , can be related to the ferroan anorthosites, with their more primitive trace-element characteristics and more evolved Mg/(Mg + Fe) . This is a well-recognized problem for all models of lunar highland
petrogenesis.
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However, it may be possible that the anorthosites and Mg-rich rocks are directly related through
complex petrogenetic processes. J. Longhi and co-workers have proposed models for magma ocean
crystallization involving convective mixing of primitive and highly fractionated magmas near the base of
anorthositic "rockbergs." In principle , these models are capable of producing the major- and trace-element
characteristics observed in the pristine lunar samples.

P. H. Warren suggested that the average initial Sr isotopic ratio of anorthosites is slightly below that of
Mg-rich rocks, supporting the hypothesis that these suites are not simply related. However, the difference is
so slight that the geochronologists present were uncertain that the average initial ratios are truly resolved
from one anot her .

It thus appears that much evidence currently supports separate origins for anorthosites and Mg-rich
rocks, but the issue is by no means settled.

Which samples, if any, crystallized from the magma ocean?
Three possibilities are: that only one of the two suites of pristine plutonic rocks crystallized from the
magma ocean; that both suites did so; or that neither suite did so.
Warren pointed out that ferroan anorthosites have densities slightly less than those of petrologically
reasonable magma ocean liquids, while Mg-rich rocks have densities considerably greater than such liquids.
He argued that the Mg-rich cumulates could not be from the magma ocean because materials having such
high densities would have sunk into the magma ocean and could not have been excavated by any of the lunar
impacts. In contrast, ferroan anorthosites are just the sort of rocks one would expect to form by flotation at
the surface of the magma ocean.
Additional evidence supporting the proposition that the ferroan anorthosites crystallized from the
magma ocean includes the primitive Ti/Sm, the extremely low abundance of incompatible elements both in
the anorthosites and in their model parent liquids, and the very low initial Sr isotopic ratio of these samples.
The second possibility is that both anorthosites and Mg-rich rocks crystallized from the magma ocean.
Longhi's models call for formation of the Mg-rich rocks in pockets of magma ocean trapped within the
growing anorthositic crust, or as material plated onto the bottom of the crust, as is seen in the roofs of
terrestrial intrusions.

Some geochemical evidence supports the third point of view, that none of the pristine highlands rocks
crystallized from the magma ocean . Anorthosites are considered to have crystallized from melts having
fractionated incompatible-element patterns that cannot be generated from material having chondritic
patterns by any simple process . One way for producing such patterns is within the magma ocean through
complex mixing and assimilative processes such as those proposed by Longhi _Alternatively, the anorthosites may be the result of secondary processing of unsampled original crustal material.
At the present time it appears impossible to either confirm or refute any of the three hypotheses
discussed above regarding which, if any, samples crystallized from the magma ocean.

Was the magma ocean global in scale?
During the meeting, the question of the reality or otherwise of the magma ocean was raised. There is a
large body of evidence in support of large-scale lunar differentiation and the following were among various
arguments considered by the discussion group. (1) The geochemical evidence, both from surface samples
and orbital data, indicates a large-scale, near-surface concentration of AI, Ca and Eu into the plagioclase-rich
portion of the lunar crust. K, U and Th are likewise concentrated by two orders of magnitude over their
whole-moon abundances. When these geochemical-balance arguments are coupled with geophysical data
for crustal thickness and volume, then it is necessary to involve at least 50% of lunar volume in the
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differentiation process, which then becomes truly global. (2) Anorthosites from widely separated sites have
very uniform mineral assemblages and mineral compositions, suggesting that they all crystallized from a
Common parent magma. (3) The rare-earth element (REE) patterns in the highlands and in the source
regions of the mare basalts are complementary, suggesting that the early differentiation involved material at
least as deep as the source regions of the basalts. (4) The Sm-Nd isotopic systematics of KREEP from all
sites sampled are strikingly uniform, an observation which is consistent with models that derive the KREEP
component as the residual liquid from crystallization of a magma ocean. (5) A global ocean is also called for
by some models for the origin of the lunar asymmetry.
The evidence outlined above decisively points to large-scale lunar differentiation but does not uniquely
specify a magma ocean . A magma ocean is merely the simplest mechanism to provide the fractionation that
is called for by the geochemical and petrological evidence. The fractionation also has to have happened on a
short (200-m.y.) time scale, if the old ages determined on some of the rock samples truly date their
crystallization. Again, crystallization of a magma ocean is the simplest mechanism to account for such rapid

moon-wide fractionation . It was the consensus of the group that although none of these arguments for a
global magma ocean were individually compelling, yet they made a convincing case when taken together.
Was the KREEP component of local or global origin?
It was agreed that KREEP had a complex origin. It was pointed out by G. A. McKay that while the
anorthosites had crystallized from liquids having fairly primitive Ti/Sm ratios, close to whole moon composition, the rocks of the Mg suite and KREEP crystallized from magmas with low Ti/Sm ratios. However,
ilmenite, which must have crystallized to deplete those liquids in Ti, is far from the liquidus. Hence it appears
that an addition of, or dilution by, ilmenite ·free material must have occurred . This constitutes evidence for
mixing during petrogenesis, which may help to explain many of the puzzlrng geochemical characteristics,
which include (I) high MgJ(Mg + Fe), indicative of primitive charateristics, and (2) low Ti/Sm ratios and
high contents of Th, U, REE, etc. , all indicative of extreme fractional crystallization.
The consensus of the group was that KREEP genesis was probably linked to global processes, but that
local variations in composition and time of formation did occur. The moon wide uniformity of the Sm-Nd
isotopic characteristics of KREEP and the complementary nature of Nd isotopic evolution in high-Ti mare
basalts and KREEP are strong evidence for global processes, as pointed out by G . W. Lugmair. The Rb-Sr
isotopic characteristics of KREEP, however, differ in samples from different landing sites. Some of these
variations may be due to secondary processes such as the volatile loss of Rb from KREEP breccias.
In summary, the group felt that detailed work on the geochronology of theApollo 16 samples was likely
to lead to important insights jnto the origin of the lunar highlands crust. It was also concluded that such work
would have important consequences for understanding of early crustal evolution on planets in general , and

that the lunar samples offered a unique opportunity in this context.
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IV.

Summaries of Research Plans
Sample Research

o.

B. James

Introduction
All investigators concerned with sample studies met to discuss research plans and to coordinate efforts.
The discussions centered around several broad areas of investigation, listed below.

Nature and origin o( the (eldspathic (ragmen tal breccias and the geology o( North Ray Crater.
Several consortium efforts are currently underway or are planned on North Ray Crater materials, most
of which are feldspathic fragmental breccias or derived by comminution of such breccias.
U. B. Marvin is heading a limited·scope consortium study of feldspathic fragmental breccia
67015; other consortium members are L A. Haskin (major, minor and trace elements) and C. M.
Hohenberg ("Ar· J9 Ar age dating; noble gases). Emphasis will be on study of impact· melt clasts in the
breccia.

K. Marti is leading a consortium study of shocked feldspathic fragmental breccia 67915 from Outhouse
Rock. Other consortium members are P. Eberhardt (40Ar· J9 Ar dating), K. Keil and G. J. Taylor (clast
petrology), P. Weiblen (petrology), R A. Schmitt (major·, minor· and trace·element chemistry) and E.
Anders (trace·element chemistry). Past emphasis of this consortium has been on a search (or relics of the
primordial lunar crust; in the future the scope will be broadened to include studies of clasts of fragment·laden
melt rocks and granulitic breccias, evaluation of the origin and history of the bulk breccia, and comparison to
other feldspathic fragmental breccias.
L A. Haskin, M. M. Lindstrom and R L Korotev plan an extensive study of North Ray Crater
breccias, involving petrologic and chemical analyses. They plan : (1) to expand their previous research on
feldspathic fragmental breccia 67455, collected from a white boulder on the crater rim (a possible collaboration with O. B. James for the petrologic studies was discussed); (2) detailed work on feldspathic fragmental
breccia 67016 (a possible collaboration was discussed with M. D. Norman for the petrologic studies,
because Norman plans to draw up a breccia guidebook for 67016 in the near future); (3) to study separated
clasts from feldspathic fragmental breccia 67035 and granulated anorthosites 67075 and 67415; and (4) to
analyze bulk samples of granulitic breccia 67955, shocked feldspathic fragmental breccia 67915, and the
glass coating on breccia 67095 (possible North Ray glass).
D. Swffler has begun a consortium study of all North Ray rake samples (from Stations 11 and 13). Other
consortium members are H. Wanke and H. Palme (chemistry), E. K. Jessberger ('OAr· J9 Ar age dating), and
W. U. Reimold or L E. Nyquist (Rb·Sr).
O. B. James plans a consortium study that will include: (1) a reexamination of feldspathic fragmental
breccia 67455 (from the white breccia boulder) and 67475 (a clast of fragment·laden melt from the same
boulder); and (2) detailed study of feldspathic fragmental breccia 67975. Other consortium members are
D. P. Blanchard, M. M. Lindstrom and L A. Haskin (major, minor and trace elements) and C. M.
Hohenberg (4°Ar· 39Ar age dating). Collaborations with other investigators will be arranged as needs arise.
The consortium studies outlined above will address many major questions: (1) What is the nature and
variability of the clast assemblages in the feldspathic fragmental breccias? (2) Are there any relics of the
primordial lunar crust among the clasts? (3) Which types of melt rocks at the site occur as clasts in the
feldspathic fragmental breccias? (4) What was the nature of the source terrain for the breccias? (5) What
processes formed the breccias (are they consolidated megaregolith, a deposit of suevitic impact breccia , or a
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deposit of glass-poor clastic impact breccia)? (6)When were the breccias deposited? (7) What was the
thermal history of the breccia deposit? (8) Are the feldspathic fragmental breccias completely representative of the " bedrock" lithology underlying North Ray Crater, or were there other components? (9) What is
the nature of the dark rock seen within the crater cavity and are the dark boulders sampled representatives
of this dark rock? (10) Are the feldspathic fragmental breccias related to the dimict breccias, and, if so, what
is the nature of the relationship? Might they be two different facies of ejecta from the same impact? (11) Are
the feldspathic fragmental breccias Cayley or Descartes materials? (12) What were the effects of formation
of North Ray Crater on the breccias?
There was discussion of areas that were not adequately covered by currently planned research. Little
work is going on at present or is planned on North Ray soils. D. S. McKay, D. SWffier and R. L. Korotev
indicated some interest in pursuing such studies, but no specific plans were outlined. Several participants

pinpointed two important questions for which there were no planned studies: (1) What is the nature of the
glasses produced by the North Ray impact and what can these glasses tell us about the impact processes and
distribution of North Ray ejecta over the site? and (2) What is the nature of the dark boulder at Station 13,
how does it fit petrogenetically with the other North Ray samples, and does it correlate with the dark material
Seen within the crater cavity.

Nature of the Cayley Plains material in the central part of the landing site.
Very little work is currently in progress or is planned for materials from the central part of the landing
site-Stations 1, 2 and lO-and from the southernmost Cayley Plains Stations-6, 8, and 9. Most of the
regolith breccias collected came from these stations, and very few of them have been characterized. The
consortium headed by O. B. James will probably study 61295, a sample chipped from a boulder of regolith
breccia on the rim of Plum crater at Station 1. Some work on soils 61161 and 61221 is planned by D. S.
McKay and A. Basu. No work on the rake samples is planned. Additional studies of regolith breccias, rake
samples , and soils are badly needed to attempt to define the nature of the Cayley formation in this part of the
landing site and to determine what materials are exotic, i.e ., brought into the regolith by distant impacts.

Nature of the Descartes Mountains material at Stone Mountain .
Many, perhaps most, of the large rock samples returned from one of the two Stone Mountain sampling
localities, Station 4, are probably ejecta from South Ray crater and are thus Cayley material. The large rock
samples returned from the oth~r Stone Mountain locality , Station 5, are mostly melt rocks and are probably
not representative of the underlying Descartes materials (if the Descartes Formation consisted largely 01
melt rocks its surface should be blocky, but the evidence, as outlined in a previous section, indicates instead
that the Descartes material is relatively friable). Apparently, the only way to deduce the nature of the Stone
Mountain "bedrock" is to study materials of all size fractions from Stations 4 and 5, compare the data to data
for other sampling localities, and subtract out the Cayley contribution introduced by the South Ray impact.
K. Keil, G. J. Taylor and J. McKinley have initiated such an investigation; they have begun exhaustive
petrologic studies of the rake samples from Stations 4 and 5 and materials from the Station 4 double drive
tube. D. S. McKay also indicated plans for studying materials from the double drive tube.

Origin of the dimict breccias; relationship of the dimict breccias to the feldspathic fragmental
breccias.
G . J. Taylor plans to draw up a breccia guidebook for dimict breccia 64475 and he may organize a
consortium study. O. B. James will probably include dimict breccias 61015 and 64435 among the samples
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studied by her consortium. D. P. Blanchard and M. M. Lindstrom indicated strong interest in participating in
consortium studies of dimict breccias to obtain major-, minor- and trace-element analyses. G. Ryde r and
M. D. Norman expressed interest in carrying out petrologic studies of such rocks but had no specific plans,
except that Ryder indicated he was considering a study of the "trimict" breccia 66055.
These studies will address several important questions: (1) How and when did the dimict breccias
form? (2) How were they emplaced at the site? (3) Which impact(s) formed them? (4) Are they Cayley or
Descartes materials? (5) Are these rocks related in any way to the feldspathic fragmental breccias, and, if so,
what is the nature of the relationship? Might they be different facies of ejecta from the same impact?

Nature of the material ejected from South Ray Crater.
Resolution of this problem is extremely important, because South Ray ejecta are the only Apollo 16
materials that are unequivocally samples of the Cayley Formation. There is considerable evidence that most
or all the dimict breccias are South Ray materials, and the consortia studying dimict breccias will address the
question of whether these rocks are from South Ray as one of the aims of their studies. In addition, three'
samples of shocked breccia from Stations 8 and 9 are probably also South Ray ejecta; the consortium
headed by O. B. James will probably study one of these, 68815 or 68115, to try to determine the nature of the
parent breccia prior to the shock. Shocked breccias and dimict breccias from the central and southern parts
of the site are good candidates for South Ray ejecta, and exposure ages should be measured on as many of
these samples as possible to determine whether or not they are indeed from South Ray; K. Marti expressed
interest in doing some of this work.
The Apollo 16 melt rocks-their origins, geologic occurrence at the site, number of impacts
required to form them, and dates of the impacts.
Both R. A. F. Grieve and G. Ryder expressed interest in these problems but did not give any plans for
specific research.
Nature, migration, and source of volatiles in the Apollo 16 materials.
L. A. Taylor is leader of a consortium that is investigating this question, in particular with respect to
" Rusty Rock" 66095. Members of the consortium are H. Wanke, E. Anders, L. E. Nyquist and G. W. Reed.
Areal variations in characteristics of glass particles in the soils.
H. R. Rogers (J . A. Wood, PI) is investigating this problem.
Nature and evolution of the primordial crust.
The Apollo 16 collection contains several different types of materials thought to be relics of the earliest
lunar crust. These include: ferroan anorthosites and related troctolitic anorthosites; spinel troctolites
(such as the clast from 67435) ; sodic ferrogabbro (from 67915); and eucritic gabbro (from 61224). One aim
of nearly all the consortium studies of breccias and rake samples will be to search for and characterize
additional samples that might be relics of the early lunar crust.
Several investigators presented plans for study of the samples that have already been identified as
possible relics of the primordial crust. O. B. James indicated that one aspect of the research carried out by
her consortium would probably be a detailed petrographic · microprobe study of the ferroan anorthosites and
related troctolitic anorthosites, to attempt to determine: (I) the nature of the relationships between textural
types of ferroan anorthosite and between the ferroan anorthosites and the troctolitic anorthosites; (2)
whether or not any traces remain of original igneous cumulate texture; (3) the extent to which the rocks
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have been affected by metamorphic processes; (4) the extent to which individual samples might have been
affected by mixing; and (5) the histories of individual samples-their conditions of formation and subsequent deformational and thermal histories. G. W. Lugmair plans to attempt a Sm-Nd age determination on
one or two samples of ferroan anorthosite; this technique could potentially yield a crystallization age for
these rocks, which have been undatable by other methods. Lugmair also plans to date the sodic ferrogabbro
from 67915 by Sm-Nd. P. H. Warren plans a study of exsolution features in the pyroxenes of the ferroan
anorthosites in an attempt to set limits on the thermal histories of these rocks. U. B. Marvin briefly described
the unique sample of eucritic gabbro from 61224 and suggested that the sample would be an important one
for an age determination; Sm·Nd seems the best method, but none of the workshop attendees volunteered
to carry out the investigation. K. Keil, G. J. Taylor and R. A. Schmitt are working on the spinel troctolite
clast from 67435; G. J. Wasserburg is a member of this miniconsortium and will attempt anage determination on the clast. Warren, Taylor and Keil are also carrying out a comparative study of the geochemistry of
the Apollo 16 rocks, samples from western sites (Apollo 12 and 14), and samples from eastern sites (Luna 16
and 20). The results will put the Apollo 16 materials in a regional context and will contribute to understanding
the evolution of the primordial lunar crust. G. L Nord, Jr., who was not in attendance at the workshop, also
plans studies of the ferroan anorthosites. He will attempt to determine the subsolidus thermal histories of
these rocks; in particular, the study will concentrate on characterizing the scale of microchemical gradients
and the genesis of transformation- and exsolution-induced microstructures, using the scanning transmission

electron microscope.

Nature and origin of glass coatings on samples
During the course of the discussion, several participants repeatedly emphasized the need for a study of
the glasses found at the site. Many large rock samples are coated by glass, and these coatings were probably
produced during small local impacts such as the events that formed the North Ray and South Ray craters.
Studies of these glasses are needed to characterize them and to associate them with their parent craters.

The results of the studies could be applied to answer questions concerning the locus of melt generation in
impact craters, the average composition of materials in the target areas, the compositional variability of

melts generated in single impacts, and the nature of "bedrock" under the various craters (represented by the
samples coated by the melts). Immediately following the workshop F. Horz revived a consortium he had
previously organized to study large glassy objects and now plans to devote considerable research effort to
these problems. Present members of the Horz consortium are D. P. Blanchard (chemistry) and R. Morris
(ferromagnetic resonance studies); investigators are needed for age determinations.

Other problems
During the discussion it became evident that, in several critical fields, there is a lack of investigators
currently working on Apollo 16 problems. One of these is petrology-the tasks connected with petrologic
characterization of the sample suite are so great that, with the present workers, these studies will require

many years of effort. Another field is siderophile-element analysis. Materials from the northernmost and
southernmost parts of the site appear to be characterized by very different ratios of siderophile trace
elements. These elements will probably serve as valuable markers for: (1) distinguishing glasses produced in
different small impacts; (2) grouping related impact·melt rocks and distinguishing unrelated ones; (3)
determining the relationships between the dimict breccias and the feldspathic fragmental breccias; and
(4) evaluating the nature of the Cayley and Descartes Formations. Thus, siderophile-element data on glasses
and various types of melt rocks will be especially critical in unraveling the complex geologic relations at the
site.
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Lunar rock nomenclature

The session closed with a spirited discussion of nomenclature of the Apollo 16 materials . A consensus
was reached to try to follow the nomenclature scheme outlined by Stolfler in the Proceedings of the
Conference on the Lunar Highlands Crust (1980) . A consensus was easily reached that the term "dimict
breccia" should re place the older term "black and white rock." It was also fairly generally agreed that the
term "feldspathic fragmental breccia" should replace the older term "light-matrix breccia" (despite the fact
that the latter term is far easier to say, especially in a heated discussion). Most participants agreed that the
terms "regolith breccia" or "soil breccia" (according to individual preference) should be used for breccias
containing any material having a near-surface regolith evolution .

1t was pointed out that in many cases,

especially if thin sections or chemical data are not a vailable, regolith breccias cannot be easily distinguished
from feldspathic fragmental breccias; therefore, it was proposed that any working classification should
include a category for "fragmental breccias of unknown type." There was greater diversity of personal
preference with respect to terms used in naming impact-melt rocks, but it was generally felt that variability in
terminology for these samples would cause less confusion than variability in breccia terminology . Terms in
current usage are "melt rock" and "melt breccia"; modifiers such as "fragment-laden," "clast-poor," and

"clast-rich" are used to describe fragment content, and modifiers such as "poikilitic" and "subophitic" are
used to describe the textures of the melt fractions.

Research in Photogeology and Remote Sensing
F. Horz
The group stressed the importance of information derived from remote-sensing research in formulating
viable working hypotheses to address the local and regional geologic evolution of the Apollo 161anding site,
and by extension the evolution of the central nearside highlands. It was agreed that progress accomplished in
the last two years is substantial. However, additional observational, experimental, and theoretical studies
offer the potential for improved insight. It was also agreed that better understanding of the Apollo 16 landing
site and the returned sample materials will only come after improved understanding 01 regional trends and
processes of global scales, such as basin formation and large-scale cratering mechanics.
Specific questions of major significance are as follows :
I) Is the Descartes Formation genetically related to the Kant Plateau and thus by inference to the
Nectaris basin?
2) Are the Cayley Plains mass-wasted materials from the local topographic highs or are they distinct
depositional units, perhaps ejecta of one large basin , e.g., Imbrium, the last major basin-forming
impact that a/lected the Apollo 16 region?
3) Are there any means 01 addressing the lateral and vertical scales of compositional homogeneity/
heterogeneity of both the Cayley plains and the Descartes/Kant complex, if not the entire regional
highlands? To what degree are the compositions of these units dominated by a single lithology or are
they mixtures of lithologies?
The investigators present, representing the fields of photogeology, orbital geochemistry (XRF and
gamma-ray), mineralogy (near-lR spectroscopy) impact-cratering mechanics (experimental, theoretical,
terrestrial analogues), all agreed that significant, realistic progress in their respective areas can be expected.
Of crucial importance are three specific areas:

I) Improvements in both spatial and spectral resolution of orbital geochemistry data . It appears that
improvements in the procedures lor deconvolution of the original data are possible . Application of
the improved procedures will hopefully lead to a better understanding of the compositional similar i-
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ties and differences within the Kant/Descartes complex and to a better assessment of how typical/
atypical the actual landing site is in comparison with other lunar highland terrains. IR-spec!roscopy
appears particularly useful for studying compositional variations on linear scales of = 1kmunobtainable from the gamma-ray and XRF data-and thus appears to be the only means of studying
relatively small-scale compositional and mineralogical homogeneities/heterogeneities of the
Descartes, Kant Plateau, and Cayley Plains areas.
2) Proper interpretation of the remotely obtained geochemical or mineralogical information requires

improved input from sample investigators, who must provide better definition of chemical/lithologic
end members to be used in various chemical mixing models. This information must come from

detailed soil studies, combining modal data with data on chemical composition. Fortunately, many of
the present problems in correlating photogeoiogic features with compositional provinces rely on

compositional differences, rather than absolute chemical-lithologic make up.
3) As most of the important geological problems of the Apollo 16 site (and lunar highlands in general) are
intimately related to impact cratering, efforts are necessary to refine our understanding of cratering

processes, particularly at basin-size scales. Such refinement requires comparative photogeologic
studies of the surfaces of the planets, experimental research, theoretical investigations, and terres-

trial field studies.
All discussion participants were keenly aware of the necessity of approaching any potential solution to
these complex problems via multidisciplinary approaches. Indeed, most individuals have arranged for
suitable collaborative input into their own efforts and it was felt that a new "Apollo 16 Remote Sensing
Consortium" is not necessary. The following specific projects are in progress or will be pursued shortly_

C. M. Pieters and B. R. Hawke continue their IR-renectance studies. Pieters plans to refine the
characteristics and selenographic distribution of the anomalously pyroxene-rich lithologies she has discov-

ered in a small crater west of the landing site. In addition, efforts will be made to search for small differences in
the plagioclase-orthopyroxene ratio in the central lunar highlands, i.e., to possibly refine the present findings,
which indicate a rather homogeneous mineralogic make up of most highland terrains regardless of morphologic characteristics or stratigraphic position. Hawke will continue to collaborate with Pieters in the

collection and analysis of these data and will in particular focus on multispectral images of the Apollo 16 area.
He may also address the Question of the efficiency of primary ejecta transport by systematically analyzing ray
systems emanating from large, youthful craterS. During the group discussions it was emphasized repeatedly
that lR measurements, because of their high spatial resolution, appear to be the only means at present of
studying the compositional differences/similarities between the Kant Plateau and the Descartes Mountains.
C. G. Andre, representing the orbital geochemistry experiments, described continuing collaborative

efforts with F. EI-Baz, A. E. Metzger, E. L. Haines, L. A. Haskin and R. L. Korotev. Collaborative efforts
involving Metzger, Hawke, and P. D. Spudis were also described. The planned research consists of using
improved techniques to (1) normalize data from the X-ray fluorescence experiment to correct for interorbit
variations near the terminator and (2) deconvolve the gamma-ray data for the landing site region. These

efforts should refine our knowledge of the selenographic distribution of Mg, AI, Th, Ti and Fe. The
collaboration with Haskin and Korotev will consist primarily of determining possible lithologic end members
and formulating geochemical mixing models. An additional collaborative effort involving Metzger, Hawke
and Spudis is planned to determine the possible distribution of Imbrium basin ejecta.
A variety of efforts are underway to refine our understanding of impact cratering, especially the

processes involved in formation of the largest craters and the basins. Considerable research effort will still be
required before general crater, and specifically basin, formation is well understood; especially, the distribution and emplacement mechanisms of large scale crater ejecta are very poorly understood at present. D. E.

Wilhelms plans to continue to study the regional geology and stratigraphy of the Moon, with emphasis on
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deposits of basins, and he hopes to better define the context in which the Apollo 16 rocks occur. Hawke,
Head and their co-workers will restudy the regional Apollo 16 geology, in light of more general crater and
basin studies and sample analysis, to reevaluate the questions of sample provenance and local stratigraphic
relationships. Spudis plans to concentrate on basin ejecta, using the remote-sensing data and sample'
evidence to obtain a better understanding of the complexities of the Apollo 16 site geology, the impactinduced petrogenetic processes at the site, and the degree to which early crustal materials may be laterally
and vertically redistributed by basin impacts. P. H. Schultz will continue to combine the results of photogeologic observations, laboratory cratering experiments and theoretical work to develop an improved under-

sta nding of the emplacement and distribution of basin ejecta. Harz plans a major synthesis of the evidence
from the continuous deposits of the Ries Crater and application of the results to interpretation of large-scale
basin deposits.
In general, the multidisciplinary approaches outlined above hold promise that significant new insights
may be gained into the processes of basin formation and emplacement of basin ejecta. Present understanding of these important processes will be summarized in the upcoming Proceedings of the LPI Topical
Conference on "Multi-ring Basins: Their origin and evolution," convened by P. H. Schultz and C. A.
Hodges.
It was also remarked with regret that detailed Apollo 16 site studies, consisting of analysis and synthesis
of the photographs and observations of astronauts J. Young and C. Duke, essentially ceased in 1974. The
final report of the Apollo 16 Field Geology Team will be published shortly as a U.S. Geological Survey
"Professional Paper."
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REGIONAL CHElUCAL SETTING OF 'CIIE APOLLO 16 LANDING SITE AND THE
U1PORTANCE OF THE K&'lT PLATEAU. Constance G. Andre and Farouk .EI-Baz,
National Air and Space '·fuseum, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560.
Geologists have traditionally divided the lunar terra into various tirnestratigraphic units. However, it has always been uncertain whether these ageunits represent chemical and petrological units. The orbital X-ray fluorescence experiment (1) provides sufficiently detailed chemical information to
resolve some of the differences between such units. In this. study, we compare
the X-ray data of the Apollo 16 landing site area to those of the surrounding
highlands, particularly the topographically higher Kant Plateau to the east,
the Cayley Plains to the west and the rugged terra of the eastern far side.
Figure 1 shows the X-ray coverage of the central highlands with the
corresponding topographic cross-section and orbital X-ray profile of Mg/Al
variations. The Mg /Al profile was constructed by averaging single data points
at the same longitude from each of 5 orbits. A three-point sliding average
was applied to the resulting values to improve the signal to noise ratio. The
spatial resolution is between 15 and 30 km (approximately the diameter of one
or two data points on the profile) . The combined effective fields-of-view may
be compared to the eastern farside frequency distribution mode (dashed line).
Single points on the profile west of 100E should be interpreted with caution
because the signal to noi·se ratio decreased exponentially as the spacecraft
approached the terminator as indicated by the error bars.
The X-ray data indicate that the nearside central highlands are not
chemically homogeneous. Mg/Al values increase with distance from the landing
site toward Mare Nubium. This trend coincides with increased proportions of
the plains units of the Cayley Formation. The Apollo 16 site lies directly
west of a sharp chemical contact that coincides with the steep topographic
rise of the Kant Plateau, no more than 50 km east of the landing site. The
Plateau, at elevations 2 km above the landing site, has significa.n tly higher
concentrations of aluminum and lower concentrations of magnesium ·than the
Apollo 16 site or any other area of the central highlands covered by· the X-ray
experiment. The composition of the Kant Plateau is comparable to that of the
most anorthositic farside terra, which is believed to exemplify a differentiated feldspathic layer of the early lunar crust (2, 3).
Thorium values from orbital gamma-ray data also indicate that the Kant
materials comprise a geochemical unit that is rare on the lunar near side in
its similarity to the chemical composition of the lunar far side (4). The
Kant Plateau is also distinctive on the basis of elevation and textural
characteristics that are comparable to the farside terra (5, 6). The Plateau,
which is part of the highest topographic surface on the near side of the Moon
and has one of the highest values of normal albedo for the nearside terra (7),
is the most prominent feature of the Nectaris Basin ring system. If this
structure is a block of the early crust, uplifted during the formation of the
Nectaris Basin, we propose that the Kant Plateau may be one of the few nearside exposures of a pristine cumulate of the primordial magma ocean.
Materials from the Kant Plateau are likely to be present among the samples
collected at the Apollo 16 site. These may have been ballistically transported from the Plateau as impact ejecta or excavated from an extension of the
Plateau roots beneath the Cayley light-colored plains. The Descartes
Formation may be part of such an extension. Light matrix .breccias that often
have old highland ages, 4.1 to 4.5 aeons (8), and that are chemically like
anorthosites, are cornmon at North Ray Crater, where they may have been d red g(.: . ,~
up from depth.
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The X-ray data indicate that the Copernican-age cra'ter Theophilus, 330
km east of the landing site, excavated primarily mare material from depths

of 2 km below the surface of Mare Nectaris. The northern part of the ejecta ,
blanket of this 100-km diameter crater has Mg/Al values typical, of mare
basalt. The Kant Plateau, between Theophilus and the landing site,
chemically separates the two units (Fig. 1). This implies that high Mg/Al
ejecta from Theophilus did not blanket the landing site area. The steep
eastern scarp of the Kant Plateau, 5.5 km above the ejecta blanket of the
crater appears to have occluded Theophilus ejecta to the west of the crater.
This may have added to the asymmetry of the ejecta pattern noted by Milton
(9) and preserved the anorthositic nature of both the Kant Plateau and the
Apollo 16 landing site soils.
In summary, Mg/Al ratios from orbital X-ray data show gradual, although
irregular, increases from the Apollo 16 site westward toward Mare Nubium.
However, two abrupt changes occur to the east of the landing site area:
higher-aluminum, lower-magnesium compositions associated with the Kant
Plateau aDd lower-aluminum, higher-magnesium materials associated with
Theophilus ejecta. The magnesium-rich basalts excavated by Theophilus are
not observed at the landing site.
It is evident that although the Apollo 16 landing area shows a high Al/
Si ratio and a low Mg/Si ratio, the Kant Plateau materials are far more
anorthositic, like the farside highlands. This suggestes that: (1) the
less-aluminous samples from the Apollo 16 mission are typical of the chemical
composition of the landing site area as seen from orbit, (2) the purest
anorthosit,i!s brought back from the Apollo 16 site may be Kant Plateau
materials~ emplaced as eject.a from impact craters in the Kant Plateau, or
excavated 'from Kant Plateau-like material beneath the ' landing sit" area by
such craters as North Ray, (3) the chemical composition of the Ap'o llo 16
soils is likely to include both components of ' the higher Mg/Al materials
associated with the Cayley plains to the west and the very low Mg/Al Kant
materials east of the site, and (4) low Mg/Al anorthosites in the Apollo 16
sample colle'ction may be part of the primitive feldspathic lunar crust rarely
seen within the orbital coverage of the lunar near side.
REFERENCES: (1) Adler I. et a1. (1973) Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 4th, p. 27832791. (2) Wood J .A. et al. (1970) Proc. Apollo 11 Lunar ScLConf., p. 965988. (3) Howard K.A. and Wilhelms D.E. (1974) Rev. Geophys. Space Phys. 12,
n. 3, p. 309-327.. (4) Metzger A.E. et a1. (1981) (abs.); In Workshop on
Apollo 16 (in press). (5) EI-Baz F. and Roosa S.A. (1972) Proc. Lunar Sci.
Conf. 3rd, p. 63-83. (6) Wilhelms D.E. and EI-Baz F. (1977) Geologic Map of
the east side of the moon. Map I-9Q8. USGS. (7) Pohn H.A. et al. (1970b)
U.S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 599 E. 20. (8) Taylor R.S. (1975) Lunar Science
A Post-Apollo View, p. 217-218. (9) Milton D.J. (1968) USGS Misc. Geol. Inv.,
Map 1-546.
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CLASSIFICA'l'ION OF LUNAR HIGHLAND I s SUllMILLIMETER PAR"'ICLES
Abhijit Basu, Department of Geology, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN.
47405 and David S . McKay, NASA-JSC, Houston, TX. 77058.
It appears that a consensus of opinion on the classification and nomen clature of lunar highland rocks ("big rocks") is finally being reached (Apollo 16 workshop discussion). The classification and nomenclature proposed
by the "Corumi ttee" (Stoffler et al. ,1980), - a combination of St5ffler et al.
(1979) and Prinz and Keil (1977), - is based on mineralogic assemblages (composition) and texture. However, this classification of "big rocks" is inadequat e for submillimet er sized part icles occurring both in lunar soils and in
lunar breccias. 'l~ere are t wo principal reasons for the alleged inadequacy (1) Such small particles do not necessarily represent or even indicate t he
mineralogic assemblage or composition of the parent rocks. For example, many
lunar highland rocks are quite coarse (crystal size ·> 1 rum); most of the
clasts in breccias are also > 1 rom in size. 'l~ere is no way that individual
submillimeter particles (0.02 - 1. 00 mm) can be assigned t o specific rock
types (e.g. spinel troc t olite, dimict breCCia, etc.); and, (2) Most of the
textures of "big rocks" cannot also be det ected with · any cert ainty (e.g.
"int rusi ve-like, veined text ure" or "cumUlate texture ,. etc.). A workable
c l assification for small submillimeter particles, therefore, should be based
on sometextural properties which can be observed with a microscope in most of
the samples.
In recent years, three differ ent groups have used three very diff erent
classification schemes for highland soils. Taylor et al.(1979) primarily
used composition for all lithic fragments (e . g . ANT, KREEPy, mare basalt);
they did not emphasize breccias at all (only "soil breccias" were recognized).
Simon et al. (1978) used both composition and texture more or less with equal
importance; they distinguished between "anorthosites" and "norite/troctolite"
and between "recrystallized nori t ic breccias" and "poikilitic breccias" even
in 0.02 - 0 .2 mm sized particles. McKay et al. (1977) emphasized texture
over composition but used absolute grain size (e.g. "plutonic igneous" and
"plutonic metamorphic" rocks) and also some quas i-compositional criterion
(e.g. "mesostasis-rich melt rocks"). In our attempt to devise a classificationfor the submillimeter particles from lunar highlands, we .have reaped
benefits from the merits and demerits of the aforesaid works and also from
the prinCiples enumerated by Stoffler et al. (1980) . In addition, we have
t ried t o emphasize r egoli th evoluti on as a response to impact processes and t o
make a detailed text ural claSSificat ion of the breccias. Thus, we have based
our classification of submillimeter sized particles from lunar highlands on
(1) the mutual relat ionship of the constituent grains in a particle, (2) ary&tallinity of the constituents, and (3) shapes of the crystals. Our proposed
classification (Table 1) is essentially a modified version of the one used
previously fo r Apollo 15 soils (Basu and ~~Kay, 1979) with substantial expansion of the "breccia" cat egory.
A meaningful evaluation of the particle population i n lunar hi ghland
soils can be achieved only i f our classificat ion has a direc t relationship t o
the "big rocks" in the ret urned samples. We have surveyed a fairly represen- .
tative sui t e of poli.shed thin sections of Apollo 16 rocks from the curatorial
librar y usin;; the catalog of Ryder and Norman (1980) . We believe that i t is
possible to interpret the modal petrology of highland soils vis a vis "big
rocks" wi th the help of
t he proposed classification.
-- - -We have classified 224 partic les in different grain size f ractions of t he
soil 6~·5 0l usin;; our sche;ae and t he data are presented in Table 2 to illustrat e
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Table 2. Particle counts of Apol l o 16 eol 1

~O~ & modal analya i s) 1n di fferent

she f rac tions. Code nos. Cor respond to
those i n Table 1 .
Cod, 500-1000 250-500 150-250 90- 150 2O- 90 ( l1ID )

llO

1

12

15

1 20
130
" 0
1 50

,

12
1

1

210
220
'3'
"0

2

31 ll

9

3112

3

1
1

1
6

,

5
3
1
1

1

2
1

1

,

3

31 21

3122
3211
3212

3221

16
1

3

3222

3

1

7

,

1

2

1

Compact LMB (x 450)

1

3223
322lJ
3225

3226

1

323

,

'00

3

2

6
10

"
1

1
1

5'2
5'3
5"

Total

8
1

1

,,>

600

9

1
1

510
520
530

.

1
1
1
1
1

50

50

50

50

Compact sv irly- gl a ss DMB (x l 60)

Porous DMB (x 450)
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the scope and practi.cub ility of tile classification. I t is to be noted, how ever, that the data arc not supposed to represent the modal composition of
soil 64 501 i n any way.
Table 1.

CLASS IFI CATI ON OF APOLLO 16 SUBMILLIMETER PARTICLE TYPES

100

Monomineral ic Fragme nt s

110
1 20

Plagioclase
Pyroxe ne

130

Olivine
Opaques, Oxides, etc .

140
150

Si0 2 Phases
Crystal line Li t hic s
ANT (usually cat aclas t ic)
Mare Bas alt
KREEP Basa l t
I ndeterminate/Other

200
210
220
232
240
300

Br ecc i a s
Fra ~ne ntal/Vitric

310
311
3111
3112
312
3121
3122
320
321
3211
3212
322
3221
3222
3223
3224
3225
3226
323

Agglut inat e

400

Glass
Clast Lade n/ Ropy
Vitrophyric / Quench Crystal
Cryptocrystalline ( includes Hdevitrified H)
Cl a s t and Crystal Free

500
510
520
530
540
541
542
543
544

600

(includes all regolith breccias)
Dark I,latrix Br ec cia (DMB)
Porous DMB
Compact DMB (includes swirly glass matrix)
Li ght Matrix Brecci a (usually feldspathic; 1MB)
Por ous LMB
Compact 1MB (includes swirly glass matrix)
Crystalline Matrix Breccias (CMB)
Poikilitic
E ~u ant Pl agioc las e Poikilitic
Acicular Plagioclase Poikilitic
Basal tic -Textured
Va ri oli ti c
Subophiti c
Intergranul ar
I ntersertal
Por phyritic
Other/ Indeterminate
Granul itic a nd Other CMB

Gree n

Yellow
Co l orl ess/Gray, etc.
Bl ack /Brown , etc .
J·1 isc e l J CineQU S
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE APPARENT CRATER, TRANSIENT CRATER AND
EXCAVATION CAVITY OF A SIMPLE CRATER, by S. K. Croft, Lunar and Planetary
Institute.
A recent analysis (1) of simplified cratering flow fields derived from
explosion (2,3) and impact (4,5,6) cratering calculations has suggested a
new quantitative definition of the excavation cavity and its relation to the
transient and final apparent craters of an impact event. The new definition
is significant in that it implies significantly shallower depths of orlgln
for rock samples found in and around impact craters than previously assumed.
The primary spatial features of an impact cratering flow field may be
approximated by placing the origin of a Maxwell Z-model flow field (2) at a
depth of approximately one projectile diameter (1). Such a flow field is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The origin of the effective center of flow is the
pOint denoted as the EDOZ (Effective Depth of Z flow). Representative flow
streamlines are shown as dashed lines~ All-streamlines in a constant
Z-model flow field are geometrically similar, differing from each other only
in absolute size. Material is ejected from the growing crater along
streamlines until the hinge point is reached, about which point the
continuous ejecta flap rotates (2,3) and the crater rim forms. The flow
field is consequently divided by that streamline, the hinge streamline
(dot-dashed streamline in Fig. 1), which passes through the hinge point into
two parts: (1) Material along steamlinesabove the hinge streamline (the
diagonally hatched zone in Fig. 1) which is thrown out of the crat er as
ejecta (the stippled zone in Fig. 1) and, (2) material along streamlines
below the hinge streamline which is driven downward and outward, displacing
an equal vol ume of material into a transient structural rim upl ift as
indicated in Fig. 1. The diagonally hatched zone in Fig. 1 is defined as
the excavation cavity. The excavation cavity is purely a spatial construct
delimiting the ~-cratering positions of particles that eventually are
ejected from the crater. The peculiar shape of the excavation cavity is
never seen, even momentarily, during the cratering process, because
particles are moving away from the EDOZ simultaneously along all
streamlines. The depth of excavation, d , or the greatest depth from
which material thrown out of the crater Originates, is determined by the
lowest point of the hinge streamline, which lies somewhat off the crater
center as shown in Fig. 1. For realistic flow fields, the depth of
excavation is - 0.1 D (D = apparent crater diameter, see Ref. 1). The
down-driven material Belo~ the hinge streamline flows in an orderly manner
away from the center of flow to form the transient crater, which is defined
here as the maximum expansion of the crater or "hole," at the center of the
flow. Because of the orderly outward flow, no material deeper than d is
exposed during the excavation stage (1) of the cratering process. In8eed,
the wall of the transient cavity will be lined with material originating in
the highly-shocked cone of material immediately below the EDOZ. This highly
shocked layer, which may include portions of the projectile, is very thin
due to smearing along the diverging streamlines, and may be used to estimate
the minimum dimensions of the transient crater of simple terrestrial impact
craters. Examples of such shocked layers lie at the bases of the breccia
lenses of Brent, Meteor, and Lonar craters (1 ) , among others, at depths of
- 0.3 D. The final apparent crater, which is observed in the field, is
produceS by modification of the transient crater. In simple craters,
modification appears to occur primarily by an inward thrusting of the
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fragmented transient crater wall, which overrides the highly shocked
transient crater floor, followed by relatively minor rim slumping (7).
final apparent depth of a typical simple crater is - 0.2 Da'

The

Consequently, analysis of the cratering flow field implies the
existence of an excavation cavity, a transient crater, and a final apparent
crater that are spatially distinct from each other and formed by distinct
mechanisms. Further, the depth of excavation is determined by the geometry
of the hinge streamline and is not directly related to either the transient
crater or the final apparent crater. Indeed, for typical cratering flows,
the depth of excavation is - 1/3 the transient crater depth and only - 1/2
the final apparent depth of a simple crater. The modification stage of
simple craters also appears to prevent the surface appearance of any
material originally below the hinge streamline (this is probably not true
for dynamically rebounded complex craters).
A brief analysis of South Ray crater (D ,,500 m), a fresh simple
crater whose ejecta extends over much of theaApollo 16 landing site, will be
given to illustrate spatial and quantitative relationships predicted by the
flow field model (see Appendix). Figure 2 is a cross-section of South Ray
crater showing the spatial relationships of the excavation cavity and
transient crater to the final apparent crater. The profile (8) of South Ray
crater is seen to be slightly asymmetric, showing possibly the influence of
an oblique impact or pre-impact topography. Assuming a bolide diameter of
-15 m, Z = 2.7, and an excavation cavity radius of - 240 m (slightly less
than the apparent radius), ~ie1ds a depth of excavation of - 55 - 6D m. The
ejecta vol ume is - 7.2 x 1D6 m3 • or about 82% of the observed apparent
crater vol ume of - 8.3 x 10 m (8). The remainder of the apparent
crater volume appears as permanent structural rim uplift . The subsurface
layering in the vicinity of the Apollo 16 landing site consists of a
regolith layer -12.2 m thick underlain by a layer of the Cayley formation
- 70 to 220 m thick (9). If the pre-impact layering at South Ray crater is
similar, then - 31 ± 7% of the ejecta originates in the regolith layer,
while the rest is from the Cayley formation. No deeper layers were
excavated. The depth to the bottom of the Cayley Formation at South Ray
crater may be significantly different than at the landing site, but the
shallow depth of excavation implied by the flow field considerably lessens
the probability of South Ray having excavated significant amounts of any
underlying layers (e.g., the Descartes formation). Similar considerations
may be applied to other impact craters near Apollo 16, such as North Ray
crater.
Appendix: The Z-model flow field may be used to calculate approx1mate depths of excavation and volt.mes of
ejecta from the entire crater or from indtvldual· layers of known thickness intersected by the excavation
cavity (1) . figure 3 shows cumulativ~ ejecta volume calculated as a function of depth and the pa rameter Z.

Volume and depth are normalized to Rand R • respectively. where R 1s the apparent crater radius.
The value of Z determines the shape St the tfow field streamlines (2'. higher values of Z implying stronger
upward curvature. Observed values of Z fall between - 2.S and - 3.0 (1). with Z • 2.71 of part1cular
theoretical interest because total yertical momentum is conserved for a flow field of Z " l.ll (2).
Individual points along each of the curves represents the total volume ejected between the original ground
surface and a given depth. For example. if at South Ray Crater the depth of the botto/ll of the regolith layer
1s 0.05 R (12 m). then the total volume of regolith ejected from the crater may be estimated from Fig. 3 by
the lnter~ect 1on of the chosen Z curve wi th a vert i ca I Ii ne extend i ng up 6ro~ d/R • 0.05. FOr Z '" 2. 71,
the intersection corresponds to an ejected volume of - 0.15 R ( -2 .1 x 10 m). ~jected volumes of
deeper layers may be estimated from Fig. J by finding the tot~1 vo lume excavated to the depth of the bottom of
the dee per 1ayer and subtrac t 1ng the vol tIlle of a II shallower I ayers. The 1 arge dot that term; nate s eac h
Z~curve represents the maximum depth of excavation and the total excavated voAum!.
At South Ray Cra ter for
example. if Z 2 2.71. then de " 0.241 Ra (-58 m) and Ve· 0.490 Ra (-7.2 x 10 m).
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FIGURE 1: SCALE DIAGRAM SHOWING
THE SUPERPOSITION OF
MODEL
IMPACT CRATER FLOW STREAMLINES
(DASHED LINES) ON THE TRANSIENT
CRATER AT THE INSTANT THE EJECTA
CURTAIN BEGINS TO ROTATE AROUND
THE HINGE POINT TO FORM THE
CRATER RIM AND COHERENT EJECTA
BLANKED. EJECTA ORIGINATES IN
DIAGONALLY HATCHED ZONE ABOVE
STREAMLINE PASSING THROUGH HINGE
POINT. MATERIAL BETWEEN THIS
STREAMLINE AND THE TRANSIENT
CRATER IS DRIVEN DOWNWARD AND
OUTWARD ALONG STREAMLINES.
DISPLACING AN EQUIVALENT VOLUME,
6V, INTO A TRANSIENT STRUCTURAL
RIM UPLIFT.
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FIGURE 2: SHOWS A NW-SE CROSS
SECTION OF SOUTH RAY CRATER (8)
WITH THE ESTIMATED EXCAVATION
CAVITY AND TRANSIENT CRATER
SUPERPOSED. LOCATION OF HIGHLY
SHOCKED MATERIAL IS BASED ON
ANALOGY WITH BRENT CRATER. THE
DEPTH OF EXCAVATION IS SEEN TO
BE SIGNIFICANTLY LESS THAN THE
FINAL APPARENT CRATER DEPTH,
DIAGRAM IS TO SCALE WITH NO
VERTICAL EXAGGERATION,
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FIGURE 3: A PLOT OF NORMALIZED
CUMULATIVE EJECTA VOLUME AS A
FUNCTION OF THE PARAMETER Z AND
THE NORMALIZED DEPTH BELOW THE
PRE-IMPACT SURFACE. THE VOLUMES
WERE CALCULATED USING A CONSTANT
Z, EDOZ MAXWELL FLOW FIELD (1,2),
THE NORMALIZF.D CUMULATIVE EJECT
VOLUME, Ve/R~ (WHERE Ra= APPARENT
CRATER RADIUS), EJECTED FROM
DEPTHS SHALLOWER TH~N A GIVEN
NORMALIZED DEPTH, d/R a , IS GIVEN
BY
d/Ra
Ve/ R; = J dV(d/R a , z)

o

WHE~E dV(~/Ra, Z) IS THE INCREMENTAL VOLUME AS A FUNCTION OF
DEPTH AND THE Z PARAMETER.
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REMOTE SEN SING STUDIES OF THE APOLLO 16 - DESCARTES REGION. B.R.
Hawke l , P.D. Spudis2, J.W. Head 3 , and T.B. McCord l ; 1) Hawaii Inst. of Geophys.,
Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822; 2) Dept. of Geology, Arizona State Univ.,
Tempe, AZ 85821; 3) Dept. of Geological Sciences, Brown Univ., Providence, RI
02912.
Introduction: The Apollo 16 mission landed in the eastern portion of the
central lunar highlands at the western edge of the Descartes Mountains approximately 50 kID west of the Kant Plateau l . The central highlands surrounding the
Apollo 16 landing site represent a major geologic province that has long
attracted attention. The region is dominated by three major geologic units:
1) the Cayley Fm. which is an Imbrian-aged light plains unit; 2) materials of
the Descartes Mountains, a rough, furrowed and domical terrain; and 3) materials of the Kant Plateau which is part of the uplifted outer ring of the Nectaris multi-ringed basin. The Apollo 16 mission investigated and sampled the
Cayley Fm. and materials of the Descartes Mountains. The returned Apollo 16
samples were dominated by impact breccias and did not support the pre-mission
interpretation of the Cayley and Descartes as volcanic units e .g.,2,3,4,5.
Since the mission, considerable controversy has centered around the origin of
the samples and their relationship to local and regional geologic features 6 .
The purpose of this paper is to present the preliminary results of new
remote sensing studies of the Apollo l6-Descartes region and to summarize the
results of previous remote sensing investigations relevant to the solution of
the major problems in this region.
Chemical Mixing Model Results: Mixing model studies were performed on the
Apollo 16 orbital geochemical data for the Descartes region and are described
in detail in a companion abstract (Spudis and Hawke, this volume). These calculations differ from previous mixing model studies 7 ,8 of this region in that
pristine lunar rock type compositions were used as enclrnernbers and more recent
reductions of the orbital y-ray and x-ray data were utilized. It appears that
the Descartes region is a local Al high/Mg low within the central lunar highlands 9 . This is reflected in the mixing model results in that anorthosite predominates over norite (AN ~ 34%; NOR ~ 31%) in strong contrast to the proportions displayed by the Andel region just to the west (10'-15°E) of the landing
site (AN ~ 23%; NOR ~ 54%). This is believed to reflect a real compositional
difference between the two regions. The KREEP and mare components appear about
equal for the two regions at 11% and 8% respectively.
Previous mixing model studies of actual Apollo 16 soilse.g.,lO in addition
to our new results for Apollo 16 soils, confirm this anorthosite enrichment.
Thus, it appears that the Apollo 16 samples may not be representative of the
chemistry of the central lunar highlands as a whole.
Spectral Reflectance Studies: The spectral reflectivity of five areas in
Apollo 16-Descartes region was measured in the spectral region from 0.3 ~m to
1.1 ~m and the results were presented by McCord et al. ll . Although collected
for a variety of terrain types, four (Descartes B, C, D, and E) of the five
spectra are strikingly similar and generally resemble spectra obtained from
mature highland areas . Descartes D may have less pyroxene than the other
areas ll . In addition, Descartes E exhibits slightly higher reflectance in the
0.3 to 0 . 5 ~m spectral region than do the other areas . The compositional similarity of the Descartes C and D areas was further supported by the work of
Charette et al. 12 which determined equa l FeO values (5.8%) for both areas.
These values are consistent with a surface composed largely of anorthositic
gabbro or anorthositic norite.
The spectrum for the De s cart e s A area , which is located in the bright Descartes unit, exhibits a ,steep negative slope between 0.4 and 0.8 ~m and a
decrease in relative r e fl e ctivity short of 0.4 ~m relative to I1S-2. Spectra
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which exhibit these fea tur es are characteristic of bright highland crater s
and are generally int erp ret ed as indicating the presence of newly exposed 3
highly crystalline material co ntaining pyroxene and very little dark glass '
11
The Descartes A spec tra l curve is very similar to th a t of Tycho and
identical to that of Censo rinus in the 0.5 to 1.1 urn region . The s urfa ces
for which these spectra wer e obtained are likely to be dominated by plagioclase with lesser amounts of low- Ca pyroxene and perhaps o ther mafi c minerals.
A near-infrar ed spectrum (0 . 6-2.5 urn) for an area of Cay l ey plains just
west of the Apollo 16 landing s ite has recently been obta ined and analyzed 13
The absorption bands in th e Apo llo 16 spectrum are shallow, whi ch i s cons istent with a mature soi l. A s ingle gaussian fit at 0 .91 urn agrees well with
the fit to Apoll o 16 so il samples. Fits to the telescopic curve do not reveal a plagioc la se band at 1.25 urn. However, some highland soils fr om Apollo
16 do no t s how the 1 .25 urn band even though the samples are known t o be ri ch
in plagioc lase . This apparent paradox may be th e result of extensive s hock
vitrification of the se feldspars l4 .
Multispe c tr a l Imagery : Vidi con images of th e Apo llo 16-De scartes region
were recentl y ob t ained at twenty different wavelengths. The 0 . 37/0.56 urn,
0 . 40/0.56 urn, and 0.95/0.56 urn ratio images were avai l able f or this project
and others are cur ren tly being produced. The 0.37/0.56 urn image s hows that
most of the region is relatively "red" (low 0.37/0.56 um r a t io values).
However, certain "blue" ( high 0 . 37/0.56 urn ratio values) areas do occur.
The "bluest" area is associated with the crater Dollond E. Th e "bright
Descartes unit" a nd South Ray crater are almost as blue. Bo th the Cayley
plains and Desca rte s Mt s . unit are relatively "red ll but variable in the
0.37/0.56 um ima ge. In general, the Cayley appears t o have a slightly higher
proportion o f IIr ed ll material than the Desc artes Mts. unit. This may be due
to the rougher surface t exture of the Descartes Mts. unit and may not imply
a real compos it iona l difference. Similar relationships can be seen in the
0.40/0.56 urn ra ti o image .
The 0.95/0.56 urn ratio image shows that the region exhibits uniformly
high 0.95/0.56 urn values as would be expec t e d for matur e hi ghland terrain .
No sys t ema t ic differ ence between the Cay l ey plains and Desca rtes Mts. could
be det ec t ed . Low 0.95 / 0.56 urn values are associated with young crater s wh ich
probably expose fresh, pyroxene-bearing material, and the "bright Descartes
unit."

Unit Map: The 0.37 and 0.56 urn vidicon images were used to construct a
spectral unit map for the Apollo 16-Descar te s region. The map production
te chnique was described in detail by McCord et al . 15
A cluster analysis
te chni que was us ed which allowed a search t o be mad e for the existence of
meaningful surface units by searching for clusters of the observed values of
0.37 urn and 0.56 um albedo. The sear ch of the data bases began with the
produ c tion' of a two-dimensional histo gram of 0 . 37 um and 0.56 urn albedo.
This histogram was used to define unit s in terms of the 0.37/0.56 um ratio
(relative "bluen ess ") and albedo values. Once the unit boundaries have been
defined on th e histogram, the spatial location of lunar surface regions having t hese albedo-value combinations can be ob t a ined in the form of a unit
map. Nine distinct spectral units were def ined and mapped in the Apollo 16Descartes region. Unit 1 is the bri gh te st , bluest material in the region and
is on l y found associated with Do llond E c rater . Unit 2 is also very blue and
exhib i t s a ve r y high 0.56 urn albedo. This unit occur s only in the inner portion o f the "bright Des c arte s. " Unit 4 exhibits var iable but high 0.37 / 0.56
urn va lue s as well as relative l y high albedo va lues and correlate s with the
out e r portion o f the "bright Descart es", South Ray crater ejecta, and Dollond
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crater. Units 5 and 6 exhibit intermediate 0.37/0.56 ~m ratio values and
intermediate albedo values. These units appear to be transitional in nature
and occur as haloes around brighter, bluer units. Units 9 and 10 dominate
the highlands in the region. Both are relatively red (low 0.37/0.56 ~m
values) and exhibit relatively low albedo values. Unit 9 is slightly bluer
and has higher 0.56 ~m values than Unit 10. In general, Unit 9 dominates
terrain composed of Descartes Mountains material. Only very minor amounts of
Cayley plains occur in Unit 9. Unit 10 dominates areas mapped as Cayley
plains but also occurs in terrain composed of Descartes Mt. material.
Earth-Based Radar and IR Data: Relations seen in these data sets are
summarized in Zisk et al. Ib . In the 70 cm radar data, the Cayley plains appear darker than the surrounding Descartes highlands; moreover, the Descartes
Nts. materials appear more variable in reflection strength than the Cayley,
at least in the vicinity of the landing site. The "bright" Descartes displays no 70 cm enhancement. The 3.8 cm data clearly shows a strong radar
enhancement of both the "bright" Descartes unit as well as ejecta at North
and South Ray craters; little contrast is seen between the Cayley plains and
Descartes Mts. material. These radar results are consistent with grossly
similar surface properties of the two major units, possibly indicating increasing meter-sized blocks within the Descartes, as previously noted 16 .
The IR cooling data 16 ,17 show thermal enhancements associated with North
and South Ray craters; the Cayley and Descartes Nts. materials appear thermally bland. The bright Descartes region displays no IR enhancement. This
result, plus the radar and spectral data discussed above, suggests the bright
Descartes material consists of fresh, finely comminuted debris. This material
was proposed to be a pyroclastic mantling deposit of relatively young age
before Apollo 16 3 ; a more likely explanation in light of Apollo 16 sample
studies is that it is composed of two overlapping ejecta blankets from Dollond
E and Descartes C craters 16 . Analysis of the ray pattern around Dollond E
suggests that this crater, at least, was formed by the oblique impact of a
projectile which approached from the NW. The ejecta would be expected to be
more widely distributed downrange, in the vicinity of the bright Descartes
unit.

The Cayley and Descartes Mts. materials appear to have grossly similar
physical properties as seen in the radar and thermal data. Fresh surfaces
with high albedo such as the rayed craters appear as anomalies on an otherwise relatively uniform surface. These observations suggest no major chemical
or physical contrasts exist between Cayley and Descartes Mts. unit, a conclusion substantiated by study of the returned Apollo 16 lunar samples.
References: 1) W.R. Nuehlberger et al. (1972) Apollo 16 PSR, NASA SP315, 6-1. 2) D.J. Nilton (1968) USGS Nap 1-546. 3) J.W. Head and A.F . H. Goetz
(1972) JGR 77, 1368. 4) D.J. Nilton (1972) USGS Nap 1-748, sheet 1. 5) C.A.
Hodges (1972) USGS Nap 1-748, sheet 2. 6) D.E. Wilhelms et al. (1980) LPS XI,
1251. 7) B.R. Hawke and P.D. Spudis (1979) Conf. Lunar Highland Crust, 53.
8) B.R. Hawke et al. (1980) Nulti-Ring Basins Conf. 9) La Jolla Consortium
(1977) PLSC 8, frontispiece. 10) A.R. Duncan et al. (1973) PLSC 4, 1097.
11) T.B~C~rd et al. (1972) The Noon 5, 52. 12) N.P. Charette ;t al. (1977)
PLSC ~, 1049. 13) T.B. NcCord et al. (1980) submitted to JGR. 14) J.B. Adams
et al. (1979) LPS~, 1. 15) T.B. NcCord et al. (1980) submitted to JGR.
16) S. Zisk et al. (1972) Apollo 16 PSR, NASA SP-315, 29-105. 17) R.W .
Shorthill (1973) The Noon 2, 22.
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Geology of the Apollo 16 - Descartes Region : Stratigraphic History and Sample
Provenance, J. W. Head, Depart~ent of Geological Sciences, Brown University,
Providence, R.l. 02912 and B. Ray Hawke, Hawaii Inst. of Geophys . , University
of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822.
Introduction: The Apollo 16 mission landed in the eastern portion of the
central lunar highlands at the western edge of the Descartes Mountains approximately 50 km west of the Kant Plateau (1). The region is dominated by three
major geologic units: 1) the Cay ley Fm. which is an Imbrian-aged light plains
unit ; 2) materials of the Descartes Mountains, a rough, furrowed and domical
terrain; and 3) materials of the Kant Plateau which is part of the uplifted
outer ring of the Nectari s basin . The Apollo 16 mission investigated and
sampled the Caylay Fm. and materials of the Descartes Mountains. The returned
Apollo 16 samples were dominated by impact breccias and did not support the
pre-mission interpretation of the Cayley and Descartes as volcanic units (2,
3,4,5). Since the mission, considerable controversy has centered around the
origin of the sample s and their relationship to local and regional geologic
features (6).
Strong arguments for local as opposed to distant basin ejecta origin have
been advanced for the material sampled at the Apollo 16 site (7,8,9). According to the hypotheses proposed in these studies, the general stratigraphic
sequence at the Apol lo 16 landing site is apparently dominated by Nectaris
basin deposits and the products of large local cratering events (see Ref. 9,
p. 91) and contains relativel y minor amounts of primary ejecta from Imbrium
and Orientale basins. The loca l origin hypothesis stands in sharp contrast to
sugges tions that the material sampled at Apollo 16 (Cayley plains and Descartes
Mts.) represents primary basin ejecta from Orientale (10,11) and / or Imbrium
(12,13) basin that was emplaced by ballistic or surface flow processes. In a
recent publication , Wilhelms and co-workers (6) pointed out alleged deficiencies in the local mixing hypothesis and restated the arguments for primary
basin ejecta deposits at the 16 landing site. In light of the continuing
uncertainty as to the provenance of the 16 samples , we have initiated a
variety of studies to aid in the solution of this critical lunar question.
The purpose of this paper is to present the preliminary result s of our current
research and to summarize the recent result s of other investigators which have
relevance to the origin of Apollo 16 material.
The Role of Orientale Basin: Apparently some workers continue to support
the hypothesis that Orientale basin primary ejecta is abundant in the Apollo
16 sample collection (14). Chacl et al. (11) postulate a significant contribution of primary Orientale ejecta to the Apollo 16 Descartes region, whereas
Hodges and Muehlberger (15) consider it a possiblity. Even so, there is an
ever increasing amount of evidence which strongly suggests that the effect of
material ejected by Orientale basin on the Apollo 16 site was minimal. First,
calculations based on the equations derived by McGetchin et al . (16) predict
less than a 2 m average thickness of Orientale primary ejecta at the Apollo 16
site . Studies of Orientale basin ejecta and secondary craters s how a lack of
these structures in the quadrant toward the Apollo 16 region. No Orientale
secondaries have been identified in the Descartes region. A thin blanket of
Or ientale ejecta in the central highland s appears to be ruled out by systematic east to west changes in the composition of the central highlands as revealed by the Apollo orbital geochemi stry data (17 , 18,7). The re sults of chemical mixing model calculations demonstrate that the proportions of the chemically-defined rock type s likel y to dominate the Orientale ejecta deposit are
different from those in various parts of the central highlands (18,19). If
only t he Cay ley plains in the ce ntral highlands are dominated by Orientale
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primary ejecta, one might expect these plains to exhibit similar compositions.
There is abundant evidence that this is not the case (18,19).
The Imbrium Impact Event: The Apollo 16-Descartes region was affected
by the formation of Imbrium basin. The region is surrounded by a variety of
features radial to Imbrium. Imbrium sculpture, interpreted to be the product
of the impact of Imbrium secondary-forming projectiles, is particularly welldeveloped NW of the landing site where these radial structures cut the rims
of Dollond Band C. More' clearly defined Imbrium secondary chains are superposed on Descartes Mts. material north and south of the site. The formation
of Imbrium sc ulpture in the Descartes region was clearly dominated by erosional as opposed to deposional processes. Large quantities of local material
were removed from the rims of Dollond Band C. These Imbrium radial features
do ~ot resemble ridges seen in ejecta flow deposits. Major amounts of local,
non-Imbrium ejecta must have been incorporated into the deposits of these
Imbrium secondaries. Morri so n and Oberbeck (8) presented the results of
calculations based on the measured diameters of Imbrium secondaries in Descartes region which indicated that deposit s emplaced as a result of Imbrium
secondary craters at the Apollo 16 site could contain only 13-18% primary
Imbrium ejecta. These values may overestimate the actual percentages because
of the effects of surface scour by the subsequent debris surge and the dilution of surface material by contributions from post-Imbrium impact events.
Debris surges resulting from the formation of Imbrium secondaries in the
region may have played an important role in the emplacement of Cayley plains
materi al .
De scartes Mountain s Material: The origin of the Descartes Mts. material
has been the source of considerable controversy. The bulk of the evidence
favors an origin as hummocky Nectaris basin deposits which were later furrowed
by Imbrium secondaries (9,20). This material is thought to be Nectaris ejecta
because it lies at the base of the back slope of the outer Nectaris basin
ring, because it bears resemblance to other deposits associated with impact
basins, and because it appears to predate Imbrium . It has been s uggested that
Descartes Mts. material represents Imbrium primary ejecta emplaced by surface
flow down a long Imbrium-radial trough (6). As noted above, Imbrium secondaries are superposed on the unit. For reasonable ejection angles (e.g., 15° _
30°), the secondary-forming projectiles would have impacte d in the Apollo 16
region roughly 7 - 13 minutes after ejection. It seems unreasonable that the
Descartes Mts. material was ejected from Imbrium, traveled in ballistic flight,
re-impacted the surface, moved along the surface as a flow,
decelerated, and
was emplaced in its fina l form prior to the arrival of the Imbrium secondary
projectiles. An unrea sonably rapid mode of surface transport would be required.
Stratigraph i c History: The central lunar highlands existed as a densely
cratered terrain prior to the formation of the Nectaris basin. The largest
recog nizable crater in the Apollo 16 region (Unnamed A) i s approximately 15 0 km
in diameter and centered on the landing site (9). Based on its degraded morphology and the large number of superposed craters, unnamed A was judged to be
the oldest larg er crater in the region and was thought to predate Nectaris
basin. Unnamed crater C is about 26 km in diamete r and occur's just north of
the crater De scartes . Both are pre-Nectarian in age. Unnamed crater B i s
centered just to the west of the Apollo 16 s ite and is appro ximatel y 60 km in
diameter. While an age determination for this structure i s difficult, the
bulk of currently available data suggests that it was formed prior to the
Nectaris basin .
The formation of the Nectaris basin profoundly affected the east-central
highlands by uplifting the Kant Plateau and depositing ejecta. In the
Apollo 16 region, the ejecta appears to have collected in the topographi c low
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at the base of the back slope of the outer Nectaris basin ring and to have
partly filled pre-existing craters (9). These deposits formed the bulk of the
Descartes Mts. material. The average thickness of Nectaris ejecta in this
region has been predicted to be ~200 m but actual thicknesses may vary widely
from this estimate. in part due to local topographic effects (16). Minor
amounts of pre-existing local material may have been incorporated into the
Descartes Mts. material during Nectaris ejecta emplacement.
Several craters which formed after Nectaris basin but prior to the Imbrium
event may have been important to the stratigraphy of the Apollo 16 site.
Although several Nectarian-aged craters can be identified in the region, those
which occur NW of the landing site such as Do11ond Band C, may be more significant. These impact structures could have delivered minor amounts of material to the site, but more important, they penetrated the Nectaris ejecta
deposit and excavated pre-Nectaris material. The deposits of Do11onq Band
C as well as other pre-Imbrium craters NW of the site, would have been remobilized by the secondary projectiles of Imbrium basin and emplaced in the
vicinity of the Apollo 16 site. While the Imbrium event was very important
in shaping the appearance of the region, and as noted above, was probably
responsible for the emplacement of the Cayley plains, the actual amounts of
Imbrium primary ejecta present in the region are subordinate to the amounts
of 1eca1 material wich is dominated by Nectaris ejecta and the products of
local cratering events. The effect of Orientale basin formation on the
Apollo 16 region seems minimal. In more recent time, very minor amounts of
exotic material have been contributed to the site by distant craters such
as Theophilus.
References: 1) W.R. l~ueh1berger et a1. (1972) Apollo 16 PSR. NASA SP315,6-1. 2) D.J. Milton (1968) USGS ~1ap 1-546. 3)J.W. Head and A.F.H. Goetz
\1972) JGR 77, 1368 . 4) D.J. Milton (1972) USGS Map 1-748, sheet 1. 5) C.A.
Hodges \1972} USGS Map 1-748, sheet 2. 6) D.E. Wilhelms et a1. (1980) LPS XI,
1251. 7) V. Oberbeck et a1 . (1975) The Moon 12, 19. 8) R. Morrison and V.
Oberbeck (1975) PLSC 6,2503. 9) J. Head (1974) The Moon 11,77. 10) E. Chao
et al. (1973) LS IV, 127. 11) E. Chao et a1. (1975) USGS Jour. Res. 3, 379.
l2fC. Hodges (1972) NASA SP-315, sec. 29-D. 13} H. Moore et a1.{1974} PLSC
4, 71. 14} W. Mueh1berger et a1. (1980) PCLHC, 1. 15} C. Hodges and ~1. -~
Mueh1berger (1980) USGS Prof. Paper No. 1048, in press . 16} T. McGetchin
et a1. (1973) EPSL 20, 226. 17) R. Hawke and J. Head (1978) PLPSC 9,3285.
TIiTR". Hawke and P. Spudis (1979) Lunar Highland Crust Conf., 53. 19} R. Hawke
et a1. (1980) Multi-Ring Basins Conf., 42. 20) D. ~/ilhelms (1972) NASA SP-315,
sec. 29-F.
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NOBLE GASES AND EXPOSURE HISTORY AT APOLLO 16, C. M. Hohenberg,
McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences, 11ashington University, St. Louis,
Mo. 63130
I. Records of the North and South Ray Events in Surface Rocks and Soils
Local surface morphology at the Apollo 16 site is dominated by two
relatively fresh craters. Profiles for North and South Ray craters match
those predicted for recent hypervelocity impact, in contrast with the more
subdued profiles of craters derived by secondary impact (Arvidson et al.,
1975a). Concordant 81Kr-Kr exposure ages obtained for eight samples of six
different rocks collected from the rim of North Ray Crater establish the
age of 50.3 ± 0.4 m. y. for that event (Arvidsol1 et al., 1975b). Soils
collected from the continous ejecta blanket of North Ray (stations 11 and 13)
show differences in such maturity indices as the agglutinate contents,
fractions of the grains with high solar flare track densities, solar wind
noble gases,and spallation noble gases (Heiken et al., 1973; Kirsten et al.,
1973; Arvidson et al., 1975a; Heymann et al., 1975; Schaeffer and Husain,
1973) . For instance, the agglutinate content of the 90-150~m fraction at the
rim of North Ray (station 11) ranges from 15% to 35% while at station 13,
about 3 crater radii away,the range is from 35% to 45%. The same trend is
observed for all the other indices of maturity, suggesting intermixing with
country fines which predate the crater. Whether this mixing is due to the
lateral transport of foreign material onto the continous ejecta blanket or
vertical mixing occurring during the deposition process (or both) is not clear.
Concordant ~ lKr-Kr exposure ages for five rocks collected at stations 0,
Z, 8, and 9 establish an age of 2.0 ± 0.1 m. y. for South Ray Crater, tile
only crater in the region large enough and sufficiently recent to populate
these stations with debris from a common event (Arvidson et al., 1975b). Moreover, stations 8 and 9 lie on an apparent ray from South Ray crater. Contrary
to what might be expected, however, freshly exposed material does not dominate
the surface fines at these stations, as evidenced by the old apparent exposure
ages (in excess of 100 m. y.) for soils and coarse fines in the region (Heymann
et al., 1975; Schaeffer and Husain, 1973; Kirsten et al., 1973). It is in fact
difficult to find ~ component in the station 8 and 9 fines identifiable with
the young (2 m. y.) South Ray event. Both the lack of evidence for South
Ray material in fines collected from stations lying on a ray from South Ray
crater and the varying degree of intermixing of North Ray ejecta with more
mature material point toward an effective mixing process for soils and coarse
fines (but not rocks) laid down by impact ejection. The thicknesses of the
ejecta blankets at stations 11 and 13 are estimated to be 50 and 3 meters
respectively (Arvidson et al., 1975a), too thick to allow intermixing with
underlying material by normal gardening processes during the 50 m. y. age of
the deposit. Intermixing must, therefore, have occurred simultaneously with
deposition, by a base-surge type mechanism (Oberbeck et a1 . , 1974), or by
post-depositional horizontal exchange with more mature material from off the
continous ejecta blanket.
It seems highl y probabl y that the stirring of a pre-existing regolith
into the ejecta blanket by secondary impacts during the event itself is an
effective means to "contaminate" North Ray ejecta with pre-irradiated material.
On ,the other hand, horizontal exchange by subsequent cratering events may also
playa role. Semi-empirical modeling (Arvidson et al, 1975a) for horizontal
exchange occurs at a rate of about 0.6R-0.46 cm/my for mixing over ranges (R) in
excess of a meter. The observed rate for the filling of shallow lunar depressions (boulder tracks) are consistent with this prediction (Arvidson et al.,
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1975a). Using estimates for inter-unit mixing based on this treatment, it is
apparent that horzontal exchange should not be neglected as a potential (postdeposition) means for "contaminating" the North Ray (and similar) ejecta
blankets with more mature country flnes.
All rocks collected from stations 11 and 13 were ejected by the North
Ray event, as indicated by their noble gas exposure ages. Aside from the
normal impact erosion, they have been undisturbed for the last 50 m. y. and
the noble gas record contains no evidence for exposure prior to placement on
the surface (Drozd et al., 1974). While most (but not all) of the rocks
collected at stations 8 and 9 were di sturbed by the South Ray event, there
is a substantial difference in the nature of this disturbance when compared
with that characteristic of the North Ray event at stations 11 and 13. At
least one of the "South Ray" rocks (69935/69955) was not ejected by the South
Ray event itself, but unearthed near its final location by a secondary impact.
This is inferred from the fact that its exposure history includes not only the
2 m. y. recent surface residence but a 350 g/cm 2 subsurface residence prior to
placement on the surface (Drozd et al., 1974; Arvidson et al, 1975b). This
behavior, although not directly evident in the noble gas records of many of
the "South Ray" samples, is probably characteristic of the rocks unearthed by
the South Ray event . In short, the only Q!l site evidence for the South Ray
event at stations 8 and 9, in spite of the presence of a pronounced ray from
the crater observable from orbit, is in the form of secondary cratering.
The ratio of the ejecta from secondary cratering events to the incoming primary
debris is such that material disturbed by the South Rav event, like 69935/
69955, is most likely to be redistributed local material rather than South Ray
ejecta.
II. Redistributed Surface-Correlated Components in Apollo 16 Breccias
Decay products from extlnct 2··PU and 1~9I, ln amounts far ln excess
of that attributable to in-situ decay, were discovered in Apollo 14 gasrich breccias (Behrmanneta-l-.,-1973). Detailed studies (Bernatowicz et al.,
1980) have demonstrated several important properties of these components.
First, grain size studies on 14301 indicate that both radionuclear components
are located on the surfaces of grains and, therefore, correlate by siting with
the solar wind and redistributed ("parentless") 4oAr. Temperature release
studies indicate, in addition, that the extinct radionuclear contributions
were incorporated over an extended period of time in a continuous process,
or series of discrete events . This is because contributions from 17 m. y.
1291 differ in their retention properties from the contributions of 82 m. y.
244pU and the sense of difference indicates that the decay products from the
shorter-l ived acti vity were incorporated fi rst. Finally, there is the strong
suggestion that mild shock pressures, presumably impact related, are responsible for changing the retention properties of weakly-bound (initially adsorbed)
surface-correlated components.
Three of four breccias samples studied from the Apollo 16 site show similar
effects (Bernatowicz et al, 1978). There is no evidence that these effects
were not present in the fourth sample; it is simply not detectable. Such
observations lead to the suggestion that the incorporation of surfacecorrelated extinct radionuclear components was global, rather than a local
Apollo 14 effect, encompassing at least the lunar highlands. There is no
evidence so far for these effects in mare material. More confidence can
accordingly be placed in the view that variattons of the extinct isotope
effects represent temporal variations in the amount and composition (relative
mix of 129 1 and 244pU contributions) of such xenon available for incorporation.
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It is prominent in gas-rich breccias from both highland sites presumably
because an ancient regolith component is better preserved in that material
than in the younger mare material.
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THE "BUNTE BRECC IA" OF THE RIES : IMPLI CAT IONS FOR THE APOLLO 16
Friedrich H~rz , SN6/NASA J ohn son Spac e Ce nt er , Houst on , TX 77058
INTRODUCTION : The 26 km diame t er Ries Cr at e r i s the large st t er r es tr ia l
impact stru c ture with s ub s tantial part s of the continuous ejecta deposits
still preserved. Th e "Bunte Brec c ia" ( BB ) f o rma ti on comprises >90% of all
materials displaced beyond the cra ter rim ( H~ttn e r , 1969; Gall et al., 197 5).
The original target strat igraphy is well documented and consi sts of a

SITE.

crystalline basemen t ove rlain by Triassic a nd Jura ss ic sediment s of such

distinct li tholog i es and/or colors tha t th ey are e asily identifi ed in th e
field (Geo l og ic a Bavarica, v. 61, 1969 ). We obtained drill cores fr om 9
different BB l oca tions at radial ran ges of 16 to 37 km from th e crater center
(H~rz e t a l ., 197 7 ). Following are some of th e major findings of ou r detailed core ana l yses and some impli ca tion s to Apollo 16.
PRIMARY CRATER EJECTA AND THEIR RELATION TO ORIGINAL TARGET-STRATIGRAPHY:
Th e s izes of a ll c l asts > 1 em were recorded via planimetric techniques; when
categorized into s pec ific targe t ho r izon s, th e relative mass fr eq ue ncies

illu s tra t ed in Figure 1 re s ult . Impor t antl y c la s t s fr om all hor i zons occ ur 1n
eac h core , i ncluding the mos t deep - sea t e d crystalline ba seme nt. Fo r the
radi a l ranges i nv es tigated , the relative fr e que ncy o f primar y cra t er e j ec ta i s

inversely proportional to its pre-impact dep th (s) .

Upper Jur assic forms the

Rie s ' cap rock and vastly dominates the primary crater ejecta a t any radial

range, t yp i cally composing 70-80 % of al l cra t e r clasts.

Clast s i ze is highly

variable, including boulders exceeding t e ns of m, but deep-s eated materials
are mor e comminuted than shallow targe t horizons.
Gene r a li z in g these and oth er Ries o bservations to lunar cra t ers, includ ing basin-forming events J the followin g major conclusion s emerge:

1.

Id ealized concepts of inverted target-stratigraphy can be appl ied

only with great cauti on t o l arge sca l e continuous deposits; th e upper targe t
s tr a ta domi nat e vo lumetri ca ll y th e primary cr ater ejecta over most rad ial

ranges.

These findings, however, do not pr ec lude that dee p- sea t ed target

ma t eria l s are conce ntrated in the immed i a t e rim area.

2 . The a bso lute depth (s) from whi ch mos t basin e j ec t a originate i s a
l ongs t anding problem in lunar science. Recent modelling attempts by Crof t
(1980) indicate relatively shallow source depths. Thi s is cons i sten t with the
Ries observations.

Although some uncertainty remains about the exact geometry

of th e Ries' transient cavity (Tc) a nd the cavity of excavation (E c ) , the
associated c rater depths ar e calculated by Pohl (1981) to be "2 km (d T ) and
" 1.2 km (d E). Therefore, the 250 m thick Upper Jurassic caprock has a depth
of ".125 dT or .2 dE; materi a l s excavate d from these and sha ll ower depths
appear to dominate the continuous deposits over a lar ge radial range.

Using

simple, linear geometric sca lin g of the Ries dimensi ons , a depth of "12 km is
calcula t ed for the dom in ant production of distal I mbrium ejec t a. The equivalent dep th f o r the Nec tari s basin is 8 km; however, because o f its proximity
to the Apollo 16 s ite, Nec t a r is may have tran spo rt ed mo r e dee p-sea t ed material s
to the Apollo 16 s ite. Neverthe l ess, th e Rie s invest i gat ion s as well as
Croft' s s ha ll ow excavation cav it y st ill indi ca t e th at s ha ll ow t arge t ho rizons
are vo lumetrica ll y important a l so for the bulk of th e Nectaris e je c ta at
Apollo 16.
SECONDARY CRATE RING AND ADMI XTURE OF LOCAL COMPONENTS: Figu re 2 illustrates t he total mode of the BB by adding to Figure 1 the contr ibutions of
"loca l" Tertiary clasts (> 1 cm) as well as the fin e gr a in ed matrix «1 cm);
the latter is largely (»95%) a ls o composed of Tert i ar y mate rials and thus of
" loca l" derivation. Not e that (1) local material s dominate volumetrically
( t ypical values "70 %) and (2) loca l contributions show a subt l e increase with
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increasing range.
These observations lend strong support to the general
principle of secondary cratering as the dominant force during emplacement of

large scale continuous deposits (Oberbeck, 1975) and also add credence to the
actual numerical results (Morrison and Oberbeck, 1978). The Nectaris deposits
at the Apollo 16 site, ZlOO km west of the basin rim, may contain modest
amounts of local materials, but up to 100% basin ejecta may be encountered at
the very surface, because the near-rim deposits may be stratified vertically,

with the local materials being concentrated at the base of the deposit
(Oberbeck, 1975, Chao et al., 1977).
What is not specifically addressed in previous calculations, although in
retrospect not surprising on the basis of mass balance, is the Ries observation that the breccia matrices are predominantly composed of local materials.

Thus the matrices of the Apollo 16 breccias may yield particularly good clues
about the nature of the local lithologies; reconstitution of breccia matrices
via modal or multivariate chemical mixing calculations, using observed clastlithologies as end members, may prove useful in discriminating "local " from
"distant" clast populations.
CONTINUOUS DEPOSITS AND THEIR THERMAL ENVIRONMENT: As detailed previously (H~rz and Banholzer, 1980), the bulk of the Ries' continuous deposit
is unshocked; shock evidence is confined to exceedingly rare crystalline
clasts, that have furthermore experienced very mild to moderate shock pressures «40 GPa). It was thus concluded that large scale continuous deposits
are emplaced at essentially ambient temperatures.
Inclusion of the suevite
deposits beyond the Ries rim with an emplacement temperature of "500 0 C (Pohl
et al., 1977) does not significantly affect this conclusion, because of their
very small volume. Beyond the crater rim "hot" suevite ejecta occur only as
relatively thin surface deposits and never mix with the bulk of the cold
ejecta. Where exposed, suevite always forms a knife-edge sharp contact with
the underlying BB (H~ttner, 1969). It is important to reemphasize that even
suevite. is basically a clastic deposit that contains only up to 15% melt;
most clasts residing in the suevite have, e.g., not suffered loss of radiob"nic
40Ar (Jessberger et al., 1978; see also Grieve, 1980). By analogy
with the field occurrence of suevite it is postulated that "hot" Imbrium
ejecta may never have reached the Apollo 16 site. "Hot" Nectaris ejecta,
however, cannot be excluded, although this material is in all likelihood
thoroughly comminuted and vertically mixed with the underlying "cold" facies
by the cumulative post-Nectaris cratering record. We stress again:
the bulk
of crater ejecta is neither hot nor significantly shocked according to
terrestrial field observations (e.g., Grieve, 1980), experimental cratering
studies (e.g., St~ffler et al., 1975, 1980) and theoretical calculations
(e.g., Orphal et al., 1980). Most thermal energy resides within the actual
crater cavity.
This observation leads to an interesting conclusion, if combined with
the above estimates of target depths that give rise to most of the ejecta
(i.e., "10 km for the Imbrium and Nectaris basin): if present estimates of
the thickness of the lunar megaregolith are approximately correct ("1-2 km
according to Short and Foremann, 1972, and Aggarwal and Oberbeck, 1979), then
the bulk of the Imbrium and Nectaris ejecta should be relatively unprocessed,
shallow seated (in terms of PT gradient during crustal petrogenesis) lithologies.
Indeed most pristine rocks appear to be in accord with this postulate
(e.g., Warren and Wasson, 1980), although exceptions may exist (Herzberg and
Baker, 1980). However such pristine rocks are rare and most of the Apollo 16
samples are either bona fide impact melts or otherwise severely shock processed (Ryder and Norman, 1980), i.e., they are part of the megaregolith. If
it could be demonstrated that primary Imbrium ejecta and the substantially
more voluminous Nectaris component in the Apollo 16 return are not "pristine,"
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but rat her severel y shock processed prior to their excavation, then the conc lu sion appears inescapable , th a t the pr e -Nect aris (or pre-Imbrium ) me ga r ego li th wa s su bs ta nt i al ly deepe r th an 1-2 km. Median megaregolit h depths
appr oac hi ng 10 km wou l d req uire bomba rdment hi stories some 10 to 15 times th e
present-day, observable highland c r ater ing r eco rd (H~r z et al., 1976).
CONCLUDING REMARKS; Stud ie s of th e Ries con tinu ou s depos it s s trongl y
sup port a balli s tic tran sport of e jecta, f o llowed by a secondary cra tering
regime and an ensu ing, highly turbulent debris surge. Large amounts o f l oca l
materials are incorporated int o the deposits. "Loca l" in the cont ext of the
seconda ry c r a t er ing hypothesis, however, is s tri c tl y def ined as all materials
preexisting in th e a r ea affe cted by e jecta emplacement; in it s co nce ptua l
form , th e se condar y cr at e ri ng hypothes is does not concern itself with the
ac tual geo l og ical evo luti on of this 1I1 oca l" s ub st r ate .

If IIDescartes" i s

part of the Nectar is deposits, th en not only is it dominat e d by primary
Nectaris eje c ta due to its proximity to the parent c rat e r (Oberbe ck, 1975),
but these mate ri al s also form th e "l ocal II s ub stra te for ma ss wasting pr oce sses
into the Cay ley de press ion s during all post-Nectaris c rat e ring , including the
Imbrium event. Thu s the secondary c rat e ring hypothesis do es not negate the
presence of s ub s tantial basin contr ibut i o ns a t Apo ll o 16 . Morrison and
Ober beck (1978) e s timat e approximat ely 15% Imbrium ej e c ta alo ne and if
Descartes is related to Nectaris, it may consist en tir e l y o f primary Nectaris
ejecta, some of which mu s t also occ ur ln the Cayley plain s .
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THE APOLLO 16 BRECCIAS AND MELT ROCKS:
Geological Survey, Reston, VA, 22092

Odette B. James, U.S.

IN'fRODUCTION
Attempts to classify the Apollo 16 rocks have been hampered because many
of the rocks are highly heterogeneous and many have been subjected to strong
postconsolidation shock.
This abstract presents a classification of the samples,
summarizes the characteristics of the major breccia types, and discusses hypotheses for the origin and interrelations of the breccias.
Distribution of the
various types of samples is discussed in detail in abstracts submitted to this
workshop by Ryder, Norman, and Norman and Nagle and will not be discussed herein.
BRECCIAS
There appear to be only three major types of breccia at the Apollo 16 site.
These are listed in Table 1 with examples (along with examples of shocked equivalents).
Each of these types of breccia contains at least two major lithologies
(Table 1). Some of these lithologies occur in masses large enough to constitute
entire returned samples, giving an impression that the Apollo 16 sample collection is more diverse than it truly is.
Dimict breccias
Nearly all samples of dimict breccias were collected in the central and
southern parts of the site, and such rocks are especially abundant at Station 4,
one of the Descartes stations on Stone r1ountain.
In previous classifications,
these breccias have been termed "black and white rocks" (Warner et al., 1973)
and some have been called "partially molten breccias" (LSPET, 1973). The two
lithologies that make up the breccias are:
1) ferroan anorthosite or granulitic
breccia (the latter rock type has previously been termed "granulitic impactite");
and 2) an impact-melt rock.
In most samples, the first lithology is a crushed,
coarse-grained ferroan anorthosite and the second lithology is a clast-poor
melt rock having very high alumina(VHA)-basalt bulk composition (A1 20 3 21-26%).
The cataclastic anorthosites collected in the central and southern parts of
the site are probably fragments of dimict breccia in which the melt-rock component is absent or nearly so.
Sample 66095 (Rusty Rock) is probably a fragment of the melt lithology that contains little or no included anorthosite.
The genesis of these breccias has not yet been conclusively determined,
but the most likely interpretation is as follows.
During a large impact event,
anorthositic bedrock underlying the cavity of the crater that was fanning was
granulated.
Fractures were invaded by dikes of impact melt that was probably
derived by melting of rock originally overlying the anorthosite. These dikes
were quenched against the cold anorthositic bedrock. Continued deformation of
the crater floor during later stages of the same impact event fractured the
quenched dike rocks, and the fractures were cataclastically intruded by the
surrounding granulated anorthosite.
The samples may have been ejected from
the crater volume near the end stages of the impact or they may have remained
in the crater floor.
The specific crater under which these dimict breccias
originally formed is, at this time, a matter for speculation.
Date of the impact in which the dimict breccias formed has not yet been
established. Only shocked large samples of this type have been dated and the
results have not yielded well-defined ages. The best estimate for age of
these b.r eccias comes fr.om studies of coarse-fines fragments from the soils.
The coarse fines (Delano et al., 1973) contain a fine-grained igneous-textured
rock (designated as Type A FIIR by Delano at al.) that is compositionally and
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texturally very much like the VHA-composition melt rock of the dimict breccias.
40 Ar_39 Ar stepwise-heating data for several fragments of this type (Schaeffer
and Husain, 1973) yield an age of - 3.94 b.y. (new decay constants).
Two unique but important samples of breccia related to the dimict breccias
are 64435 and 66055.
In 64435, the melt-roc~ lithology is fragment laden and
has anorthositic bulk composition (Laul et al., 1974). Sample 66055 is trimict.
There are two melt-rock lithologies:
one is clast-poor VHA basalt as in most
of the dimict breccias, and the other is a bro wn glass of low-K Fra Mauro bulk
composition (Fruchter et al., 1974). The third lithology in 66055 is crushed
granulitic breccia.
Feldspathic fragmental breccias
These are the rocks, most commonly termed "light-matrix breccias" (Warner
et al., 1973), that were sampled at the rim of North Ray Crater.
They contain
a light-colored, friable, fine-grained matrix and the most prominent clasts
are dark coherent aphanitic rocks.
The breccias are polymict, but the spectrum
of clastic materials they contain is not as diverse as that usually found in
regolith breccias.
In addition, st~dies of solar-flare tracks (Macdougall et
al., 1973), 0 isotopes (Clayton et al., 1973), and C contents (Moore et al.,
1973) show no evidence of a regolith component.
Thus, the rocks are not regolith breccias, i.e., not consolidated near-surface soils.
The breccias contain four major clast types:
1) ferroan anorthosites;
2) granulitic breccias; 3} anorthositic fragment-laden melt rocks; and 4} noritic(7) fragment-laden melt rocks.
The first two of these types of clasts, in
finely granulated form, appear to make up most of the light-colored friable
matrix.
The second two types make up most of the dark aphanitic clasts.
Minor
clast types are:
1) fine-grained igneous-textured anorthositic rocks; 2) mesostasis-rich (KREEPy7) melt rocks; and 3) droplets of noritic(?) melt.
Proportions of these clast types vary froJn rock to rock, and no comparison between
rocks has been made to determine if similar-appearing clasts in different samples are truly similar and to assess the total variability in ,clast populations.
Origin of the breccias is not yet understood.
~s stated above, they are
not consolidated near-surface soils.
Several possibilities for genesis are as
follows.
1) The breccias are an ejecta deposit from a single large-scale
impact and are analogous to terrestrial suevite, in which case one of the
types of fragment-laden melt rock that they contain represents melt generated
in the same impact that formed the breccia.
2) The breccias are an ejecta
deposit from a single large-scale impact and they are analogous to terrestrial
Bunte Breccia, in which case all clasts are of rocks that predate the brecciaforming impact.
3) The breccias are mllitigenerational, produced by reworking
of bedrock by several intermediate-scale impacts (intermediate between those
that rework the regolith and those that form the largest lunar craters).
Knowledge of the characteristics of the clasts of fragment-laden melt
rock is essential, because, if the breccias are analogous to suevites, these
melts may have been formed by the same impact that produced the bulk breccias.
All available data are for the anorthositic fragment-laden melt rocks.
These
consist of fragments and laths of plagioclase cemented by minute amounts of
interstitial pyroxene; textures indicate that nearly all the plagioclase in
these rocks is of clastic origin and did not crystalli7.e from the impact-melt
fraction.
40 Ar _39 Ar plateau ages (Maurer et al., 1978) cluster in the 4.094.15-b.y. range (new decay constants); this age probably represents either
the date of the impact that formed the fragment-laden melt or the date of the
precursor rock that provided the abundant clasts of plagioclase.
Regolith breccias
All samples of this type were collecterl in the central and southern parts
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of the site, and most come from Cayley Plains Stations 1 and 6.
They contain a
more diverse clast assemhlage than the feldspathic fragmental breccias.
Fragments of reddish, gold, or pale-purple glass are mi~or but distinctive components.
Particles and clasts of murky brown glass, brown fragment-laden glass,
poikilitic melt rock, and VHA-basalt melt rock are common.
Indicators of
regolith evolution, such as 00 18 and C content (Clayton et a1., 19731 Moore
et a1., 1973), have values closer to those of crystalline rocks than those of
soil~, indicating that these breccias contain only minor material that had
extensive lunar surface exposure.
MEL'f ROCKS
The Apollo 16 collection contains abundant samples of melt rocks of diverse
textures and bulk compositions.
These rocks are discussed in detail in an
abstract to this workshop by Ryder and will not be described het'ein.
An important unresolved question is the geologic occurrence of these melt
rocks at the Apollo 16 site.
Their diversity suggests that they have several
occurrences.
Some of them are clasts of preexisting rocks incorporated in the
feldspathic fragmental breccias (this is the origin of 67935 and 67956, which
were collecteo as clasts from "Outhouse Rock!!).
Some may be variants of, or be
t"elated to the VHA-ba,'3fllt melt rock of th8 dimict bt"eccias.
Some may be exotic,
thrown into the site by nearhy impacts and present only as fragments in the
soils and regolith b r eccias.
It has also been suggested that some of the meltrock fra~nents are from lenses of melt deposited at the site while still hot
(Hodges et ~l., 1973).
To help determine the geo logic occurrence, detailed
studies of the melt-rock lithologies of the dimict breccias and the melt-rock
clasts in the feldspathic fragmental breccias will be necessary to define the
types of melt rocks deriv ed hy disaggregation of. these h 'r eccias.
GEOLOGY OF THE hPOLLO 16 SITE
As inilicated by the astronaut observations (hFGI'f, 1973), North Ray Crater
excavated an area in which the bedrock was largely feldspathic fragmental
breccias.
Photographs of the crate_r floor suggest that these breccias are
underlain by dark rock (AFGIT, 1973).
The nature of this dark rock is an important unresolved question with respect to the preilnpact stratigraphy of the
site.
The astro nauts sampled two boulders of "dark-matrix breccia" ("Outhouse
Rock" at Station 11 near the crater rim and " Shadow Rock" at Station 13 on the
ejecta blanket) and tentatively correlated them with the dark material at the
crater bottom (Apollo 16 voice transcript).
The samples returned from these
two boulders are very different, however.
The "Shadow Rock" samples (60017,
63335) are quenched anorthositic impact melts (Warner et al., 1973), about which
Little is known.
The "Outhouse Rock" samples consist of fragments of melt rocks
and granulitic breccias that were clasts within the boulder (67935, 67937,
67955-6) and two breccia samples (67930 and 67915) that may represent the dark
matrix of the boulder.
The largest breccia sample, 67915, is a shocked feldspathic fragmental breccia; the compaction and melting produced by the shock
have made the rock dense and coherent and changed the color of its matrix from
white to dark gray.
If 67915 does represent the boulder matrix, then much of
the dark .r ock seen near the base of. the crater may simply be shocked feldspathic
fragmental breccia and there may be no lithologic difference between the light
and dark r o cks s~en within the crater.
Additional study of the samples from
the. two dark boulders and an attempt to co.t:relate the sample data with the
field observations will be necessary before the nature of the" dark rock in
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North Ray Crater can be resolved.
Determination of the nature of South Ray Crater ejecta is especially important for defining the nature of the Cayley formation, because the South Ray
impact excavated an area of the Cayley formation relatively far from the Descartes mountains, and the ejecta should be largely Cayley material.
The astronauts attempted to sample ejecta from this crater in their traverse to Stone
Mountain.
The field geologic evidence suggests that most of the large samples
collected at Stations 4, 8, and 9 are South Ray ejecta, and some of the large
samples from Stations 5 and 6 may also be South Ray ejecta (ALGIT, 1972).
Studies of these samples have confirmed that many of them are indeed South Ray
ejecta.
Many are glass coated, many are shocked, and many have a very young
exposure age of 2 m.y. Using these criteria, samples 64435, 64455, 68115,
68815, 69935, 65315, and 64475 are South Ray ejecta (Arvidson et al., 1975;
Bogard and Gibson, 1975; Eberhardt et al., 1975).
Lithologically, these samples
are:
typical dimict breccia (64475, 65315), atypical dimict breccia (64435),
melt rock of VHA-basalt composition (64455), and shocked breccia of unknown
origin (68115, 68815, 69935) (a cursory comparison with other Apollo 16 breccias
suggests that some of these may be shocked equivalents of 66055, a unique trimict breccia mentioned above).
Samples that have a 2-m.y. exposure age and
are shocked or coated by. glass were also found in the central part of the landi.ng area.
These are:
shocked cUmict breccia (61016), un shocked dimict breccia
(62255), and anorthosite probably ~erived from disaggregation of dimict breccia
(60015, 60(25).
If all the samples hilving a 2-m.y. exposure age are South Ray
ejecta, then the South Ray material has a remarkable lithologic consistency;
the samples appear to be nearly all fragments of dimict breccias.
(Norman and
Nagle, in an abstract submitted to this workshop, have also argued on the
basis of other evidence that the dimict breccias are South Ray ejecta.)
Additional studies of samples from the entire southern half of the site
will be necessary to establish the range of materials ejected by the South Ray
impact.
Exposure ages should be determined on all samples of dimict breccia,
shocked dimict breccia, and anorthosite to test the hypothesis that the dimict
breccias are South Ray Crater ejecta.
A detailed study should be made of the
glass coatings on samples that are clearly South Ray ejecta, to determine if
this glass has any characteristics that would permit it to be used as an indicator of South Ray material.
If this is so, the presence of such a glass
coating can be used to identify samples for further studies.
Studies of the South Ray Crater photographs have suggested that the preimpact stratigraphic section consisted of a layer of dark material overlying
light material (AFGIT, 1973). 'rhe dark material now is evident as dark blocks
on the crater rim and in the upper parts of the crater wall and the light
material as light blocks on the crater floor.
The light material has been
interpreted as consisting largely of melt rocks like 65015 and 68415 (Ulrich,
1973). Most such melt rocks returned, however, have exposure ages much older
than 2 m.y. (Arvidson et al., 1975); if they are South Ray ejecta they were in
the regolith at the South Ray Crater site before the impact and not at the
bottom of the excavated volume. From the data discussed in the previous paragraph, it seems more likely that the light material is dimict breccia. The
nature of the dark blocks on the crater wall is even less certain. Perhaps
they are blocks of shocked breccia like 68115 and 68815; alternatively, perhaps
they are blocks of VHA-basalt melt rock derived from disaggregation of dimict
breccias.
Using the present knowledge of the large samples only, it is not possible
to come to any definitive conclusions about the distinctions between the Cayley
and the Descartes formations.
At the prime sampling locality for Descartes,
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Stone Mountain, most of the large samples that were returned appear to be South
Ray Crater ejecta.
Elucidation of the nature of the Descartes materials depends
critically on studies of Stone Mountain soils and rake samples and comparisons
with the materials from other parts of the site. An important point in interpretation of the site geology is that the materials excavated by North and
South Ray Craters were not the same.
If both impacts were in Cayley materials,
then the Cayley formation is laterally heterogeneous; alternatively, the feldspathic fragmental breccias of North Ray Crater may be slumped Descartes materials derived from Smoky Mountain (Head, 1974).
Before the site geology and origin of the breccias can be understood, it
will be necessary to determine the relationship between the feldspathic fragmental breccias and the dimict breccias.
Several similar lithologies occur in
both types of breccias. Both contain ferroan anorthosite; a comparison must
be made to see if these are the same or different ferroan anorthosites.
The
feldspathic fragmental breccias contain sparse fragments that appear texturally
similar to the VHA-composition melt rocks that typify the dimict breccias; these
melt rocks must be compared in detail. Anorthositic fragment-laden melt rocks
form the dominant clasts in the feldspathic fragmental breccias and the meltrock lithology in dimict breccia 64435; these melt rocks must also be compared
in detail.
(~til data of the sort listed above are available, it is possible only to
speculate on the possible relationships between the two types of breccias. The
general similarity of lithologies in these two types of breccia indicates that
their source areas were probably not widely separated.
Perhaps they are breccias
produced by differing processes during the same large impact; if so, the dimict
breccias may fonn large blocks or lenses within the feldspathic fra~nental
breccias, may underlie them, or may abut them laterally. Alternatively, the
two types of breccia may have been produced by different impacts into similar
source areas.
Many other similar hypotheses can be formulated.
CONCLUSION
From the discussion given above, clearly none of the published hypotheses
for the geology of the Apollo 16 site and the origin of the Cayley and Descartes
formations can be correct in their present form.
All hypotheses will have to
be revised (probably extensively) in light of the sample data.

Table 1
-------------------------------------------Shocked equivalents
Major breccia types
DIMICT
61015
64475
FELDSPATHIC FRAGMENTAL
67455
67015
67016
REGOLITH
60016
61295
61175

60018
60115
67915

60019
60255

Major lithologic components
ferroan anorthosite
60215
VHA-basalt composition
melt rock
66095
ferroan anorthosite
67075
granulitic breccia
67955
anorthositic fragrnentladen melt
67475
KREEPy(?) melt rock
67935
clear glasses, fragmentladen glasses, dimict
breccias, granulitic
breccias, etc.
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S. Jovanovic and G. W. Reed, Jr.
Chemistry Div i s ion. Argonne Nationa~ Laboratory,
9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, I~~ inoi s 60439

This abstract is a brief summary of some inferences regarding the Apollo
16 site that can be arrived at from incompatible element-geochemical data.
We use a set of elements not exploited by other contributors to this volume
to address some of the questions about the geology of the Apollo 16 site
and the evolution of the highlands crust. Overviews of the status of knowledge of highlands material are given in the keynote presentations by
Ryder (1981), James (1981) and Korotev et al. (1981) for example. These
authors, and others, have recognized the-great difficulty in disentangling
the complex history of the highlands on the basis of petrographic and compositional data. We have previously attempted to reconcile a relatively few
interelement re l ationships with information from many other sources. The
Apollo 16 site and the significance of Apollo 16 samples have been examined
from the perspectives of data on Cl, P, Ru and Os for the most part and also,
in a few cases, data on the heavy metals Pb, Tl and Bi .
1. The Apo 11 0 16 site geo 1oqy-Cayl ey vs Descartes Ma teri a 1. The pri nciple geologic objective of the Apollo 16 mission was to attempt to sample
Cayley Plains and Descartes Mountain material (Muehl berger et al., 1972, 1980).
Two trace element pairs, Cl-P 2 0s and Ru-Os, of totally different chemistries
divide Apollo 16 samples into two groups. One has a Cl / P2 0s ratio of 0.009
and a Ru/Os ratio of ~0.4. These are soil samples that appear to be related
to the North Ray Crater site. Breccia 65785 could belong to this group on
the basis of its Cl/P 2 0s ratio; we have not measured Ru and Os. Apollo 14
soils 14259 and 14163 have significantly higher concentrations of the four
elements but the same interelement ratios. An interpretation of these
samples is that they are the original ~ooa~ material. At Apollo 16, this
could be Desoart es.

The second group of samples for which we have obtained Cl-P 2 0 s and
Ru-Os data are breccias, for the most part. 8ased on Ru - Os alone, seven
soil samples from the Apollo 16 deep drill core are als o included. The
Cl/P 2 0 s ratio is ~. 022 and the Ru/Os ratio is ~.6. The breccias include
68815, 67115 and 66095. The latter has the highest Ru and Os we have
observed in lunar samples as well as Cl and P2 0 S as high as the most KREEPrich samples. We interpret this goup of samples as not being local li ke
North Ray or South Ray ejecta and as such to represent a blanketing material Cayley Formation ( ? ) (Jovanovic and Reed, 1973, 1976) .
If samples 68815, 67115 and 66095 as well as samples such as 68415
and 60016 are not local to the Apollo 16 site, they could ha ve a common
source as ejecta from a remote basin or large crater(s ) . Possibly the
dominance of breccia over soils among this group of samples is consistent
with their not being local. Local material (Descartes) could be comminuted
to soil by primaries and by local secondaries. Thus North and South Ray
craters were not excavated from a thick Imbrium deposit (Moore et al.,
1974) but from a preexisting locally brecciated crust.
The chemical
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evidence is not inconsistent with the mechanism for smooth plains formation
proposed by Overbeck et al., (1974). That is, multiple brecciation of the
samples was mainly due-to-local and regional primary impact events. This
material was subsequently implaced into smooth plains by secondaries from
distant craters and by local (nearby) primary impacts.
Thus samples from
both sources might be expected at the site. .
2. Origin and Evolution of the Highlands Crust. Using Cl-P 20 s systematics, we have suggested that there were two crustal regimes; they were
largely decoupled from one another. One was an outer-most relatively thin
crust; the other consisted of anorthositic cumulates forming in the differentiating primordial magma ocean. Most Apollo 16 samples studied were from
the latter. Samples from the outermost crust are, in this context,
ubiguitous. We have identified eight of these: two are from the Apollo 16
site - 60315 and 65015. All of the other terra sites - Fra Mauro, Apennine
Front and Taurus-Littrow - have provided samples, all breccias, that could
have evolved in this outermost crust. We have discussed possible petrogeneses of these samples in a contribution to last year's Lunar Highlands
Crust Conference Proceedings, Jovanovic and Reed (1980). In this model
other lunar samples are not derived from this outermost crust but are related
to differentiation processes occuring in large discrete seas in the magma
ocean. They can be identified with their basaltic complements (same Cl/P 20 s
ratio) which, in contrast to crustal material, would not have been dispersed
by basin forming events since they arrived later at the surface (Jovanovic
and Reed, 1976, 1978).

3. Volatile and Siderophile Elements Present in Highland Samples. We
have noted that 66095 is highly enriched (~ cosmic) in Cl, Ru and Os. There
are many other Apollo 16 samples with the same Cl/P 20 s ratio but much lower
(~ 1/5) concentrations.
Similarly, there are a number of breccias and soils
with the same Ru/Os ratio but with much lower concentrations. In addition,
Apollo 16 breccia 61016 is highly enriched in Cl and Br relative to other
samples. 66095 is also enriched in 204Pb, Bi and Tl; these again approaching
cosmic amounts. Thus three classes of elements are enriched in the breccia highly volatile or labile Cl, Br; moderately volatile (volcanism related?)
204Pb, Bi and Tl and siderophile Ru and Os. These are three classes of
elements in which the moon is supposed to be depleted. In contrast to
the orange soil 74220 which is also enriched in volatiles, a volcanic vapor
deposit cannot be used to explain breccia 66095. An impact-related event
for enriching 66095 (and 61016) seems also to be unacceptable because of
dilution by the target material, Overbeck et al. (1974). If most other
samples are representative, a large fraction of a projectile enriched in all
three classes of elements would have to be included in 66095. It seems
necessary to conclude that the components of this rock crystallized from a
volatile and siderophile rich (undepleted) magma. Thus, other Apollo 16
breccias (and soils ?) must either be from magmas more highly depleted in
such elements or be composed of components that contain smaller amounts of
residual liquid(s) enriched in these elements.

*Work supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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APOLLO 16 SAMPLES: COMPOSITIONAL TRENDS AND RELATIONSHIP TO THE
LUNAR HIGHLANDS. Randy L. Korotev, Marilyn M. Lindstrom, and Larry A.
Haskin. Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences and rkDonnell Center for
Space Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130.
Any comprehensive description of Moon's surface must include characterization of heavily cratered highlands. Those highlands, particularly as seen
on the lunar farside, are the most common form of lunar terrain. Only one
Apollo mission, 16, landed in a region where a significant fraction of the
collected samples might represent common lunar crust. In this brief summary
we compare chemical compositions of Apollo 16 materials to 1) that of typical
lunar highlands, 2) those of other acquired highlands samples, 3) each other,
and 4) those of possible precursors.
Composition of Apollo 16 Soils Compared with Data from the X- and GammaRay Orbiters. Apollo 16 soils may provide the best compositional averages
for their local regions. To a first approximation most Apollo 16 soils fall
into two compositional groups, those from Station 11 (North Ray, and designated A16-NR) and most others (designated A16). Their average compositions
are listed in Table 1. How similar are these soils to those sensed by the
orbiting gamma-ray experiments for typical lunar highlands?
Korotev et al. (1980) (KHL) constructed histograms of frequency of observed concentration (i .e., degrees of longitude over which a concentration
was observed) versus concentration for all highlands soils with <2ppm Th.
They defined "typical" concentrations for highlands soils on the basis of
these diagrams (TypOrb, Table 1). Refined histograms are shown in Fig. 1 for
Th and Fe, incl uding regions with >2ppm Th (mostly nearside). Averages for
highlands soils from all missions as well as the range for Apollo 16 soils
are also shown.
In addition to making direct comparisons between TypOrb and A16 and A16NR, KHL compared estimated typical highlands concentrations for a wider variety of elements. The procedure used their observation that the highlands
portions of all soils are well described compositionally by 3 components,
where the relative amounts of the 3 components were determined by a fit to
the TypOrb concentrations. The resulting typical highlands composition
(TypH) is included in Table 1. The three mixing components are ferroan anorthosite (FAN), KREEP, and a third component that contains the bulk of the
FeO, MgO, compatible trace elements, and a substantial fraction of the incompatible trace elements (e.g., highlands olivine norite, HON). The results
of the comparison are as follows:
Th. Both A16 and A16-NR have higher Th concentrations (2.0 and 0.9 ppm)
than TypOrb or TypH (0.5 and 0.55 ppm) and these values fall outside the
range of cOlTlllon values on the histogram (from Metzger et al., 1977).
FeO. The average FeO concentration of A16 (5.4% or, as Fe, 4.2%) falls
well within the range of common values on the histogram (galTllla-ray data from
Davis, 1980). That for A16-NR (3.9%, or 3.0% as Fe) falls substantially
below. Recent work by Haines and Metzger (1980) implies that the calibration
for Fe may need adjustment downward, which would put the TypOrb value (presently 6.2% FeO) and the TypH value (presently 5.9% FeO) closer to the A16
and A16-NR values.
MgO. The MgO concentrations for both A16 and A16-NR (6.0 and 4.4%) fall
within the range of commonly observed values, with TypOrb equal to 5.4% and
TypH equal to 6.1% (from data of Bielefeld et al., 1976). However, the reported uncertainty in MgO values in this concentration range is ~ 20%. The
ratio of FeO/MgO based on the gamma-ray data is not well constrained, in part
because of this imprecision and in part because of the broad range in cOlTlllonly
observed values for FeO and MgO. This ratio is 1.15 for TypOrb and 0.97 for
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TypH; the corresponding ratio for Al6 is 0.90 and for AI6-NR is 0.72. Lowering the TypOrb value for FeO, in line with the recent work of Haines and
Metzger (1980), would bring the TypOrb and TypH values closer to that of A16.
~.
The Al6 concentration of 0.115% substantially exceeds the narrow
range of commonly observed values, with TypOrb at 0.072 and TypH at 0.050 %
KzO (data from Bielefeld et al., 1976). We note, however, that the KITh
ratio for TypOrb (1260) is greater than either the value for KREEP (384,
Warren and Wasson, 1979a) or for HON (793, KHL). The HON component contributes > 70% of both elements and KREEP contributes ~ 10% (K) and ~ 20% (Th) .
to the TypH composition.
TiOz. The Al6 and AI6-NR values (0.59 and 0.36%) fall far short of the
TypOrb value (1.5%, from data of Metzger and Parker, 1979) and well below
the range for commonly observed values. One interpretation is that the most
typical highlands materials contain more TiO z than do highlands materials
collected by the Apollo missions . Possibly, the farside highlands soils,
like those of the Apollo 17 South Massif, may have a substantial mare component. Apollo 17 South Massif also contain 1.5% Ti02. Alternatively,
there may be a problem with the gamma-ray results for Ti0 2 .
In summary, neither the Al6 nor the AI6-NR values match the TypOrb
values well, with the principal differences being for Th, Ti0 2 , FeOIMgO, and
KzO (for Al6 only). Overa11, the Al6 soil average is a closer match to
TypOrb than that for AI6-NR or that for any other co11ected soil (Fig. 1
andKHL).
Andre and E1Baz (this volume) report element ratios from the orbiting
X-ray experiment for the Apo110 16 site and the nearby Kant Plateau. Values '
of MgISi, A1ISi, and MgIAl for the Kant Plateau (Table 2) and the Apo110 16
site are a close match to those of TypOrb and TypH and agree fairly well
with those for Al6 soils. This comparison along with the recently determined value for Th for the Kant Plateau (Metzger, pers. comm.) support the
suggestion of Andre and E1Baz that the Kant Plateau may be of comparable
composition to typical farside highlands. The Al6 soils, nevertheless,
contain too much Th and K to represent typical lunar highlands materials.
Nor does any common rock type collected by Apollo 16 match typical lunar
highlands composition, as will be shown. Thus, description of typical lunar
highlands in terms of chemical compositions and rock types remains model
dependent in a first-order way.
Compositional Variations Among Apollo 16 Soils. Apart from considerations of volatile and siderophile elements, more than 20 chemical elements
are useful in characterizing the Apo110 16 soils and rocks. Thus, simple
variation diagrams (e.g., Sm vs. Al z03 , Fig. 2) cannot take advantage of all
pertinent data. Even so, Fig. 2 demonstrates a compositional trend among
soil averages from different Apollo 16 stations (triangles). Simultaneous
use of some 30 elements is possible when the soils are described in terms
of the three chemical mixing components, FAN, HON, and KREEP, as shown in
Fig. 3. The triangular diagram 3A shows A16, AI6-NR and TypOrb in comparison with highlands soils from other sites (Apollo 15 Apennine Front and
Apo110 17 mare-basalt "corrected"). Note the very low KREEP fractions of
TypOrb and Luna 20, and the very high KREEP fraction of Apollo 14.
Fig. 3B is an expanded version of the parallelogram in 3A, used to spread the individual soils by composition. Dotted lines surround the preponderance of soils from each sampling station; some individual soils are
spec i fi ca 11 y numbered. The average size of the uncertai nty in each mi xi ng
component is indicated by the error bars in the lower left hand corner.
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Thus, differences between adjacent or close lying points on the diagram are
not meaningful. The spread in values nevertheless substantially exceeds
the uncertainties.
Most points cluster toward the upper left (Stations 1,2,5,6,9 and 10).
Samples from Station 4 and 8 and from Stations 11 and 13 plus 61221 appear
to define two compositional trends. The upper trend extends from the main
cluster (A16 composition) toward the FAN apex of Fig. 3A and might be interpreted as additions of FAN to A16. The lower trend extends from A16 toward
Station 11 soils and, on extrapolation, would intersect the base at a ' point
corresponding to a mixture of FAN and HON in proportions ~ 70:30. Extrapolation in the other direction would intersect the HON-KREEP side of the
diagram in the vicinity of ~ 25-30% KREEP, just beyond the point for A15-AF
and far below the point for A14. The lower trend is interpreted along with
a similar trend in the data for the Apollo 16 rocks.
Compositional Variations Among Apollo 16 Rocks. Compositional variation
among Apollo 16 rocks covers a much wider range than that for Apollo 16
soils, as is evident from Figs. 2 and 4. Unlike the soils, the individual
rocks or their component clasts cannot in general be adequately described
as combinations of FAN, HON, and KREEP (or any known set of the same 3 components), so no single multielement diagram analogous to Fig. 3 for soils
is presented. Some general characteristics are demonstrated in Figs. 2 and
4.
On the plot of FeO vs. A1 2 0 3, there is a broad trend from rocks rich in
plagioclase (ANOR, 35% A1 2 03) toward rocks richer in ferromagnesian minerals.
In that portion of the diagram lie KREEP (which is represented in the poikilitic melt rocks), and other materials such as norite (as observed in the
pristine rock suite of Apollo 17). Five samples (in the oblong enclosed
region) are lower in FeO than the main trend (6001B,60335,62295,64455,and
67095). These samoles are melt rocks, classified compositionally as VHA
(very high alumina) basalts.
On a plot of Sm vs A1 2 0 3, however, KREEP-rich ferromagnesian materials
are split from other ferromagnesian materials. The anorthosite group no
longer lies on the main trend, which extends along the same trend as the
soils to the cluster of points around 31 % A1 2 03. The trend with increasing
Sm does not extrapolate toward HON or crystalline norite, or toward KREEP or
even toward the poikilitic breccias. In terms of the FAN-HON-KREEP model,
the Sm-rich end of the trend would cor'respond to a mixture of HON and KREEP
on a diagram such as Fig. 3, except that for individual samples, HON is an
inadequate component so that more individually tailored norite is required.
To a good first approximation, however , the main trend can be regarded as a
binary mixture of binary mi xtures, these latter being FAN plus low-LIL norite
and KREEP plus low-LIL norite, with the limits on composition of the norite
component not yet worked out.
There is a common material that corresponds to the extrapolation of the
Apollo 16 rock and soil trends to intersect a line drawn between KREEP and
low-LIL norite, and that is boulder matrix from Apollo 17 (e.g., Blanchard
et al., 1975). That material corresponds to a HON-KREEP mi xture in the proportions ~ 75:25. Such material is not common in the Apollo 16 collection.
The anorthosites (> 33% A1 2 0 3, Fig. 2) do not correspond to mi xtures of
pure plagioclase plus a LIL containing mafic component. There is no compositional continuum between those samples and the feldspathic fragmental breccias (James, this volume; 30-32% A1 2 0 3 ) . The feldspathic fragmental breccias
lie at the low Sm end of the main trend. These might be impact breccias of
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FAN plus trapped parent liquid (i.e., igneous gabbroic anorthosite) or mixtures of FAN plus some noritic material not common in the Apollo 16 collec~
tion. Unless in steady state production, the feldspathic fragmental breccias precede the other materials of the trend in existence. The regolith
breccias (James, this volume) fallon the trend in a region that includes
but exceeds in range the values for soils. The high Sm end member is not
common in the Apollo 16 collection and may be exotic to the site.
The presence of the anorthosites indicates that impact processes have
not obliterated every vestige of original igneous character for the materials at Apollo 16. Therefore, interpretation of trends in terms of simple
mixtures may lead to a better understanding of endogenous igneous rocks.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration through 9rant NSG9055.
Figure Captions
Fig. 1. Histograms of frequency of observation of a particular concentration vs. concentration of the element for lunar highlands regions from
the orbiting gamma-ray experiments.
Fig. 2. Concentration of Sm vs. A1 2 0 3 in Apollo 16 rocks and soils.
Fig. 3. a) FAN-KREEP-HON mixing model results for highlands portions of
soils from all highlands landing sites. b) Enlargement of Apollo 16 region
sho\'Jing points for each numbered soil for which there is sufficient data.
Fig. 4. FeO~. A1 2 0 3 in Apollo 16 rocks and soils.

TABLE 1.

Si0 2
Ti0 2
A1 20 3
FeO
MfO
CaO
Na20
K20
Sc
Cr
Rb
Sr
Sm
Th

TABLE 2.

Element concentrations in Apollo 16 soils,
rocks, and typical highlands orbital estimates.
Oxides in %, others in ppm.

ANOR
A16-NR TypOrb TypH
A16
Soil
Soi 1
44.5
44.5
45.1
45.1
0.02
1.5
1.5
0.36
0.59
35.2
25.9
29 .0
26.8
0.50
5.9
6.2
3.93
5.38
0.22
6.1
5.4
4.35
6.00
19.1
15.4
15.56
16.42
0.45
0.43
0.53
0.47
0.03
0.050
0.076
0.073
0.115
0.6
15.4
6.7
9.4
960.
500.
740.
0.11
1.0
1.6
2.8
166.
166.
190.
162.
0.10
2.2
2.6
5.9
0.05
0.55
0.50
0.91
2.1

FeldFrag
Breccia
45 . 2
0.38
31. 3
2.9
2.5
17.5
0.63
0.05
4.4
320.
1.2
223.
1.3
0.4

Regolith VHA
Breccia
45.2
45.8
0.45
0.60
26.9
25.1
4.85
4.50
6.55
7.89
15.9
14.4
·0.53
0.59
0.09
0.25
7.2
7.3
560.
800.
2.0
6.8
200.
162.
5.5
9.1
1.8
3.0

POlK
46.4
1.3
17.3
9.7
13.4
10.3
0.60
, 0.40
12.
1500 .
9.0
156.
21.0
8.0

Comparison of element ratios in soil s to orbital X-ray data from
Kant plateau (Andre and E1 Baz, this volume) .
Kant

A-16

A16-NR

Ty~H

Luna 20

~1g/Si

.18-.20

.17

. 12

.18

.26

Al/Si

.62-.72

.67

.73

.66

.57

Mg/A1

.26-.30

.26

.17

.27

.46
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THORIUM CONCENTRATIONS IN THE LUNAR CE~TRAL HIGHLANDS - PREL I MI NARY
Albert E. Metzger, Eldon L. Haines, and Maria I. Et c heg arayRESULTS.
Ramirez,
Jet Pro pulsion Laboratory, Cal ifornia Institute of Techno logy,
Pasadena, CA 91 109.
Re s ults presented previously f o r thorium as regional va lues (Metzger et
al., 1977) and two degree co l or maps (Frontispiece , 1977) have shown that
the surface composition of the lunar central highlands across the Apollo 16
gr o und track i s not un i form, at I east for the KREEP component.
The Th concentrations have shown a continuous decrease from west t o east with a br oad
minimLm between 150 E and 30 0 E before rising into the eastern maria.
Appl icati on of the gamma-ray deconvolution technique which restores mcst of the
contrast l ost t o instrument broaden i ng (Ha i nes et a I., 197 8) , has revea I ed
more of the loca l vari ation within these highlands.
The regi on modeled extends from 16C\oJ t o 34 0 E, using data from 2C\oJ t o
30 E.
This is the first Apollo 16 region for which deconvolution has been
attempted, partly because the extreme narr o wness o f the data trac k suggested
an uncertain o utcome .
The data field i s shown in the first illustration as
ppm Th on the 20 x 20 base used for the mode ling.
Because o f the high density o f the data, t yp i cal 10 va lues are 0.2 ppm or less.
0

The second ill ustration shows t he best mode l obta i ned t o date.
Th i s
mode l is expected to be a member of the set o f statistically accep table fits
which wi II be presented with the final results.
It co nsist s o f II constructs and a f I at wh i ch surrounds the constructs.
The I atter represents
the average influence on the instrument o f the entire area ou tside the con structs.
No significance should be attached t o the value o f the flat; it
serves t o stabi I i ze and improve the mode I.
The constructs have a predominanty
north-south ori entati on due to the narrowness of the data field.
Cons truct concentrat ions are averages we i ghted by the vary i ng response o f
th e instrument as a funct i on o f distance.
At distances o f P and 40 fr om
the nadir, the cont r ibutions are about 60% and 25% respectively, o f that directly below.
A better fit is obtained for the model shown in Fig. 2 than
f or mode ls which confine const ructs t o the data track and thereby ignore
c on tributions beyond it.
The comparatively low Th in the con s tructs containing the Descartes
Crater (! 40 _1 80 E) and the Kant Plateau (! 80 - 22o E) are a feature of every
mod el of this regi o n.
The l ow in the cons truct at 60 - IO o E is o f less significance but has been found in a ll the best models thus far.
Descartes and
Kant comb ined into on e con struc t give an acceptable fit with an int erme dia te
Th va lue , typi ca ll y 0.3-0.5 ppm.
The 20 x 20 pixel containing the Apollo 16
landing site provides a better model fit if in c luded in the Descartes construct rather than Andel, but is acceptable in either.
The undeco nvolved reg ional values o f Th in the central highlands are,
upon deconvolution, seen with better spatial resolution and sharper contrast.
The Kant Plateau value o f 0 .7 ppm is typical o f limb and farside
highland va lues, and t o date has onl y been seen on the near s ide in the h ighlands east o f Mare Smythii.
As such it pr ov ides independent confirmation o f
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the x-ray results reported by ""dre and EI-8az (1980) that, with respect to
the portion of the central highlands surveyed to date, this is a singular
region in its simi larity to farside and I imb terra composition.
Also at
this meeting, Hawke and coworkers (1980) are reporting mixing model calculations which indicate compositional differences between the regions of Descartes and Ande I •
Th is is very marked in these new Th res u Its. 8y the same
token however, the variation in Th over the central highland ground track is
such as to be inconsistent with their observation of a relatively constant
KREEP component over the entire area.
A low Th va I ue for Theoph i I us and its ejecta blanket is a reasonab I e
expectation in view of the highland nature of this region and its proximity
to the apparently anorthositic Kant Plateau.
Instead, it rises to a value
typical of mare basalts to the east.
The visual asymmetry of the Theophi Ius
ejecta blanket is also seen in the Th distribution.
This observation is
also consistent with the orbital x-ray data which finds Theophi Ius ejecta to
be more mafic than surface material of the Kant Plateau with a gradual ransit ion between them (Andre and EI-8az, 1980).
Given the suc cessf ul decon volution of Th in the central high lands, we
plan to submit Fe to a simi lar analysis.
Note however, that re c ent undeconvolved regional values obtained both by Davis (1980) and ourselves (Haines
and Metzger, 1980) a I ready show more typ i ca I I Y high I and concentrat ions for
the Descartes cata logue reg i on (wh i c h inc I ud es the Kant Plateau) than for
the Andel or Theophi Ius catalogue regions.
Th i s work was supported under NASA contract NAS 7-100 at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Cal ifornia Institute of Tech nology.
This is JPL P l anetology Program Number 326-81-67.
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SIDEROPHILE AND VOLATILE ELEMENTS IN LUNAR HIGHLANDS:
IMPLICATIONS OF TERRESTRIAL MANTLE ABUNDANCES
John W. Morgan, U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, VA 22092
The siderophile- and volatile-element content is known for a large number
of lunar highland breccias and melt rocks (Hertogen et al., 1978). These data
have proved useful in defining the composition of the-population of planetesimals bombarding the Moon in its early history (~ 3.7 b.y.) and, by extension,
in providing "stratigraphic markers" for deciphering the genesis of complex
breccias (Morgan et ~., 1975; Morgan and Petrie, 1979). More recently, however, the siderophile and volatile content of the lunar highlands has become a
central issue in discussions concerning the possible derivation of the Moon
from the Earth's mantle by some variant of the fission process (Anders, 1978;
Delano and Ringwood, 1978; Wanke et ~., 1978). A critical factor in resolving
the debate is the siderophile and volatile-element content of the terrestrial
mantle, and until recently this was only sketchily known (Chou, 1978; Ringwood
and Kesson, 1976). New insight concerning the early history of the Earth-Moon
system has been provided by a large number of analyses of mainly subcontinental
mantle materials -- spinel lherzolites from Western Europe, North and Central
America, Hawaii and Australia, and garnet lherzolites from Western Europe,
North and Central America, Hawaii and Australia, and garnet lherzolites from
lesotho (Jagoutz et ~., 1979; Morgan et ~., 1980a,b).
Highly siderophile elements (Os, Re, Ir, Pd, Au).
The abundances of the Pt metals Os, Ir. and Pd are quite uniform in
spinel lherzolites from all sampling localities, worldwide; 3.4 ± 1.2 ppb Os,
3.7:!: l.l ppb Ir, 4.6:!: 2.0 ppb Pd. A sheared garnet lherzolite PHN 1611,
which appears representative of relatively unfractionated mantle has similar Pt
metal abundances, but granulated garnet lherzolites show considerable variabil ity. Mean abundances normal ized to Cl chondrites are 0.008 as, 0.008 Ir,
and 0.010 Pd. Mutual proportions closely resemble cosmic ratios. Abundances
of Au and Re are more variable (0.08 to 3 ppb Au and 0.03 to 0.26 ppb Re), but
the highest Au and Re values are in essentially cosmic proportions to the Pt
metals. The Au/Re ratio is generally close to the Cl chondrite value. Apparently the original pattern of highly siderophile elements in unfractionated
mantle material was chondritic, having a ratio of as, Re, Ir)/(Pd, Au) " 0.08.
Moderately siderophile elements (Ni, Co, Ge).
Abundances of Ni, Co, and Ge are very uniform in all garnet and spinel
lherzolites, Cl chondrite-normalized abundances averaging 0.20:!: 0.02 Ni, 0.22
:!: 0.02 Co and 0.027 ± 0.004 Ge. The low Ge/Ni ratio (0.134 of Cl value)
reflects the general terrestrial depletion (relative to chondrites) of moderately volatile elements and does not require invocation of any special fractionation process. The high absolute levels and fractionated Cl chondritenormalized pattern of the moderately siderophile elements suggest that they
cannot be derived predominantly from the same source as the less abundant
highly siderophile elements, which show a far less fractionated pattern.
Lithophile volatile elements (Sb, Ag, Zn, In. Cd, Bi, Tl ).
The sheared garnet 1herzol ite PHN 1611. which represents undepl eted
mantle material, has abundances of lithophile volatile elements that tend to be
higher than those in such depleted mantle rocks as granular garnet lherzolites
and spinel lherzolites. The four least volatile elements (Sb, Ag, Zn, In) in
PHN 1611 (mean ~ 0.19 ± 0.07 of Cl chondrite abundances) are about as abundant
as Ni and Co but this appears to be a geochemical coincidence, because in
volatility Sb and Ag more closely resemble the relatively depleted element Ge
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than either Ni or Co. Of the three most volatile elements, Cd and Bi are depleted relative to In and Zn, possibly reflecting the low abundances of very
volatile elements inferred for the bulk Earth by cosmochemica1 models (Ganapathy and Anders, 1974; Morgan and Anders, 1980). The higher abundance of T1 may
be a consequence of slight metasomatic enrichment.
Cha1cophile elements (Se, Te).
In ultramafic rocks, Te contents vary substantially less than those of Se,
and may be a better guide to original cha1cophi1e element abundances in the
mantle. The Te abundance in PHN 1611 (0.007 times C1 chondrite abundances) is
very similar to those of the highly siderophile elements, but Se is much lower
(0.002 times C1).
Inferred scenario for accretion of the Earth
The Earth appears to have accreted predominantly from volatile-poor
material of otherwise chondritic composition, in which Ni, Co, and Ge occurred
largely in the metallic Fe-Ni phase. During accretion, the metal was partially
oxidized, and Ni, Co, and Ge entered the silicate phase, whereas the associated
highly siderophile elements were retained by the relict metal. The segregation
of metal and sulfide during core formation essentially removed from the mantle
the highly siderophile elements (Pt metals, Au, Re) and the highly cha1cophile
elements (Se, Te). The present complement of highly siderophile elements in
the mantle above the 670-km discontinuity was probably introduced by an influx
of 10 25 g of planetesimals during the first 600 m.y. of the Earth's history as
a planet, in a bombardment analogous to that responsible for the lunar mare
basins (Kimura et a1., 1974; Chou, 1978). The highly cha1cophile elements
probably were adde~to the Earth's mantle at the same time. The Earth's complement of H2 0 could have been introduced at this stage, because the Te/(Pt metal
ratio suggests an average composition of the bombarding population similar to
the volatile-rich C2 chondrites (Boata, 1954).
Comparison of influx to the Earth with that to the Moon
Unlike the Earth, the Moon bears visible evidence of an early heavy
bombardment. At least 30 basins are observable on the lunar surface (Wood and
Head, 1976), This number may be a low estimate if the basin-forming objects
were an exponentially decaying population but may be reasonable if there were
a cataclysmic spike in the influx rate. The equivalent rate for ·the Earth can
only be inferred. The abundances of highly siderophile elements suggest that
the upper part of the Earth's mantle (above 670 km) has assimilated - 1%
of undifferentiated planetesimal material corresponding to - 10 25 g. If the
average planetesimal mass is _ 10 22 9 (which seems a reasonable estimate from
the size of the lunar basins), then 10 3 such objects are required to provide
this mass. This number of bodies would saturate the Earth's surface with
basin-sized craters. (The size distribution is probably a power law, but the
accreted mass is mainly contributed by the largest objects). The relative
impact rates for Earth and Moon can be estimated as a function of geocentric
velocity at infinite distance from the Earth-Moon system and of Earth-Moon
separation (Bandermann and Singer, 1973). A ratio of Earth-Moon impact rate
of 1000/30 implies a geocentric velocity between 5 and 10 km sec-I, which
seems a reasonable value for a short-lived population of objects (Figure 2).
Composition of impacting planetesimals
The apparently homogeneous distribution of siderophile elements in terrestrial mantle rocks contrasts sharply with the localized occurrence of these
elements in lunar material, even in hand-specimen-sized samples (Hertogen et
~., 1977). The terrestrial signature of the late-bombarding planetesimals
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seems to have been rather effectively averaged, whereas on the Moon, evidence
of individual impacts can still be distinguished in many places, though not
all of these impacts can be definitively ascribed to basinforming events using
the classification of Hertogen et al., (1977), the siderophile-volatileelement signatures in lunar breccias can be grouped in a qua s i stratigraphic
sequence, which suggests a systematic variation in composition with relative
age; 7 > 6 > 5L > 3HL > 2 ( > IL > ILL ?). The numerical sequence represents
an overall trend of decreasing refractory siderophile content (relative to Ni
and Au) and increasing volatile-element content (at least up to Group 2).
The Earth has only two compositional types for comparison. The mantle
(Ni, Co) to Ge ratio suggests an average composition that is poor in volatile
elements, resembling that of the bulk Earth. This ratio is compatible with
the compositions of several lunar siderophile groups: 3{H+L), 5H, 5L, 6, 7.
The abundances of moderately volatile elements in the Earth's mantle are high
enough to limit the choice to group 5H, however . [A similar conclusion was
reached by Gros et al. (1976) using a cosmochemical Earth model (Ganapathy and
Anders, 1974)]. -rh~does not imply, of course, that the accretion of the
Earth was contemporaneous with the infall of the 5H objects, but only that
isolated bodies of Earth-like composition still remained in the vicinity.
The highly siderophile elements in the Earth's mantle represent the average
composition of the Earth's share of the postaccretionary, late-bombarding
planetesimal population responsible for the lunar mare basins and heavily
cratered highlands. The pattern of terrestrial highly siderophile elements
can be matched rea so nably well by Group 3, but if the mantle Te content is any
indicator, the late influx to the Earth was significantly richer in volatilerich than any of the meteoritic signatures identified in lunar breccias .
Explanations for this may be fairly trivial -- volatile loss on the moon
during the impact process, for example. Nevertheless, increasing Earth-Moon
separation and low geocentric velocity could exert a powerful selection
influence in favor of the Earth.
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APOLLO 16 BRECCIAS AND MELT ROCKS: CORRELATION BETWEEN SIDEROPHILEELEMENT PATTERNS, LITHOLOGY, AND LOCATION: John W. Morgan and Odette B. James,
u.S. Geological Survey, Reston, VA 22092
INTRODUCTION
The impact of a large iron-rich body with the surface of the Moon forms
impact breccias and melt rocks that may then carry a characteristic siderophileelement signature derived from the impacting body. The signature may survive
remelting of the rock by subsequent impacts or may be modified by mixing with
other siderophile-rich material.
Multivariate techniques of numerical taxonomy
allow the siderophile-element patterns in impact-related rocks to be categorized
into a limited number of "meteoritic groups" (Higuchi and Morgan, 1975).
These groups can be valuable in identifying rocks that have related histories.
At the Apollo 16 site, the siderophile elements are particularly useful
as indicators of petrogenetic relationships.
Siderophile-element ratios vary
widely in the Apollo 16 suite and are strongly correlated with sample lithology
and location.
This paper summarizes the siderophile-element analyses currently
available, primarily from Hertoqen et al. (1977). Additional data from Wanke
~ al. (1973, 1974, 1975) allow only partial classification but help confirmation of patterns suggested by the Hertogen et al. (1977) data.
The classification of the Apollo 16 rock collection has recently been reexamined (James, 1980 and this volume). MOst rocks belong to one of five categories: 1) dimict breccias; 2) feldspathic fragmental breccias; 3) regolith
breccias; 4) impact-melt rocks (of low-K Fra Mauro, noritic anorthosite, and
VHA-basalt compositions); and 5) cataclastic ferroan anorthosites (coarsegrained and medium-grained granoblastic varieties).
Many of these rocks,
especially those from the southern and central parts of the site, are coated
or veined by impact-produced glass.

ROCK TYPE AND METEORITIC SIGNATURE
Dimict breccias
These breccias (formerly called "black and white rocks") were all collected
from the southern and central areas of the site.
They are mixtures of a lightcolored cataclasite (generally coarse-grained ferroan anorthosite) and a dark,
clast-poor, impact-melt rock of very high alumina(VHA)-basalt composition.
Breccia 61016, a stron9ly shocked example, is the only dimict breccia for which
siderophile-element data are available.
The anorthositic lithology is very
low in siderophile elements. The melt-rock lithology has a high content of
siderophile elements and a Group IH signature.
Other melt rocks of VHA-basalt
composition (61156, 64455, 66095) have similar siderophile-element patterns and
probably are somehow related to the VHA-basalt melt rock in the dimict breccias.
Regolith breccias
The regolith breccias were collected from the Cayley Plains stations in the
central and southern parts of the site.
These rocks are polymict and contain
multicolored glass fragments.
Prominent clast types are poikilitic melt rock
and VHA-basalt melt rock.
Bulk siderophile-element analyses of 60016 and 65095,
the only samples that have been analyzed, indicate a Group IS meteoritic component.
This siderophile-element pattern is probably dominated by the siderophileelement patterns of the clasts of poikilitic and VHA-basalt melt rocks, which
typically have a prominent IH signature [the Ir/Au ratios of aphanitic and
poikilitic clasts from 61016 are characteristic of Group 1, supporting this
conclusion (Wanke et al., 1975)]. The contribution of micrometeorite material
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is probably very small and is unlikely to have affected the original meteoritic
signature in the Jndtrix material, because solar-wind raregas datd for regolith
breccia 60016 (Weber and Schultz, 1976) suggest only a short pre-lithification
surface exposure (perhaps 40 m.y. or less).
Feldspathic fragmental breccias
All but one of these polymict breccias (formerly termed "light-matrix
breccias") were collected from the region immediately surrounding North Ray
Crater.
The rocks are polymict ann consist of a light-colored, friable, finegr~inerl m~trix (chiefly composed of comminuted ferraan anorthosite and granulitic
breccia) and clasts of mainly nark coherent aphanitic rock (mostly anorthositic
fragment-lanen melt r o ck).
The diversity of clast types in these breccias is
reflect~d ill the multi.plicity of sinerophile-element groups apparently present.
The Group 7 meteoritic component is dominant in the feldspathic fragmental
breccias.
It is found in clasts of dnorthositic fragment-laden melt rocks from
the white breccia-boulder sample 674.51) and in dark aphanitic clasts, which
also may be fragment-laden melt rocks, from hreccias 67016 ann 67115.
It is
also found in matrix samples from breccias 67015, 67115, and 67975.
The second most abundant signature in the fragmental feldspathic breccias
is Group 5H.
This pattern is found in samples taken from Outhouse Rock:
in
the shocked feldspathic fra~nental breccia 67915 that probably represents the
matrix of the b o ulder; in 67955, a large clast of granulitic breccia from the
boulder; and in a light clast from 67915.
The Group SH component is also
found in gla s s and in a mafic-rich anorthosite clast (possibly contaminated
by surrounding material) from 67455 from the white breccia boulder.
At present
it is not known whether the apparent 5H component in these rocks is truly
characteristic of a clastic material or if it is derived by mixing.
Many
North Ray rocks are coated and veined with glass containing a 3L-5L component,
apparently introduced by the North Ray impact.
Mixing of material having a
Group 7 component with this glass could produce a 5H pattern.
The siderophileelement signature in 67915 and 67955 could easily have this ori g in, because
both rocks are shocked and pervasively veined by i mpact-produced glass.
The Group 6 meteoritic component is found in several samples:
in clasts
of anorthositic fragment-larlen melt rock in breccia 67475; and in the aluminous
matrix of 60017, which is a melt rock of anorthositic composition.
The only
other occurrence of this meteoritic Signature is in a "matrix glass" (67016,172),
about which little else is known.
A possible link between the feldspathic fragmental breccias and the dimict
breccias is provided by a group of four alkali-rich (>6 ppm Rb) rocks perhaps
related to melts of VHA-basalt composition.
Three of these (63355,5; 67935,9;
67015,104c) are high in siderophil e elements (>12 ppb Ir) and contain a Group
1H signature; 67095,48, however, is much lowe r in Ir (1.4 ppb) and seems to have
a Group 1L component.
Of these rocks, only 67015,104c and 67935 were found as
clasts in feldspathic fragmental breCCia, but the others may have originated
similarly.
Poikilitic impact-melt rocks of low-K Fra Mauro composition
These rocks were all collected in the southern and central parts of the
site.
A Group 1H component is present in such typical rocks as 62235 (W~nke
et al., 1976) and 65015, but 60315 contains a Group 1LL component characterized
by a very low Ir!Au ratio [the ratio reported by Ganapathy et al. (1974) was
confirmed by W~nke et al. (1976)].
Basaltic-textured impact-melt rocks of noritic anorthosite composition
Melt rocks of this type are founrl in the southern parts of the site • . Only
66415 has been analysed for siderophile elements; it has a Group 1H pattern.
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Impact-melt rocks of VHA-basalt composition
As pointed out above, rocks of this type are a component of dimict breccias
and may also occur as clasts in feldspathic fragmental breccias.
Thus, they may
provide a genetic link between these two important types of breccia.
The Group
1H signature is ubiquitous (e.g., 61156, 64455, 66095).
Coarse-grained ferroan anorthosites
This rock type makes up the white lithology of the dimict breccias, clasts
in the feldspathic fragmental breccias, and entire returned samples.
Regardless
of the mode of -occurrence, these rocks are extremely low in siderophile elements
and in this respect may be considered "pcistine".
Medium-grained granoblastic ferroan anorthosites
The siderophile contents of this rock type are variable.
Samples 62236 and
62237 are lithologically very similar and have very low siderophile-element contents like those in the coarse-grained anorthosites (Warren and Wasson, 1978).
Sample n7075,9 has siderophile-element contents that are low (Ir - 0.3 ppb) , but
significantly higher than in 62236 and 6 2 237, and a Group 7 component is present;
bec~use 67075 w~s probably originally ~ cl~st in a feldspathic fragmental
breccia, its signatu~e may r~sult f~om minor contamination by the matrix of the
breccia .in which it was form .. rly enclosed.
Sample 67415 has a moderately high
content of siderophile elements ( 2 ppb Ir); on a ternary Au-Ir-Re diagram the
data plot between Groups 2 and 3, and the pattern appears to be a hybrid (a mixture of Group 7 anorthosite and Group 1H melt rock is one possible combination).
Glass coatings and veins
The glass coatings on rocks from the central and southern areas of the site
are spectacularly enriched in siderophile elements (41 ppb Ir in 64455 glass)
and have a Group 5H component.
T~rge glass spheres from the same area (60095,
65016) are almost as siderophile rich (- 25 ppb Ir) and have the same meteoritic component.
Although these glasses have the meteoritic signatur e that
Hertogen et ale (1977) have interpreted as either Crisium o r Nectaris ejecta,
the unusually high absolute abundance of the siderophile elements and the mode
of occurrence of the glasses suggest that the siderophile elements do not originate in a pre-Imbrian impact but are the result of a local impact.
The
short cosmic-ray exposure age (- 1 my; Bogard et al., 1973) of the glasscoated rock 6445 5 is compatible with ejection of this rock from South Ray
c rater, and the SH signature in these glasses probably reflects the composition
of the South Ray projectile.
Impact glass coats several Station 11 rocks, and some breccias from this
station (as mentioned earlier) are penetrated by glassy veins.
The siderophileelement content of these glasses is significantly lower (5 to 7 ppb Ir) than
in the glasses from the southern part of the site, and the siderophile pattern
is less well defined, probably because the lower siderophile-element content
makes these glasses susceptible to hybridization (Hertogen et ~., 1977). The
glass coat of 67095 and a glassy vein from 67115 are approximately of Group 3L,
whereas the glass coat of 67975 is close to Group 5L.
The 50-m.y. exposure age
of glass-coated rock 67095 (Drozd et ~., 1974) and the spatial association
with North Ray crater suggest that the glasses were generated and emplaced by
the North Ray impact.

RELATIONSHIP TO LOCAL GEOLOGY
The rocks collected at the Apollo 16 site do not directly reflect the
regional geology in terms of clearly belonging to the Cayley or to the Descartes
formation.
Instead, the distribution of large rocks at the Apollo 16 site
appears to be mainly controlled by the North Ray and South Ray cratering events;
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the ejecta from the more recent (2 rn.y.) South Ray crater appear to dominate the
southern (stations 4-6, 8, 9) and central (stations LM, 1, 2) areas, whereas material excavated from North Ray crater is essentially confined to the two most
northerly stations (11 and 13). Except for the links provided by the Group 1H
melt rocks and the siderophile-eleMent-free cataclastic anorthosites, lithologies
and meteoritic signatures present in each of the two ejecta blankets tend to be
mutually exclusive. This difference clearly reflects lateral inhomogeneity of
the material underlying the regolith of the Apollo 16 site.
It must also be
recognized, however, that the sampling of the ejecta blankets at the two craters
is not equivalent.
At North Ray crater, rocks were collected from the crater
rim and on a ray ~ 1 km distant. The sampling stations at South Ray crater are
approximately concentric to the crater some 4 km away.
Thus the North 'Ray and
South Ray samples are probably from different stratigraphic horizons within the
pre-impact targets.
The Group 1H meteoritic signature is particularly characteristic of the
Apollo 16 rocks, for it occurs in melt rocks from all areas of the site and is
virtually absent from other highland sites. Apollo 17 impact melt rocks generally bear a Group 2 signature, apparently originating in the South Seren~tatis
impact.
Apollo 15 dimict breccia 15455 (formed by the same process as the
Apollo 16 dilnict breccias) contains a melt-rock lithology with a Group 1L meteoritic signature; this 1L signature is apparently characteristic of Irnbriu~
ejecta, because it is prevalent at Apollo 14 and apparently also in KREEP-rich
Copernican ray material at Apollo 12. Thus, the Group 1H signature is probably
the result of a large impact much closer to the Apollo 16 site than to the other
landing sites (Nectaris?).
The Group 7 signature, by contrast, is confined to the rim o_E North Ray
crater at the Apollo 16 site, but it is found at other sites: at Apollo -14 on
the rim of Cone crater (14063 and 14064) and at Apollo 15 at the Apennine front
in granulitic breccia 15418. Group 7 is high in refractories and somewhat
"lunar" in composition, and its widespread distribution may be due to several
impacts by stragglers from the Moon's original accretionary population (Hertogen
et al., 1977).
Study of the "fine structure" of the siderophile-element patterns
in suitable rocks from Apollo 14, 15 and 16 may reveal systematic differences
and resolve the question of whether separate impacts are indeed involved.
FUTURE WORK

Clearly, much remains to be done to relate meteoritic siderophile-element
signatures with lithologies that are characterized petrologically.
A large
body of siderophile-element data exists for Apollo 16 rocks (Hertogen et al.,
1977), and a first step should be to analyze by instrumental neutron-activation
analysis and to examine petrographically surviving portions of the analyzed
splits.
Thus far, the melt rock of only one dimict breccia (61016) has been
analyzed for siderophile elements; more samples must be analyzed to verify that
the Group 1H component is indeed typical of this lithology. The lithology in
which the Group 1H signature occurs in the feldspathic fragmental breccias 1s
not now well characterized, and the relationship of this lithology to the melt
rock in dimict breccias should be elucidated.
The siderophile content of the Apollo 16 impact glasses is useful from (at
least) two viewpoints. Pragmatically, the very prominent 5H pattern can be used
to positively identify South Ray ejecta, and this, in turn, may help resolve the
nature of the Cayley formation.
Inferentially, it may be possible to characterize the South Ray projectile, and possibly with further data, that which
formed North Ray crater.
In this way, the impact-glass coatings may provide
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important clues to relatively recent smaller crater-forming events.
Study of
these glasses may help fill a gap in our knowledge of the Moon's impact history,
as verifiable traces of the later crater-forming population have hitherto
been elusive (Anders et al., 1973).
Praiseworthy attempts have been made to relate the large Apollo 16 rocks
to local stratigraphy by combining evidence from photogeology with that from
knowledge of cratering mechanics. The meteorite groupings are valuable experimentally as "stratigraphic markers" and inferentially for projectile characterization. An examination of the "microstratigraphy" embedded in the petrology
and chemistry of the dimict and especially the feldspathic fragmental breccias
can prov ide important "ground truth" control for photogeological interpretation.
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GEOPHYSICAL DATA ON STRUCTURE AND TECTONICS OF THE APOLLO 16 LANDING
SITE; Yosio Nakamura, The University of Texas, Marine Science Institute,
Galveston Geophysics Laboratory, Galveston, Texas 77550.
Geophysical measurements allow direct observations of both static and
dynamic states of planetary interiors. Applied on local and regional scales,
these measurements well supplement geological and geochemical observations
of surface features and . rocks for inferring structure, history and tectonics
of many areas.
Several geophysical data now available relate to the structure and tectonics of the Apollo 16 landing site. Most of these data were acquired
through various experiments performed during the Apollo missions. Some of
these experiments, such as the Active Seismic Experiment (ASE) and the Lunar
Portable Magnetometer (LPM) experiment, were specifically designed to obtain
data related to the local structures; while others, such as the Passive Seismic Experiment (PSE), the Lunar Surface Magnetometer (LSM) experiment, and
the Particle and Field Subsatellite (PFS) measurement, were primarily intended to obtain geophysical data of regional and global nature, but nevertheless supply some valuable information as to the local structure and
tectonics.
Two other geophysical techniques also useful for obtaining local and
regional structural information are radar and gravity measurements. Although presently available data are not s.jiecifically oriented towards determining s truc tural de tails at the Apollo 16 site, some resul ts of these observations are relevant to general structural considerations of the landing site.
This paper will be limited to discussions of these field-observed geophysical data. In addition to these field data, there exist a vast amount of
laboratory data on physical properties (acoustic, magnetic and electrical) of
returned lunar samples. Although these data are also relevant to the interpretation of field observations, no attempt is made to include them in the
present review ..
The most direct information of the local, near-surface structure of the
Apollo 16 site is provided by the Active Seismic Experiment performed at the
site during the mission (Kovach ~ al., 1972). A three-seismometer, 90-m
linear array was used to record seismic signals produced ·by thumper firings
within the array, the Lunar Module ascent at 100 to 150 m away and highexplosive grenades up to a distance of 900 m. As is customary in this type of
experiment, the arrival-time data were interpreted assuming constantvelocity, horizontally layered structures (Kovach et al., 1972; Kovach and
Watkins, 1973; Watkins and Kovach, 1973; Cooper et al~ 1974). Their interpretations show a two-layer structure with a l2.2-m thick surficial layer
of compressional-wave velocity 114 m/sec, underlain by a layer, at least 70 m
thick, of compressional-wave velocity 250 m/sec (Figure 1).
The existence of a very-low-velocity surficial layer appears to be a
moonwide phenomenon , Its compressional-wave velocity of 114 m/sec compares
with 102, 103 and 99 m/ sec at Apollo landing sites. 12, 14 and 15, respec tively, as determined from the Lunar Module lift-off ~ ·ignals as observed by the
Passive Seismic Experiment seismometers (Nakamura et al., 1975), and with 10l
(Watkins and Kovach, 1973) and 100 m/sec (Cooper e~a~, 1974) at Apollo
landing sites 14 and 17, respectively, from the Active Seismic Experiment ,
The remarkable uniformity of these velocity values in comparison with much
greater variability in velocities in terrestrial soils suggets that the
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physical state of the material, rather than the chemical composition, is the
controlling factor.
The seismic velocity in this surficial layer is not necessarily uniform
throughout its thickness. A recent reanalysis of the ASE travel times and
amplitudes shows that a 1/6-th power-I;"" velocity variation w{th depth down
to a depth of about 10 m is consistent with the data.· (Gangi, 1978; Gangi and
Yen, 1979). Such a velocity variation is theoretically expected fo.r a lunar
soil model consisting of self-compacting spheres (Gangi, 1972), and thus may
be a more realistic description of a lunar regolith layer made up of fine
particles than a constant-velocity model.
The rapid increase of seismic velocities below about 10 m depth, however, cannot be explained by self-compaction alone. This implies compositional or textural changes at depth below about 10 m. On the other hand, the
observed seismic velocity of 250 m/sec is clearly too low for any competent 'bedrock'. Kovach and Watkins (1973) interpret this layer as being
made up of brecciated material or impact-derived debris.
The data from the Passive Seismic Experiment generally reveal more of
the regional setting of the landing site than its local structural details.
Unfortunately, the data for the Descartes landing site are not as abundant
as for Oceanus Procellarum, in which two seismic stations were established
and all but one of the artificial impacts took place. However, there is
indication that the crustal thickness under the Apollo 16· site may be slightly thicker (about 75 km) than in mare regions (Dainty et al., 1977; Goins,
1978). A seismic discontinuity at about 20 km depth within the crust also
seems to exist in this highland region as in the Apollo 12/14 region , The
seismic velocities in the upper mantle, and possibly in the lower crust,
also appear to be lower in highland regions than in mare regions (Nakamura
~ al., 1977).
On a local scale, the data from the Passive Seismic Experiment are more
indirect in nature than those of the Active Seismic Experiment for inferring
structures. Using the strong resonance effects of horizontally polarized
shear waves observed at each lunar seismic station, Nakamura ~ al. (1975)
estimated the regolith thicknesses at various landing sites. Their results
show that the regolith at the Apollo 16 landing site is about three times as
thick as those at the sites of Apollo· 11·, 12 and 15. A recent, more detailed
examination of this property using particle motion of Rayleigh waves (Horvath, 1979; Horvath et al .• , 1980) shows a piecewise linear velocity-depth
function down to a depthof 200 m, although the presence of first-order discontinuities within this zone cannot be ruled out from this analysis (Fig, 2).
The shear-wave velocity u·n dernea th the Apollo 16 si te never exceeds 400 m/ sec
within this depth range. This disallows existence of any competent bedrock
layer at least down to this depth,
Scattering of seismic waves provides another · indirect means of studying
near-surface structural differences o An analysis of scattered seismic waves
generated by the movement of Lunar Rovers by Nakamura (1976) revealed that
the Apollo 16 landing site exhibits about 20ro higher diffusivity than the
Apollo 15 site for transmission of seismic energy, indicating that the nearsurface lateral structural differences are more homogenized at this site
than at the other site. The Apollo 16 site, being older, may have been
pulverized more uniformly by meteoroid impacts than the Apollo 15 site ,
The Descartes regional is presently characterized by extreme tectonic
inactivity relative to other areas. Both deep (Lammlein et al., 1974;
Lammlein, 1977a,b) and shallow seismicities (Nakamura et al.-,-1974, 1979;
Nakamura, 1977) are completely absent within 500 km of~his landing site. A
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highly stable regional thermal regime compared with other regions is thus
indicated for the region.
Seismic activity in the more limited local surroundings of the landing
site is of quite a different nature.

Numerous, extremely small, local

mOOll-

quakes occur at or near the surface (Duennebier and Sutton, 1974; Cooper and
Kovach, 1975; Duennebier, 1976). Most of them occur only during day time,
and thus are believed to be of thermal origin. Their locations are associated to a large degree with local craters within a few kilometers of the
seismic station (Duennebier, 1976). Their activities thus appear to indicate
movements of near-surface materials, which lead to degradation of surface
features. A large difference in the levels of thermal moonquake activities
among various landing sites have been observed: the Apollo 15 and 17 sites
showing about an order of magnitude greater activity than the Apollo 14 site
(Duennebier, 1976). Although activities at the Apollo 16 site have not yet
been studied in detail, a casual observation of seismograms indicates that
this site is about as active as or
slightly more active than the Apollo 14
site. This may be an indication that the Apollo 15 and 17 sites have experienced a relatively recent disturbance, while it has been a long time since
the Apollo 14 and 16 sites last experienced such disturbances.
Three types of magnetic data relevant to the Apollo 16 landing site are
available: magnetic properties of returned samples, surface field measurements and orbital measurements. A large quantity of data on magnetic properties of returned lunar samples are again important in interpreting field

observations, but they will not be discussed here in detail. In general,
soils and breccias carry much higher remanent magnetizations than igneous
rock samples. True sources· of these magnetizations are still in debate, and
so are the magnitude and origin of ancient lunar magnetic fields. These
properties, however,may hold an important key to understanding the evolution
of the Apollo 16 site. For reviews on these subjects, see Fuller (1974),
Dyal ~ al. (1974), Fuller et al. (1975) and Gose and Butler (1975).
The surface magnetic field intensity, as measured at this landing site by
the Lunar Surface Magnetometer (LSM) experiment (Dyal et al., 1972a) and the
Lunar Portable Magnetometer (LPM) experiment (Dyal et aL-,-1972b) ,weresignificantly higher than those at the other landing sites, and ranged between
112 and 327 gannnas at five different locations over a total distance of 7.1 kill
(Dyal et al., 1973). All field vectors at sites on the Cayley plains point
downward,while at a',site on the slope of Stone Mountain it points upward,
suggesting that the material underlying Stone Mountain has undergone different
geological processes than others. Based on magnetization properties of a
certain class of lunar breccias, Strangway et al. (1973a,b) interpreted this
observation as resulting from uniformly magnetized breccia flows that constitute the Cayley formation, whic'h cooled in the presence of a magnetic field.
They suggest an existence of an undisturbed layer of breccias several hundred meters thick. An analysis of the surface magnetic field data with solar
wind plasma density measurements shows the scale size characteristic of
these anomalous magnetizations at this landing site to be about 6 kill (Dyal
et al., 1978).
----Orbital magnetic data, both direct field measurements with the Explorer
35 satellite and the Apollo 15 and 16 subsatellites (Russell et al., 1973)
and 'indirect measurement of surface remanent magnetic fields by· the electron
reflection method (Anderson et al., 1972; Lin et al., 1975, 1976), revealed
many regions of coherent magnetization which correlate with surface geology
(Russell et al., 1977). Recent analyses of Apollo 16 subsatellite data
show existence of numerous medium-amplitude magnetic anomalies over the
Cayley Formations, while such anomalies are absent over the maria and some
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more recent craters and their ejecta mantles (Hood et al., 1979a,b, c, 1980).
These observations are consistent with the interpretation of Strangeway et al.
(1973a,b) mentioned above that ejecta blankets produced by large meteoroid -impacts are major sources of lunar magnetic anomalies.
Radar echoes are sensitive to several surface and near-surface properties, including dielectric constant, density, average slope and surface
roughness. Thus radar observations provide some useful information on processes that have produced various geological structures on the moon. Of particular interest to sub-surface structural studies are radar observations at
longer (>1 m) wavelength because of their deeper penetration. Properties of
materials to a considerable depth in the regolith may be inferred from these
observations.

Early studies by earth-based radar observations have produced a wealth
of data relating to the surface properties of large areas on the moon (For a
general review, see Evans, 1969). Radar maps of the entire front face of the
moon are available (Zisk et al., 1974; Thompson, 1970, 1974). These data show
that the 70-cm radar backscatter from the Descartes Mountains is approximately
twice that from the Cayley formation, while at 3.8 cm very little distinction
is observed between the two units. The results suggest that there may be
an increase in the number of meter-sized boulders in the regolith covering the
Descartes Mountains at 5 to 10 m depth, while the top one meter sections of
the regolith for both units are of similar properties (Zisk et al., 1972).
The use of signals from spacecrafts gives much better resolutions for
selected areas on the moon; e.g., bistatic-radar observations using Lunar
Orbiter (Tyler ~ al., 1967), Explorer 35 (Tyler, 1968) and Apollo spacecraft
(Howard and Tyler, 1971, 1972a, b), and the Apollo Lunar Sounder Experiment
(Phillips et al., 1973). Despite the potential of these techniques for investigating sub-surface structures, the open literatur,e contains few results
directly relating to the Apollo 16 landing site.
Laboratory measurements of electrical properties of returned lunar
samples are valuable in interpreting radar observations. Based on very low
radar absorbency of lunar soil samples, absence of substantial radar reflections from deep interfaces and observed limb-darkening of long-wavelength
radar signals, Gold ~~. (1976, 1977) argues against plausibility of ' any
crystalline bedrocks existing in large regions of the moon at depths less
than a few hundred meters, even in coarsely broken forms.
Summarizing these geophysical data, the immediate vicinity of the Apollo
16 landing site is ,covered with a surface layer (regolith) of low seismic
velocity appropriate for self-compacting soils and of mechanical properties
very similar to those at all the other landing sites. This layer is thicker
at this site than at mare sites, and there appears to be a transition to a
somewhat compacted layer at a depth of about 12 m. This layer, however, is
no way comparable to any competent rocks, and in fact both the seismic and
the radar data indicate that no solid, competent bedrock is likely to exist
within 300 m depth. Magnetic data suggest that the Cayley formation may represent a thick breccia flow that cooled in the presence of a magnetic field.
There still remain many problems with interpretation of these data.
Whether the transition from the regolith layer to the layer below is a sharp
discontinuity or a gradual one, and what this transition represen~s need be
examined in more detail. Possible lateral variations of local structure have
not yet been studied. Further analysis of the Apollo seismic data may give
some additional information relative to these problems. Interpretations of
magnetic data are closely connected with the understanding of the mechanisms
of remanent magnetization and ancient magnetic fields. Further studies of
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the magnetic properties of returned samples
data such as those from polar orbiters will
There are other geophysical properties that
the structure and tectonics of local areas,
However, no specific data are available for

and additional magnetic field
be valuable in this respect.
might be useful for understanding
such as gravity and heat flowo
this landing site.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF ROCK TYPES AMONG APOLLO 16 RAKE SAMPLES.
Marc D. Norman, Lunar Curatorial Lab., Northrop Services, Inc., P.O. Box 34416,
Houston, Tx. 77034
Rake samples were taken at several Apollo 16 stations in an effort to
obtain a statistically significant number of randomly collected rock fragments.
One of the major objectives of the rake sample procedures was to acquire bedrock lithologies from each station. This paper examines the distribution-orpetrographically recognized rock types among the Apollo 16 rake samples and
discusses some stratigraphic-structural implications.
The rock types recognized are: cataclastic and, more rarely, granoblastic
anorthosites; dimict ("black and white") breccias composed of a sometimes
chaotic mix of anorthosite and fine-grained impact melt; impact melts with
basaltic and poikilitic textures; unsubdivided crystalline impact melts for
which thin sections do not exist and whose textures are not macroscopically
determinable; glassy impact melts and glassy breccias, distinguished principally on the relative abundance of glassy melt matrix and clasts; and fragmental breccias with glass-poor matrices. The categories are based on petrog~
raphic characteristics and are as listed in Ryder and Norman (1980). The mass
distributions of these rock types are shown for each station in Fig. 1. Normalization with respect to mass was chosen to exclude any artifacts that may
have been introduced by sample breakage and to avoid over-emphasizing the
friable, regolith-derived breccias which are unlikely to represent bedrock.
The stations are arranged in Fig. 1 so as to present a S-N profile of the
Apollo 16 site. Stations 1 and 2 are combined because of the small amount of
rake material collected at Station 2 (27 g). No rake samples were collected
at Stations 6 and 9.
Station 4: The southern-most station was the sampling locality highest
on Stone Mountain. It is considered to be a "prime Descartes site" although
significant amounts of South Ray ejecta may be present (Muelberger et al.,
1980). Fig. 1 shows the Station 4 rakes to be dominated by the dimTCt~black
and white" breccias. Three large (100-250 g) fragments of dimict breccia
account for most of the mass of this population, but dimict breccias are also
abundant at Station 4 in terms of the number of individual rake fragments
(16/53 samples). Other rock types are present in subequal amounts. Glassy
material is virtually absent from the Station 4 rake samples.
Station 5: All of the rake samples from this station were collected along
the southern and western walls of a 20 m crater in an effort to avoid South Ray
material and, hopefully, sample Descartes material. Cataclastic anorthosites
and fragmental breccias (mostly poorly lithified soil clods) dominate the rake
samples at this station. Considering the abundance of dimict breccias at the
other southerly stations (4 and 8), their virtual absence at Station 5 is
surprising. This suggests that the dimict breccias are South Ray ejecta and
that the sampling strategy designed to avoid South Ray material succeeded.
Glassy material is fairly abundant at Station 5. Basaltic and poikilitic
impact melts are roughly equal in abundance.
Station 8: Located within a bright, blocky ray area, Station 8 was
selected to sample ejecta from South Ray crater, about 4 km to the SW
(Muelberger et al., 1980). The mass distribution among Station 8 rake samples
is dominatedlJy-a single 236 g fragment of dimict breccia. Poikilitic-textured
impact melts are more abundant than basaltic-textured impact ~elts. Glassy and
fragmental materials are relatively rare. Cataclastic anorthosites are absent.
Stations 1 and 2: These stations sampled the Cayley Plains near the
rims of Flag, Buster, and Spook Craters. Glassy material is especially abundant in the rake samples from these stations. Other components are subequal in
abundance; dimict breccias are absent.
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Station 10: The LM-ALSEP area is the most thoroughly sampled station at
the Apollo 16 site (Muelberger et al., 1980). No single lithology dominates
the rake samples collected at tnTs-Station. Poikilitic impact melt is the
most abundant rock type by mass, followed by anorthosites, fragmental breccias, glassy impact melt, basaltic and unsubdivided crystalline impact melts,
and glassy breccias.
_
Station 13: Crystalline impact melt of all varieties (basaltic, poikilitic, and unsubdivided) dominate the Station 13 rake samples. Many of these
fragments were probably eroded from Shadow Rock, a 5 m block of heterogeneous
impact melt (rocks 63335 and 63355) ejected by North Ray Crater.
Station 11: The northern-most station sampled the rim of North Ray
Crater. Crystalline impact melt, most of which is basaltic, is the most
common rock type in these rake samples. Glassy breccias, glassy impact melt~ .
and clastic breccias are also common and subequal in abundance. Anorthosites
and poikilitic impact melts are rare in these samples.
INTERPRETATIONS: Local effects exert a strong control on the distribution of rock types among the rake samples from Apollo 16. The similarities
between the distributions at Stations 4 and 8, and the distinctly different
population at Station 5, suggest that South Ray ejecta is an important component of the rake samples at Stations 4 and 8. This introduced component must
be identified and subtracted before the nature of the bedrock at these
stations can be determined. Although it is tempting to speculate that the
dimict breccias are derived from Stone Mountain bedrock, these rocks may be
primary ejecta from South Ray Crater (Norman and Nagle, this volume).
The sampling strategy at Station 5 apparently successfully avoided
South Ray material. The rakes from this station were collected from the wall
of a crater and the abundance of regolitb clods may reflect the effects of
this crater. Anorthosite is the most obvious choice for a bedrock ~omponent
at Station 5 and, by implication, for Stone Mountain (Descartes material).
The northerly decrease in abundance of anorthosite across the site also
suggests that the source of this lithology is toward the south.
Most of the glassy and fragmental samples at the central stations (1, 2,
10) appear to have been .derived from regolith materials by relatively small
scale impacts and so give no clue to the nature.of the bedrock beneath these
stations. This area of the site probably received material from many of the ·
nearby cratering events, including North and South Ray Craters. The diverse
population of material at Station 10 and the large differences between the
rakes from the central stations preclude the unambiguous identification of a
single Cayley lithology from these samples.
Rakes from Stations 11 and 13 .are dominated by ejecta from North Ray
Crater. Crystalline impact melts are the most common rock type in these
samples. These melts, and possibly some of the glassy . breccias from these
stations. were apparently excavated from the deeper levels of North Ray
Crater (Muelberger et al., 1980) and may represent examples of Cayley Plains
bedrock. The scarclty-of anorthosite at these stations suggests either that
Smoky Mountain is lithologically different than Stone Mountain, or that
Descartes material from Smoky Mountain is rare or absent in North Ray ejecta.
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APOLLO 16 IIBLACK AND WHITE II ROCKS: SOUTH RAY EJECTA? Marc D. Norman
and J. Stewart Nagle, Lunar Curatorial Lab., Northrop Servi~es, Inc., P.O.
Box 34416, Houston, Tx. 77034
Anomalies in exposure age and mode of occurrence of Apollo 16 "black and
white dimict breccias suggest that these rocks are not samples of the bedrock beneath their collection sites. Available data are consistent with the
deposition of these rocks as primary ejecta from South Ray Crater.
"Black and white" rocks from Apollo 16 are essentially dimict, consisting
of a sometimes chaotic mixture of fine-grained impact melt and cataclastic or
granoblastic anorthosite. The impact melt often is chilled against the
anorthosite, yet also occurs as discrete clasts within the anorthosite. These
rocks are not restricted to a single topographic province at , the Apollo 16
site, but neither are they ubiquitous across the site. The vast majority of
dimict breccias were collected at Station 4 but some were collected at Stations 1, 2, 8, and possibly at Station 5 (Table 1).
,
All of the dimict breccias which have been dated by rare gas methods have
exposure ages of <4 m.y. (Jessberger et al., 1977; Bogard and Gibson, 1975),
implying a relationship with South RaY-Crater, the principal event of <4 m.y.
age at the Apollo 16 site. Three hypotheses could account for the relationship of the black and white dimict breccias to the South Ray event: (1) The
rocks are primary, discontinuous ejecta from South Ray Crater. (2) The rocks
are derived from Stone Mountain bedrock beneath the collection sites (local
material) by ejection from South Ray secondary craters. (3) The rocks are
Stone Mountain bedrock, dislodged upslope by South Ray secondaries, and
drifted to the collection sites by dbwnslope movement.
A maturity anomaly between the black and white rocks and the soils from
which they were recovered suggests that the rocks are not local, Stone Mountain bedrock exposed by South Ray secondaries (hypothesis 2). Black and white
rocks from Station 4 not only show young exposure ages and relatively simple
exposure histories (indicated by zap pits on only one surface of many of
these rocks), they also constitute a coarse-sized, immature mode in a series
of mature soils. Many of the individually-collected rocks are large (>1000 g)
and were perched on the lunar surface. Most of the Station 4 samples were
collected by raking the soil on the rim of a 20 m doublet crater (645xx
series). The mass distribution of these rake samples shows that they ,are a
coarse, immature population (Fig. 1), yet the soils from which they were
collected are mature with an Is/FeO maturity of 54.0-83.0 over 65 (Morris,
1978) and an average exposure age of 135 m.y. (McKay and Heiken, 1973). If
the dimict breccias were derived from local Stone Mountain bedrock by South
Ray secondaries, the corresponding soils should also be locally derived and
thus similarly immature or should at least show a less mature horizon near the
surface. An analogous situation was documented at Sharp Crater (Apollo 12), a
relatively young, 13 m diameter crater which barely penetrated through regolith
to bedrock (Shoemaker et al., 1970). The soils taken from the rim crest of
Sharp Crater (core 120~)-Show a deposit of coarse-grained, poorly sorted
material with a high percentage of bedrock-derived fragments overlying what is
probably a preexisting regolith (Nagle, 1980). Is/FeO also shows decreasing
maturity toward the top of the core (Morris, unpublished data). The absence
of a less mature horizon in the bulk soils from Station 4, Apollo 16, argues
strongly against the hypothesis that the dimict breccias are South Ray
secondary ejecta derived from local bedrock.
A further test for the source of the dimict breccias can ,be performed
during dissection of cores 64001/2: if these rocks are derived from local
bedrock, then fragments should be present at depths within the core. If they
are a recent addition to the soil (i.e., primary South Ray ejecta), then they
ll
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should be absent from all but the upper few cm's of the core.
The areal distribution of black and white rocks at the Apollo 16 site favors
the hypothesis that these rocks are primary ejecta from South Ray (hypothesis
1), and argues that these rocks are not Stone Mountain bedrock drifted to
their collection localities by mass movement (hypothesis 3). The presence of
perched and non-filleted samples at Stations . 1 and 2, in the Cayley Plains,
and the near-absence of black and white rocks at Stations 5 and_6, at the
base of Stone Mountain, would require some unusual downslope movements, but
could be accomplished easily by South Ray ejection processes. Dimict breccias
dominate the mass distributions of the rake samples from Stations 4 and 8, but
are virtually absent from the rakes collected at Station 5 (Norman, -this
volume). Station 8 was deliberately located within a bright, blocky ray area
in order to sample South Ray ejecta. South Ray material is likely to be
present at Station 4 also (McKay and Heiken, 1973, and others). The rake
samples at Station 5 were taken along the southern and western walls of a
crater in an effort to avoid South Ray material. The presence of these rocks
where South Ray ejecta is expected and their absence from shielded locations
argues that these fragments are primary ejecta from South Ray Crater. Downslope transport should produce a more uniform distribution of these rocks than
is observed among the stations on Stone Mountain, and therefore is considered
an unlikely mechanism for their emplacement.
CONCLUSION: The young exposure ages, simple exposure histories, size
distrlbutlon, and sample location distribution of the dimict Apollo 16 black
and white breccias suggest that these rocks are primary ejecta from South Ray
Crater.
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A 4.2 AE WHOLE ROCK Rb-Sr AGE FOR THE DESCARTES MOUNTAINS
L. E. Nyquist, SN7/Geochemistry Branch, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX
H. Wiesmann, Lockheed, 1830 NASA Road 1, Houston, TX
As has been dl'scussed by several authors (1,2,3), pristine rocks from the
lunar highlands define two fractionation trends when mole % An is plotted
versus mole fraction Mg/Mg + Fe. Raedeke and McCallum (3) have shown that
analogous trends are formed by rocks from the terrestrial Stillwater complex.
Whereas the Stillwater rocks crystallized from a single magma, Raedeke and
McCallum (3) conclude that rocks of the lunar ferroan anorthosite suite could
not have been derived from the same magma as rocks of the Mg-rich plutonic
suite. Rocks of either suite coul d be co-magmatic, however. It is thus
reasonable to inquire whether the isotopic systematics of the two suites of
highlands rocks are distinct and whether "co-magmatic" rocks form well defined
whole rock isochrons. We have examined this question in the context of the
extensive trace element and Sr-isotopic data base which has been generated by
our research group. We consider it unreasonable to demand that all highlands
rocks belonging to a given fractionation trend are co-magmatic a~thus
restrict our considerations to anorthositic clasts found in the Apollo 16
breccias with the assumption that most of these clasts have a single selenographical place of origin ,
Unfortunately, only a few of the clasts which we have analyzed are
certifiably pristine. However, we can use trace element systematics and
petrographic descriptions (C. Simonds, personal cOlll11unication) to decide
whether the material analyzed was monomict. In particular, we have normalized
Li, K, Rb, Sr, Ba, and REE abundances in the analyzed samples to the average
abundances for Apollo 16 KREEP. We compare the KREEP-normalized patterns to
those obtained for binary mixtures of KREEP and anorthosite . Patterns for
"white clasts" show sufficient deviation from the "mixture" pattern to suggest
that they are not simple KREEP-anorthosite mixtures. We have separated one
such clast from 67075 into "plag" and "non-plag" fractions and demonstrated
that the trace element pattern of the plag fraction is similar to that of
pristine anorthosites, whereas the pattern of the non-plag fraction shows the
typically heavy REE enrichment of pyro xenes and is definitely not KREEPdomi na ted.
KREEP-normalized patterns of the plag and non-plag fractions bear a very
close resemblance to mineral/liquid distribution coefficient patterns for
plagioclase and pyroxenes. When the trace element abundances of the 67075
mineral separates are normalized to those of melt rock 65055, the plag/65055
abundance pattern has the same shape as the plag/liquid distribution coefficient pattern and the same absolute values to within a factor of two for all
REE. The "non-plag"/65055 abundance pattern is within a factor of two of the
cpx/liquid pattern but is depleted in middle REE and enriched in heavy REE,
reflecting the presence of opx. Rock 65055 has chondrite-normalized REE
abundances of 'V 20X, a small negative Eu-anomaly, and a sloping abundance
pattern similar but not identical to that of KREEP. We suggest that the
parental magma of 67075 had an REE abundance pattern similar to that of rock
65055. We believe it significant that the chondrite-normalized REE pattern of
65055 has a light-to-heavy REE slope nearly identical to that which we have
assumed for the parental magma of the mare basalt source regions (4).
We have corrected measured 87Sr /86S r of the analyzed samples for radiogenic growth over (i) 4.25 AE and (ii) 4.55 AE. Anorthosites are insensitive
to age uncertainty within this range and have age corrected 87Sr/86S r ratios
in the range .69900 to .69906. Age corrected 87S r /86S r of more mafic-rich
"ferroan anorthosites" 1 ie within this same range for T = 4.25 AE, but at
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significantly lower values down to 0.69891 for T = 4.55 AE. Age corrected
87S r /86S r of a plagioclase separate of 67667, a member of the "Mg-rich"
highlands suite, is insensitive to ages in the range 4.25-4.55 AE and for
such ages lies in the range .69902 t 5 to .69907 t 5. Thus, we have no
isotopic confirmation of the hypothesis that the two suites of highlands
samples come from different parental magmas. Further analyses of 67667 are
planned, however.
As a consequence of considering the Sr-isotopic data of each Apollo 16
ferroan anorthosite separately, we conclude that these samples can be comagmatic only if they are younger than 4.55 AE. When a whole rock isochron
is fitted to data of "monomict" samples, we obtain an apparent age of 4.17 t
0.20 AE (20) and initial 87S r /86S r = 0.69906 :;. 2 (20) . The addition of a
"polymict" white matrix sample of white breccia 67035 collected within North
Ray Crater and chemically similar but petrographically uncharacterized sample
66095,37 exte nds the range of Rb/Sr and refines the isochron to T = 4.20 ~
0.13 AE I = 0.69905 :;. 2. We justify inclusion of these "polymict" samples
on the grounds that their trace element and isotopic systematics appear to
be extensions of tho se of monomict samples. Thus, the rocks contributing to
the "mixture" were probably all derived from the same fractionating magma.
In any case, the concordance of the whole rock age with several previous
4oAr/ 39 Ar ages of 4.2 AE (5,6) for Apollo 16 anorthosites independently
suggests that it has true time s ignificance. But what event is being dated?
We suggest that 4.2 AE marks the onset of 40Ar retention and cessation of
Sr-isotopic equilibration accompanying uplift of a portion of the lunar
crust to form the Descartes Mountains. This suggestion receives support
from the observation that "anorthositic" material is more abundant at collection sites of relatively high elevation near Stone and Smoky Mountains. It
also gains support from the fact that other Apollo 16 samples are younger,
with ages of ~ 3.98 AE for KREEP and VHA melt rock s and ~ 3.84 AE for 68415type melt rocks.
New data for melt rock s of VHA composition confirm the 3.9 to 4.0 AE
whole rock isochron reported earlier for this rock type. Samples of VHA
composition from 67435, 60335, and 65785 extend the whole rock isochron to
higher Rb/Sr values closely approaching those of the most "KR EEP-poor" of the
Apollo 16 KREEP materials. The updated VHA whole rock Rb-Sr age is 3.90 t 0.07
for an initial 87S r /86S r = 0.69964 :;. 10. Apollo 16 KREEP samples do not lie
on this i sochron and it is demonstrably not simply a mixing line between KREEP
and anorthositic materials. The age is ~good agreement with 4oAr/ 39 Ar ages
of similar materials measured by Maurer et a1. (6).
It is difficult to decipher "end-member" components of the regolith at
the Apollo 16 site. Many lunar scientists feel that intermediate composition s
such as those of the VHA melt rocks are not primary contributors to the regolith. However, measurements of Rb and Sr in "magnetic" p1ag-poor and "nonmagnetic" plag-rich soil separates s how a "mi xing line " trend between VHA and
anorthosite values which does not pass through the region of Apollo 16 KREEP
values. We thus suggest that melt rocks of VHA composition are a major
contributor to Apollo 16 soi ls. We suggest that a large volume of impact
melt of VHA composition was generated in a basin forming event .3.9-4.0 AE ago.
This impact melt was deposited in the vicinity of the Descartes Mountains to
form the Cayley Plains . An impact melt richer in KREEP was also deposited
at about the same time. Sometime later a third impact melt, now repre se nted
by 68415-type material, was deposited. In this interpretation, plagioclase
clasts with ages of 4.4 to 4.5 AE in melt rocks (7,8) probably are not of
local origin and these ages should not be considered contradictory to the
4.2 AE age suggested here for the Desca rtes Mountains. The most precise
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value of the Descartes age is probably given by the 4oAr/ 39 Ar ages of 4.19 i
0.06 AE for 60025 (5) and 4.18 i 0.05 to 4.21 i 0.04 for five anorthositic
fragments analyzed by Maurer et al. (6).
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APOLLO 16 GEOCHRONOLOGY: Frank A. Podosek, Dept. Earth and Planetary
Sc i ences and HcDonnell Center for the Space Sciences, Washington University,
St. Louis, MO 63130
Application of geochronological methods to lunar samples has led to the
first-order generalization that the hi story of the moon can be divided into a
number of different eras. The first is an early large-scale differentiation
which formed the primitive anorthositic crust; the age of this differentiation
is 4.4 - 4.5 Ga, essentially the age of the moon, and the differentiation can
be considered part of the process of formation of the moon. The subsequent
era, to about 3.9 Ga ago, is characterized by extensive projectile bombardment. This was followed by an era of mare lava flows, lasting until about
3.2 Ga ago. Since then, changes evident on the surface have been relatively
minor.
Mare samples returned by a given Apollo mission tend to have essentially
the same age, within experimental uncertainties. Age differences between
mare samples from a given site are in any case small in comparison with age
differences between sites, and accordingly the concept of a "site age" was
developed. Actually, detailed examination has led to the generally accepted
conclusion that at least at Apollo 11 there are genuine age differences
(at least 10 8y) among samples from the same site (Turner, 1971; Stettler
et al., 1974), the low-K rocks being significantly older than the high-K
rockS; whether similar but smaller differences exist at other mare . sites is
not established. The oldest (",3.8Ga at Apollo 17) and youngest (",3.2Ga at
Apollo 12) site ages define the mare lava flow era. Photogeologic evidence
suggests a minor amount of significantly more recent volcanic flows, but in
the absence of samples direct confirmation and absolute ages are not possible.
There is some evidence (Stettler et al., 1974 ) to support (and no cogent
reason to exclude) the possibilitY-o~mare volcanism at 3.9 Ga or earlier ; if
there were an extensive flows in this era, however, the evidence has been
largely removed by impact metamorphism or burial under subsequent flows.
Except for the Apollo 11 low-K rocks there is general agreement of mare
basalt ages (cf. tlyquist, 1977; Turner, 1977) obtained by different techniques
(mostly Rb-Sr and 40Ar- 39 Ar ages). In any case it is gene ra lly agreed that
the dated events are the lava flows themselves, i.e. the ages are crystallization ages, and in most cases there has been little or no subsequent disturbance of the radiogenic isotope systems.
The chronology revealed in the study of lunar highland samples is
considerably more complex and difficult to interpret. The "site age" for
Apollo 14, the first highlands mission, is appro ximately 3.9 Ga. Similar
"site ages" were subsequently found at the other highlands sites. The
event(s) dated involved degassing of radiogenic 40Ar and small-scale isotopic
reequilibration of Sr, but apparently not large scale differentiation or
igneous activity. Isotopic, geochemical and petrologic evidence is now
generally interpreted as indicating that this characteristic highland age
represents impact-induced metamorphism (extending to localized melting in
some cases) rather than indigenous internal lunar activity such as the later
mare volcanism.
It is also generally, if less universally, considered that these impacts
were the major basin-forming events (Imbrium, Serenitatis, etc.) rather than
the more numerous but smaller cratering events or, at the other extreme, a
single event (Imbrium). Many of the major basins form a stratigraphic
sequence from Serenitatis (earlier) to Imbrium (later). A single characteristic highland age or narrow age range of 3.9 - 4.0 Ga corresponding to these
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basins (Apollo 14 and 15 for Imbrium, Apollo 17 for Serenitatis) indicates
formation of these basins in rapid sequence, the "terminal lunar cataclysm"
(Tera et ~., 1974). ~Jhether this marked the end of an era of generally high
impact rates from lunar formation down to 3.9 Ga or a "spike" at this time is
not established.
For some time the characteristic highland age was frequently cited as
3.9 to 4.0 Ga and it was unclear whether the corresponding 10 8y range was
real or a reflection of the difficulty of age determination in the complex
highland breccias. With accumulation of more and improved data opinion has
gradually settled on the former interpretation: that the "cataclysm" consists
of resolvable events. For Apollo 16 in particular, Maurer et al. (1978) find
the most frequent age (Fig. 1) to be 3.98 Ga (which they arglJe-Should be

Figure 1. Histogram of 40Ar_ 3 9 Ar
plateau ages at Apollo 16 (from
Maurer et al., 1978). The selection
criteria-for inclusion in this
diagram correspond to "good" plateaus
and "well-defined" ages; cases such
as 65015 (Fig. 3) are excluded.
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attributed to the Nectaris basin forming event), significantly older than the
3.88 Ga corresponding to the latest event (Imbrium) whose debris was extensively sampled.
The interpretation of major lunar differentiation and formation of the
crust at about 4.4 Ga was based on models for the evaluation of radiogenic Sr
and Pb (Papanostassiou and Wasserburg, 1971; Tera and Wasserburg, 1972; Tera
et al., 1974) rather than the existence of any rocks which "formed" (in the
sense of Ar retention or a mineral isochron) at that time. To the contrary,
the widespread occurrence of the 3.9 - 4.0 cataclysm age suggested that no
lunar rock had survived without resetting of its clocks (loss of radiogenic
40Ar and at least microscale redistribution of Sr and Pb). The first evidence
that some rocks had indeed survived, high (up to 4.3 Ga) 4oAr- 39 Ar ages in
Apollo 16 coarse fines (Schaeffer and Husain, 1973), was accordingly greeted
with skepticism. Additional evidence has corroborated this notion , however,
and the thesis that some highland rocks escaped resetting of their formation
ages in the terminal cataclysm has gained wide acceptance. A substantial
number of such samples were recovered in Apollo 16.
Figure 1 shows several Apollo 16 samples with well-defined 40Ar_ 39 Ar
plateau ages in the range 4.1 to 4.3 Ga. All of these have chemical compositions close to the anorthosite member of the ANT suite (Fig. 2). Maurer et
a!. (1978) interpret these to indicate degassing in smaller (up to a few hUndred kilometer diameter) cratering events, those which .could excavate only
the upper anorthositic crust. The more frequent 4.0 Ga age is then attributed
to a cataclysmic event (Nectaris) which excavated not only anorthosites but
deeper mafic ANT and KREEP layers (Fig. 2).
A different vi ew is espoused by Schaeffer et a1. (1976). They vi ew the
"cataclysm" as occupying essentially the first 6xT08 y of lunar history down
to 3.9 Ga (rather than the'" 10 8 y between 4.0 and 3.9). In particular, they
consider the 4.1- 4.2 Ga Apollo 16 ages to date Nectaris.
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A very few lunar samples evidently have internal isotope systems which
"remember" formation back even to 4.5 Ga, i.e. have not had their clocks
totally reset since the primary differentiation of the lunar crust. The best
known instances are Apollo 17 rocks (Papanastassiou and Wasserburg, 1975;
1976). A prominent example at Apollo 16 is
65015
(Fig. 3). This sample shows a good inter6 5015
Plt<GIOCl ASE 8
o. '
,
mediate plateau at 4.0 Ga, a not unexpected age
'J'
(cf. Fig. 1), but at the highest temperatures
the apparent age rises to 4.5 Ga. These high
ages might be dismissed except that Papanasta s 0.0
siou and Wasserburg (1972) have shown that large
------'~-'
plagioclase clasts in 65015 did not reequilibrate Sr with the matri x in metamorphism at
4.0 Ga, so the most reasonable interpretation of
Fig. 3 seems to be that these clasts have been
~ 4.4
retaining 40Ar since formation of anorthositic
crust at 4.5 Ga. Rock 65015 is not one of the
relatively pure anorthositic breccia s to which
well-defined
ages at 4.1-4.3 Ga are confined
.c.
~,.._ _ _
-(Figs. 1 and 2).
'-'In summary, Apollo 16 chronology is
' ~0-~02'-~04'--~06~-oO~8--~'O'
apparently
dominated by metamorphic resetting
FRACTOO l TtI• RELEASED
during cratering or major basin-forming events,
but nevertheless includes prominent instances of
4
samples which partially or wholly escaped such
w
resetting. What is not yet clear i s which
events
are being dated and exactly how the
~
.
--- ------'
chronology relates to the chemistry and the
~~
petrology.
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APOLLO 16 BASALTIC IMPACT MELTS: CHEMISTRY AND RELATIONSHIPS.
Graham Ryder, Lunar Curatorial Lab., Northrop Serv ices, Inc., P.O. Box 34416,
Houston, Tx. 77034
Basaltic-textured impact _melts are conspicuous in the Apollo 16 collection. Most of these rocks have ophitic or subophitic textures, but a few are
variolitic; they crystallized from liquidS containing very little clastic
material. They comprise the two most aluminous of three groups of Apollo 16
impact melts proposed by Floran et al. (1976) and Vaniman and Papike (1980).
Each of the three groups is proposea-by these authors to be from a single,
homogenized melt sheet (or pools) i.e. three melt events are represented in
the Apollo 16 collection.
How Many Melt Sheets?: One basaltic group ha s 21-26% Al 203 and REEs 5580x chondr1tes, and 1S roughly equivalent to the Very High Alumina (V HA)
group of Hubbard et al. (1974). The other basaltic group as ~28 .5 % Al 203 and
REEs ~25x chondrites-.- The third melt group has lower Al 203 and higher REEs,
and the samples have mainly poikilitic, clast-laden textures (Apollo 16 KREE~
Intermediate- K Fra Mauro, Apollo 16 poikilitic impact melts).
The tight clustering of the alumina analyses {Fig s . 1,2} suggests that
the ~-Al 203 basaltic group is indeed from a single impact melt sheet
(Floran et al., 1976; Vaniman and Papike, 1980). Furthermore, all samples
from thiS-group which have been analyzed for siderophiles (63549, 65055,
67559, 68415) have Ir/Au ratios of about 2, considerably higher than most of
the other basaltic impact melts and poikilitic rocks (Ir/Au ~1 or less),
again suggesting that the samples are from a single melt sheet.
The wide dispersion of the data for the low-Al203 basaltic group (Figs.
1,2) contrasts with both the high-Al203 basaltiC group and the ter~estrial
impact melt sheet at Manicouagan (Floran et al., 1978). Th e Manicouagan me lt
sheet i s 230 m thick and 55 km in diameter, and i s the largest known volume
of impact melt on earth. The target rocks were anorthosites and granitic
gneisses. The analyzed melt samples represent te xtural variants from top to
bottom and across the sheet. The total range of the analyses (XRF) is nearly
3% Al 203, but the dispersion is quite small--nearly all samples have Al 20 3 in
the 15.8-16-6% range (Fig. 2). The Apollo 16 hit-A]'03 basalt group similar ly has a narrow range. The wide dispersion 0 the low-Al2 03 group as a
whole, while individual sample replicates ar-e quite constrained (Fig. 2),
suggests that the group actually represents several different me1t sheets.
The dispersion is great even when only the XRF or microprobe fused bead data
are considered, as suggested by Floran et al. (1976). Thus, 62295 (20.5%
Alo03), 63545 (22.2% Al 203), 66095 (23.5% AT203) and 60335 (25% Al,03)' for
each of which XRF analyses are consistent, are probably fragments of different melt sheets. The XRF analyses of 61016 (basaltic phase) show more scatter, but the average is similar to that of 60335. Similar conc lusion s are
reached when other types of analysis (INAA, AAS, etc.) are considered. Hence
60017 (for which only one XRF analysis has been made) is probably from a highAl 203 sheet distinct from that of the 68415 cluster. The basaltic portion of
61015 might be from the same sheet as 63545 (Figs. 1,2). The intermediate-K
Fra Mauro and many fine-grained impact me lts (data not shown ) may represent
several more sheets or pools .
Distribution and Ages: As noted by Vaniman and Papike (1980), the hil~
Al 203 basalt1 c group 1S represented at Stations 5, 8, 11, and 13, essent1a y
throughout the Apollo 16 s ite . The other probable sheets have too few individuals, so far recognized, to ascertain their distribution; many basalti c
impact melts remain to be analyzed. The suggestion is that fragments of these
othe r sheets are also distributed throughout the site. Geochronological data
for any of these samples are sparse. 68415 and 68416 fallon a 3.84 ± .01
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b.y. (Papanastassiou and Wasserburg, 1975) or 3.79 ± . . 03 b.y. (Compston et
al., 1977 ) isochron, distinct from .that of 62295 (4 .00 ± .06 b.y.; Mark et
ar., 1974). No other basaltic impact melts have Rb- Sr or Sm-Nd isochron-age
aeterminations,
in part because many are fine-grained (plagioclase less than
200 ~m). Ar 4 o_Ar 39 ages are generally around 3.9 b.y., but good plateaus
have not been attained for many samples. Turner et al. (1973) determined a
maximum age of 3.91 b.y. for 62295, in contrast to-tEe older Rb-Sr age. The
Ar4o_A r 39 ages for 68415 and 68416, taken from the same boulder and certainly
representing the same melt sheet g are different from each other (Kirsten et
al., 1973 ) although the Ar4°_Ar 3 age of 68415 is similar to the Rb-Sr age.
tSsentially, all samples are ~3 .9 b.y. old.
Conclusions: Head (1974) noted the influence of large, 60 to 150 km,
local craters on the geology of the Apollo 16 landing site (a similar size to
Manicouagan). These craters, includinq the barely recognizable, degraded,
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FIGURE 2. Dispersion of individual A1 201 analyses of Apol l o 16 basaltic
impact melts and the Manicouagan melt sh~et. For Apollo 16 data, open
symbols are XRF analyses, closed symbo l s are from other methods, and open
symbols with dots are from a combination of methods includin9 XRF. Data
from references in Ryder and I~orman (1980).

150 km crater centered on the site, presumab ly had melt ' sheets and pools;
these are probably represented among the basaltic impact melts, poiki lit ic
impact melts, and fine-grained impact melts found at the Apollo 16 site . As
far as is known, none of these samples has a crystallization age greater . than
4.0 b.y. This can be interpreted to mean that 1) none of the craters, evea
the most degraded ones , visible around the -Apol lo 16 site is older than 4.0
b.y.; this conclusion may apply to the whole Moon . A simi l ar proposal was
made by De l ano et al. (1973). 2) the different melt compositions . demonstrate
that the crust waslnot well-mixed to the depth of the ~3.9 b.y. events--each
impact had a different target composition. The 68415 cluster samp les were
from a target very different from that of the other basa l tic impact me lt
samp les. This is true of basin - sized craters also (Ryder and Wood, 1977);
many depths not reached by older craters were reached by the 3.9 b.y. events.
This suggests that there was not a continuous bombardment , .but a definite
increase in intensity for a short period. To better improve our understanding
of this cratering, we need additional accurate chemica l analyses of more
basaltic impact melts to distinguish individual melt sheets, and addidons to
the sparse internal isochron age determinations by the Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd
methods .
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DISTRIBUTION OF ROC KS AT THE APOLLO 16 SITE. Graham Ryder, Lunar
Curatorial Lab., Northrop Services, Inc., P.O. Box 34416, Houston, Tx 77034
Over 500 individually-numbered rock samples are in the .Apollo 16 collection. They comprise fragments chipped from boulders, individually-collected
hand samples, rake samples, and a few fragments picked from regolith during
laboratory processing. The details of the geology of the Apollo 16 landing
site depend on an understanding of the distribution of these rocks around
the site. '.'Sampling procedures and traverse design were such that bysampling
craters of various sizes and in various locations, .we would be able to construct the stratigraphy of the Cayley, determine lateral variations within it,
and compare this to the Descartes" (Muehlberger et a1., 1980). The distribution has three aspects considered in this review:--(i) classifying the
samples into a system of internally consistent groups, (ii) ascertaining how
the samples relate to the actual Apollo 16 site population, and (iii) making
geological inferences from the population distributions.
.
lassifi ation: The compilation of the Apollo 16 Rock Catalog (Ryder and
Norman, 98 a ows the setting up .of a more thorough classification of the
Apollo 16 rock samples than was previously possible. For Figures 1, 2 and 3,
I have used a slight condensation of the nomenclature used by Ryder and Norman
(1980)(Table 1), similar to the systems of Stoffler et al. (1979,1980) and
Warner et a1. (1973). The classification of Wilshiree'tal. (1973, and in
press) Tn part also groups samples in a similar fashio~ out in part splTfs
samples grouped together here. It is also apparent that many rocks are misplaced in that classification, partly because of a lack of information on
specific rocks at the time of its compilation. This is unfortunate because
it is the only system which has been used t.o assess di"stributions of rocks at
the site (Wilshire et.al., in press; r~uehlberger et a1., 1980).
Rocks witbin inOTvTOual groups were not, of course, necessarily created
in the same event. Basaltic impact melts, for example, include samples from
demonstrably separate events, distinguishable because of the limited range in
major element chemistry and siderophile element ratios characteristic of
i nd i vi dua 1 me It sheets. Furthermore, me It rocks compose "'30% of the popu 1ation at the Apollo 16 site, requiring multiple sources . because individual
impact events can melt only about 5% of the excavated volume (Grieve et al.,
1977; Phinney and Simonds, 1977). Individual events can produce severaldifferent kinds of rocks, from crystallized melts to friable breccias. Thus the
TABLE 1.

Classification categories, simplified fr om Ryder and Norman, 1980

Cala clastlc anorthosites C are near monomlneralic (plagioclase) rocks. breccia ted but COIITI'IOn ly with
re c P agloc ases severa lim across.
.
Dll itho lc ic breccias 0 con tain one light-colored (unusually anorthosite) and one dark-colored (usually
lne- gralne
as<1 t p a5e, often in mutually intrusive relationship.
.
'
Poikllitlc impact melts P are homogeneous and clast-rich ('\20% ) "11th numerous t1ny plaglOclase gratns
~ 10 rna 1e 01 oerys s.
'
. ,
Casaltic impact melts (8) ore homogeneous, clast-poor, and have ophitlc-subophiti c ~ r vanohtic texture~.
f~l1e-9ral neo Impact
(F9i con tain numerOUS small clasts (>50%) embedded 1n a fIne-grained melt matrlX.
,
1 c dlstlnctlon of the lnles clasts from melt Is frequently difficult.
' Cras talline impact melts (Cm~ are non-aphaniti c rocks for which thin sections do not exis~t b~t eVlde~ce
1n 1cates they are Impact me t. With thin section information, they would probably be basaltIC or pOlklllttc
'Impa ct melts.
d k b
'
.,.{..,' h
Cr stalli ne 01 dct breccia s Cx is a catch-all terfll for coherent. often heterogeneous, ar recclas "lIle ,
appear 0 ave crys a Ine rna rIces bu~ may not be simp le impact melts:
Fra lental pol ict 'bre cc ias Fr consist of angular, unequl1ibrated mIn eral and lithic clasts. They are
maIn y rae an pa e -co ore '
,
Glasses (G) are homogeneous glasses or devttrHied glasses.
.
Glass breccias Gx are varied from clast - rich to clast-poor and smooth to cindery glas~y breCCIas.
~
reCC14S
comprise all samples of coherent or friable rock s which are l1thifled solIs or contain
a un an rego 1 - erived components.
Others (O) Include feldspathic lherlollte and granoblastlc lithologies.
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FIGURE 1. 2 examples of distributions
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by mass. Single samples (shaded for Station 10) distort the dIstribution
for-station 10 but do not significantly affect that of Station 11.
grouping of rocks is merely a convenient way of assessing first-order variations around the Apollo 16 site. Understanding the processes involved in
producing the site geology requires much more detailed information on individual rocks to ascertain their relationships.
Relation of samples to site population: Specific rock samples, being
collected by dlfferent methods and for dlfferent purposes, are not necessarily equally representative of the population present at the Apollo 16 site.
While rake samples are random, they do not (directly) sample the boulders or
the larger-sized rocks, in contrast to the individually collected (and documented) samples. For inter-station comparisons, the histogram approach used
by Wilshire et al.(in press) seems appropriate, but histograms can be constructed either()n number of samples or on mass of samples for each group.
However, the individual masses of some samples are meaningless, because they
were chipped from boulders; their masses are a sampling constraint, rather
than having any significance for site geology. Even for rake samples alone,
histograms are considerable influenced by single large samples, as shown
in Figure 1. For Figure 2, therefore, each sample is considered equal in
importance regardless of its mass, as in Wilshire et al.(in press). This
leads to its own biases, as outlined below. Random-samples (rakes and those
picked from the regolith in the laboratory) are distinguished from individually collected samples. Figure 3 is a similar frequency histogram for those
samp les 1arger than 20 g, whether random or not. These di agrams allow
comparisons between large and small samples, and between random and nonrandom samples (although many of the individually collected rocks were too
dust-covered for much sampling bias to have been introduced.
Figures 2 and 3 show that the large, non-random samples are actually
reasonably similar to the smaller, random samples, with the following exceptions. For most stations, glassy breccias, glasses, and regolith breccias
are more prominent among the smaller samples. For the glassy breccias, this
can be rationalized in that they are produced in small-scale processes, for
the regolith breccias in that they are mainly extremely friable clods. In
fact, most of the regolith breccias so conspicuous at Station 5 are less than
5 g, and are so friable they can hardly be considered rocks at all. For some
stations, but not all, fragmental breccias (B2 of Wilshire et al., 1973;
light-matrix breccias of many others) are more conspicuous among the smaller
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5
FIGURE 2. Frequency distributions for
all Apollo 16 rocks. Shaded blocks~
are rake samples, unshaded are individually collected.
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samples. Again, this can be rationalized in that they are friable . At
Station 11, they are about as prominent among small samples as among large,
but fine-grained impact melts are far more conspicuous as small fragments
than as large. At the LM,ALSEP region, basaltic impact melts are conspicuous
among large samples, but virtually absent among smaller samples . At Station
11 also, basaltic impact melts are conspicuous among the larger samples, but
these melts are almost all chipped from the same area of the same boulder
(House Rock).
There seems to be no reason to believe that the total of the samples
collected at each site are not reasonably representative of the population
at tbose sites, particularly for those stat i ons at which samples were both
individually-collected and raked. In general, those biases present should
be the same for each station, so that inter-station comparisons should be
va 1i d.
Distribution of ro k t e a t the A 0110
The distributions .
shown ln 19ures
an 3 emp aSlze t at mos roc ypes are represented at
most stations, but that the proportions differ somewhat from station to
station. There are several significant features of the distributions. ~rag
mental po1rc;ict breccias ("light-matrix breccias"), generally friable an
pale-colore, are most conspicuous at the rim of North Ray Crater (Sta tion
11) . They were sampled as boulders but also are tbe most abundant rock type
in the rake samples. This preponderance is also evident in the soil population studies of Taylor et a1. (1973) and De lano et a1. (1973) . That much
of the upper part of the Nortn Ray Crater target is-sUCh material is
consistent with the low abundance of angular boulders on its ejecta, the
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FIGURE 3. Frequency distributions
for all Apollo 16 rocks greater
than 20 g.
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observatlon that most of these boulders are pale-colored and friable, and the
observations of the ins!de of the ~rater (Ulrich, 1973~ Muehlberger et al.,
1980). Furthermore, SOlIs at Statlon 11 are more alumlnous than elsewhere,
and most of these breccias have ~30% A120,. Fine-grained impact melts are
clast-laden and coherent, and are most conspicuous in North Ray materlal.
Shadow Rock (Station 13) and House Rock (Station 11) appear to be largely of
such material plus coarser-grained impact melts, and their characteristics
are consistent with their derivation from the dark material observed toward
the bottom of the crater. The Station 13 rake samples appear to be dominated
by material spalled from Shadow Rock, or deposited with it. Similar finegrained impact melts are common as small clasts in the fragmental polymict
breccias, and many of the rake samples at Station 11 have white rinds indicative of their immediate derivation from such breccias. Anorthosites are
reasonably equally represented around the landing site, wlth the exception of
their rarity at Stat ions 8 and 9. Poikilitic impact melts, glasses, and
glassy breccias are· similarly equally distributed. Dillthologic breccias,
rare to absent at most stations, are extremely prominent at Station 4,
though not at Stations 5 and 6 which were also on Stone Mountain. Single
samples of dilithologic breccias were collected at Stations 1 and 2, and
pOssibly Station 8, but not elsewhere. Regolith clods are numerically
conspicuous at Stations 4 and, particularly, 5, but as noted above, nearly
all these are extremely small. Many of the "fragmental breccias" from these
stations are dark-colored and may well be regolith clods, rather than having
affinities with fragmental breccias similar to those at North Ray Crater.
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Redistribution
ite: South Ray Crater has
redistrlbuted materia s from the Cay ey Plalns aroun the landing site,
according to observable rays, blocky rock fields, and exposure ages (~2 m.y.).
This evidence indicates that rocks on Stone Mountain and as far from South
Ray Crater as 5 km probably include blocks of material ejected from South
Ray. North Ray affected a large area, although the well defined exposure
ages (~50 m.y.) of rocks and soils close to the rim are not prominent elsewhere (perhaps because most of the ejected strata was so friable). It is
clear that craters larger than 0.5 km such as Palmetto, Gator, Trap, Wreck,
and Stubby must have redistributed Cayley rocks--indeed Stubby must have
emplaced much Cayley Plains material up into the locality of Station 4 on
Stone Mountain. Cratering into the Descartes Mountains must have emplaced
its material onto the Cayley Plains. The photographs of the landing site
show numerous craters in the size range up to 1 km, from tresh to almost
completely obliterated. They suggest that since the commencement of the
emplacement of the Cayley Plains, the upper few tens of meters, possibly the
upper hundred meters, has been fairly well turned over and mixed. (Nonetheless, North Ray excavated distinct material, and South Ray probably excavated
material without significant prior exposure.) Lateral mixing of the upper
few meters of the Cayley and Descartes material probably took place for a few
kilometers across the contact. A relevant case is that of the high-alumina
(28.5% A1203) basaltic impact melts, which almost certainly crystallized in
the same impact melt sheet ~3.84 b.y. ago. Samples of this sheet were
collected at Stations LM-ALSEP, 5, 8, 11, and 13. Thus rocks generated in a
single event are distributed essentially around the site (Vaniman and Papike,
1980). Even if Cayley Plains originally had a stratigraphy which was not
random, it is dUbious that it would still be very much preserved in the upper
100 meters. Even if Cayley and Descartes material are dissimilar, the
boundary region might be a difficult place to distinguish them. The fact
that most rock types are represented at most sites is not particularly
signiTTCant, but is to be expected. With all the evidence for vertical and
lateral mixing that we do see around the site, the statistical differences
which we do see are extremely important.
ApollCi16 site geology: Local geology at the Apollo 16 site'has been
strongly affected by chance. The sequence of "bedrock" has been built up
from multiple impacts, with their resultant fall-back,and ejecta deposits
(e.g. Head, 1974). The close spatial association of varied lithologies makes
reliable reconstruction of any local stratigraphy extremely difficult
(Muehlberger et al., 1980). Differences present in the sample distributions
require critical-Study to assess their significance. The thick layer of
polymict fragmental breccia at North Ray Crater is absent further out in the
CayJey Plain. Adams and McCord (1973) showed that the spectral reflectance
curves of these samples are similar to Descartes, not Cayley, and suggested
an origin by landsliding from Smoky Mountain. Ulrich (1973) suggested that
the material was a downfaulted block of the mountain. Either way, the
material would be more representative of Descartes than Cayley. The nearrestriction of dilithologic breccias to Station 4 is less easily understood
in a site geological context, because of the consensus that the blocky fields
sampled at this site are directly South Ray ejecta (Muehlberger et al., 1973,
1980). The dilithologic breccias are less affected by multiple Tmpacts than
other samples, hence may have special significance for earlier geological
evolution. However, a real understanding of Apollo 16 site geology requires
more information on the chemistry, geochronology, and exposure histories of
many specific rocks.
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EVIDENCE AND MECHANI SMS FOR THE NON-LOCAL CONTRIBUTION TO EJECTA
DEPOSITS. P. H. Schultz, Lunar and Planetary In s titute, 3303 NASA Road One,
Houston, Te xas 77058
Introdu ction: The process of ejecta emplacement at large absolute
distances from an impact basin can be viewed as implicit extrapolations of
s ingle-body impacts (1) or as analogues to terrestrial impact ejecta-facies
(2). Such studies indicate that ba sin ejecta depo s its are largely composed
of local material s excavated by secondary impact processes. However, observations of crater/basin ejecta facies, theoretical considerations, and laboratory experiments s ugges t that important exceptions to this scenario exist
(3,4,5). Observations center on non-local materials identified in the ejecta
deposits of ba s in s and craters (3,4). Theoretical considerations suggest
that ejecta sizes are not simply proportional to crater size owing to peakshock pressure hi story and long residence time that may increase comminution
within the cavity (5). Laboratory experiments reveal the significant difference between the cratering efficien cy of solid-body impacts and the efficiency
of friable, molten, or extended impacts (3,6).
Observations: Severa l features associated with impact crate rs and basin s
suggest that primary ejecta have been balli st icall y tran sported large ranges
and are preserved as identifiable unit s (3). Medium-size craters (e.g.,
Oi onysi us , 0=1 8 km) with dark rays extending across highland plains illustrate
the lateral transport and preservation of primary ejecta over 100 km ranges.
Larger craters such as Picard (60 km) and Aristillus (60 km) exhibit distinctive non-local spectral characteristics of their ray sys tems over range s of
150 km (3). Primary ejecta appear to be spec trally identifiable in a ray of
Theophilus at distances of 1000 km (7). Additionally, dark rays from craters
on the older cratered areas of Ganymede cross dark and bright areas over distances of 2000 km (8,9). At basin sca les, numerou s secondary craters associated with the Orientale basin exhibit dark, fi ss ured floor materials some of
which exhibit characteristics of flow (3). Such features are interpreted as
once-molten deposit s (3) and similar fissured units occur as ponds on the
Orientale ejecta (12). Impact velocitie s associated with seconda ry cratering
are in s ufficient to produce large quantities of melt (10,11); consequently
such fa cies are believed to represent identifiable remnant s of a significant
primary ejecta component at ballistic ranges over 1000 km.
Theoretical Considerations: Although the ma ximum s ize of ejecta block s
on cra ter rims appears to increase as R2/3( 13), the overall distribution of
ejecta s izes ma y be signifi cantl y different at the same relative range (scaled
to the crater size) for severa l reasons. First, the absolute ballistic range
at a given relative range increases with increasing crater si ze . Two crater
radii from the rim of So uth Ray Crater represents a ballistic range of about
600 m, whereas two crater radii from the rim of Orientale (R=300 km) represent s
600 km. If ejection velocity (and therefore ballistic range) is related to
the peak s hock pressure, then ejecta achieving a given relative range from
Orientale or Imbrium exhibit on the average, much greater peak s hock press ures than do ejecta at t~e same relative range from South Ray.Crater (~).
Recent numerical calculatlons show that an oraer-of magnltude lncrease ln
energy produced a small increase in the minimum shock pressures at a given
absolute ballistic range. However, these calcu lations also show that the
typi ca l and maximum value s of peak shock pressures appear to be dependent on
impact velocity. Second, at large crater sizes gravity limit s crater growth
thereby permitting only the higher velocity and, on the average, more highly
shocked ejecta to escape the crate r cavity (5). Third, the time material
res ide s in the crater before eject ion increa ses with crater si ze, a delay
that should increase comminution (5).
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Consequently ejecta size distrib~tions re corded around small cratering
events « 1 km) may not be relevant for basin-size events. Although the Ries
Crater, Germany, provides important clues for basin-scale processes (2), four
fa ctors complicate a direct analogy: (a) its still modest size (25 km); (b)
the presence of an atmosphere that may filter out a s ignificant fraction of
the fine-scale primary ejecta (e 1 m) from the Bunte Breccia (15); (c) the
effects of secondary impact that alter the initial primary ejecta size distribution; and (d) incompetent pre-impact sediments that increase secondary
cratering efficiency in the Bunte Breccia. The continuous ejecta deposits at
the Ries may reflect onl y a part of the ejecta emplacement process that could
ha ve affected the geologic . hi s tory at the Apollo 16 s ite.
Laboratory Experiments: The preceding discu ss ion s suggest that the size
distribution of primary ejecta may be s kewed to smaller relati ve--and probabl y
absolute--sizes for larger impact events. Proposed energy-diameter scaling
relations (1) suggest that the si ze of the primary-ejecta block responsible
for a 30 km-diameter secondary crater would be about 8 km in diameter. What
is the nature and rate of such large fragments? Would the dynamical stres ses
on massive fragments permit survival during ejection or would such chunks be
represented by closely spaced, smaller fragments? What happens to the projectile after impact? How is ejecta emplacement influenced by the smaller
size ejecta arriving over a period of time, proportional to the amount of
material/area arriving at a given range divided by impact velocity (16)?
Such questions prompted a series of on-going experimerits at the NASA-Ames
Vertical Gun to investigate scaling relations, cratering efficiency, and
phenomena associated with low-velocity impact by a swarm of projectiles (3,4 ,
6). The results may have impli cations for the emplacement of basin ejecta .
First, the cratering efficiency defined by the ratio of displaced mas s
to total projectile mass is significantly decreased . Multiple-body impacts
result in displaced-mas s ratios nearly an order of magnitude lower than solidbody impacts of the same momentum and energy at laboratory scales. The displaced-mass ratio cal culated from the energy-diameter scaling relation for
shallow depth-of-burst explo sion craters (1) is nearly equivalent to the ratio
extrapolated from laboratory-scale experiments (17). This ratio .decrea ses
with increasing crater s ize, and extrapolation of the results for multiplebody impacts indicate s that di splaced-mass ratios are proportionall y less than
the values adopted in (1).
Second, the aspect ratio (diameter to depth) of a crater produced by an
extended swarm of projectiles is s ignificantl y greater than the aspect ratio
produced by a single body or tightly clustered swarm (depending on velocity).
This confirms intuition where penetration of projectiles in a swarm partly
depends on the ma ximum penetration of the individual projectiles.
Third, the proje ctile material drapes the crater floor in impact s at
high angles (> 45° ) in contrast with single-body events, in which the projectile is buried beneath the crater. At lower impact angles, larger fractions of the projectile are ejected from the crater in a restricted zone downrange. Herringbone-patterns and "horsehoe-crab" morphologies are characteristic. These results suggest that the impact by primary ejecta can produce a
crater, but the primary ejecta may be preserved as an identifiable and significant component in the floor unit or down-range ejecta.
Concluding Remarks: The emplacement of basin ejecta may not be describable solely by the cumulative effects of large, individual ejecta fragments.
Rather, the se results suggest that the impact by numerous ejecta fragments
elther as a swarm or as part of an ejecta curtain can result in displaced-mass
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ratios lower than those currently quoted and can be preserved as an identifiable unit. Such a conclusion does not negate the general importance of local
mixing as proposed in (1) but adds complexity to the emplacement process.
Moreover it offers a mechanism by which non-local materials can significantly
contribute to the geology at a given locale as pods, layers, or increased
fractions of foreign components.
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PHYSICS OF THE MAGMA OCEAN: A CRITICAL REVIEW. Charles H. Simonds,
Lunar Curatorial Lab., Northrop Services, P.O. Box 34416, Houston, TX 77034
The review focuses on the physics and assumptions underlying the magma
ocean models for early lunar differentiation. The model was proposed in 1970
by Wood et a1. (1970) and the versions discussed herein are largely the e1aborationsoyiay10r and Jakes (1974), Walker et al. (1975a), Longhi (1980),
Herbert et al. (1978), 'Minear and Fletcher (1978) and Longhi and Boudreau
(1979). -rhese are only a selection of the full range of modifications of the
model, with some of the more popular variations being magma ocean crystallization followed by later intrusions (James, 1980; Warren, 1979). The two episodes of early magmatic activity are suggested by the compositional differences between the ferroan anorthosite and magnesian suites of early pristine
plutonic rocks (Norman and Ryder, 1980).
Five aspects of the models examined are: 1) thermal effects needed to
produce a global sheet of total melt, 2) constraints on the depth and lateral
extent melted, 3) constraints on magma composition, 4) constraints on when the
fractionation occurred relative to accretion, and briefly 5) some of the mechanisms of crystallization of a magma ocean.
Thermal effects - One of the greatest problems with the magma ocean
models is the difficulty of totally melting a large volume of moon. Figure 1
from Solomon and Chaiken (1976) shows the type of thermal model generally ~ro
posed to get such melting. Those models postulate that accretiona1 energy is
deposited evenly on the surface of a continually enlarging sphere. Projectiles
impacting at minimal accretional velocities of 6 km/sec have a kinetic energy
enough to melt 10 times their mass if conversion is 100% efficient. In such.
models the temperature at the edge of the moon is only limited by a "melting"
curve. Once melting temperatures are achieved, rapid convection sets in which
brings the molten material into contact with the surface where it radiates
freely into space. Figure 2 from Hubbard and Minear (1976) shows one proposed
path of thermal evolution. In such a model the magma ocean crystallizes in
~200 m.y.
Later radiogenic heat produces a downward advancing partially
molten zone which extracts mare basalt magma from the mantle. Figure 3 from
Herbert et a1. (1978) considers the times needed to cool off magma oceans with
a range or tnicknesses.
Two objections can be raised to these models. The first difficulty is
that large projectiles appear to dominate the later stages of accretion
(Safronov, 1969,1977; Wetherill, 1976,1977) and they deposit their kinetic
energy as heat episodically well below the surface. Figure 4 from Kaula (1979)
shows the results of an analytical solution to the accretional heating of the
moon by very large projectiles, and Figure 5 shows the results of Monte Carlo
calculations by Randsford and Kau1a (1979). In both of these models the
highest temperatures are a few hundred kilometers below the surface. The second difficulty with the models producing total melting at the surface is that
partial melting and volcanism shou1d.rapidly move heat to the surface as fast
as energy is added by accretion (Stevenson and Turner, 1979). Accretional
heating is the cumulative effect of many impacts which heat portions of the
crust in increments of a few hundred degrees because the mass heated is 30-100x
mass. of the projectile. The only total melt produced during accretion is the
small zone of shock melt near the projectile. The magma to form the early
crust is probably not the shock melt. Shock melt in lunar samples and terrestrial craters is so rapidly mixed with little shocked, virtually unheated
debris that it crystallized rapidly. No evidence of crystal-liquid fractionation is found in the melt sheets of terrestrial craters even those over 100 m
thick (Floran et ~., 1978; Simonds and McGee, 1979).
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Constraints on the Depth and Lateral Extent of Melt - The magma ocean
models assume that the magma at the beglnnlng of the process extends down a
few hundred kilometers and that it encircles the moon. Numerous lines of
evidence suggest that fractionated crust extends to depths of well over 100
km. The deepest estimates come from the studies of the depth at which mare
basalt magmas become multiply saturated . with a plausible assemblege. Walker
et al. (1975b) demonstrated that the sources of high Ti basalts come from
IOO~50 km depth, if one can assume equilibrium partial melting.
Since the
negative Eu anomaly in these rocks is readily explained only if the source of
the high Ti basalts had itself separated from plagioclase, it seems reasonable
to infer that early cumulate rock~ separated. from a liquid which previously
separated feldspaG occur at depths of 100-150 km. Even deeper estimates come
from low Ti basalt studies. However, this fact does not by itself demonstrate
that such cumulate material either encircles the moon or that the magma body
from which it crystallized extended all the way to the surface. The lack of
observed fragments of ultramafic rocks of mantle affinities in the Apollo
collection suggests that mantle depths .were not reached by the late heavy
bombardment. Calculations by Harz et al. (1976) (Figure 6) indicate that
over 50% of the material comes from-rhe-upper km and 95% comes from the . upper
10 km. Those estimates are markedly decreased if sballower crater excavation
models are assumed (Settle and Head, 1979), Such evidence does not contradict seismic investigations (Goins et al., 1979) that indicate a 65-100 km
thick crust with a velocity appropriate-for feldspar bearing rocks. Interestingly enougb, t he seismic work does not require any lateral or vertical
compositional variations in the moon's upper mantle, that is, within or below
the inferred mare source regions .
Constraints on Composition of Maama .- The composition of the magmas from
which the pristine plutonlc suite an mare basalt source regions crystallized,
have been extensively modeled assuming equilibrium to apply crystal-liquid
partitioning data to interpret analyses of rocks in the Apollo collection.
The inferred magma ocean is generally found to be orthopyroxene normative,
with rare earth abundances of 3-50 x chondri tic val ue s, often with a light
rare earth enrichment. Longhi (1980) has examined constraints on the magma
ocean composition in light of his model for crystallization and finds that
equilibrium partial melts of all cosmochemically plausible bulk lunar compositions will not duplicate the high opx/cpx of the highlands. Those arguments
are the strongest case I know of to suggest that the parental liquid to the
anorthositic and magnesian plutonic suites was a total, not partial, melt.
There are three possible defects in Longhi's arguments. The first is that the
assumption of equilibrium fractionation is not valid; such a criticism, while
valid, is inelegant and will not be pursued. The second is that strong geochemical arguments ha ve been advanced by Norman and Ryder (1980) and Warren
(1979) that more than one magma type was involved in pristine rock petrogeoisis, presumably both cannot be total melts, although both suites of rocks
have a high opx/cpx. The third difficulty may be in the selection of cosmochemically plausible compositions . As emphasized by Kaula (1977) the apparent
depletion of the moon in refractory siderophiles has produced models for
igneous differentiation of proto-lunar mater ia l on: 1) earth (Ringwood and
Kesson, 1976); 2) a large body or bodies totally disrupted by passing close
to the earth (Wood and Mitler, 1974; Smith, 1974 ); 3) satellites in orbit
around the ear th (Smith, 1977; Ganapathy and Anders, 1974); and 4) planetesimals in orbit around the sun (Ka ula, 1975 ) . Ka ula (1977) finds that each is
physically implausible and difficult to evaluate. However, if extensive
igneous processing of proto-lunar material occurred most assumptions of a
cosmic Ca/Al or a flat chondrite normalized rare earth pattern for the moon
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would be invalid .
. Constraints on When Fractionation Occurred - The pristine rocks cannot
have formed until the moon was largely complete, because material near the
surface which fractionated early in the moon's history would be repeatedly
rehomogenized by accretion and would become mixed with relatively primitive
accreting material. Fi~ure 7 shows the results of calculations by the author
of the amount of crust which remains unexcavated after accreting the equivalent to the last 1 km (0.17%), 3 km (0.51%), 5.81 km .(1%), and 11.66 km (2%)
to the moon's radius. Material unexcavated may be fractured, but was not
within the craters themselves. Tbe model is made using simple Poisson
statistics assuming that the excavated crater is a parabaloid with a bottom
at the depth of the 250 kb and rim at the 2 kb peak shock pressure isobar as
calculated by Kieffer and Simonds (1980). Two projectile size distributions
are considered for each of the amounts of accretion, one with all 100 km
projectiles (-100 on figure) intended to approximate the concepts developed
by Wetherill (1976,1977) and .Safronov (1969,1977), and a logarithmic distribution with equal masses in all size categories intended to approximate the
planetesimal size distributions of Greenburg et al. (1978). Because of the
great number of small, shallow penetrating prOJeCtiles, the log distribution
shows intense shallow reworking but less reworking at depth less than the 100
km projectiles. The calculations suggest that any crust predating the accretion of the last 1% of the moon will be almost completely. disrupted no matter
which size distribution is considered. Figure 8 shows a variation on the
calculations to demonstrate that the pristine suite of samples, a few % of
the mass of the highland collection, also do not significantly predate the
accumulation of the moon to 99% of its present mass. It is assumed that the
pristine rocks could be excavated once or twice, but more cratering would
make the material unrecognizable. Because virtually all models for accretion
suggest that the rate of accretion slows down toward the end of the process,
the observed. fractionation must take place when accretional heat is being
added relatively slowly. Such slow addition of heat fUrther favors formation
of partial rather than total melts at the top of the crust._
. Some Mechanisms of Magma Ocean Fractionation - Quite a variety of models
have been made for the crystallization of the hypothetical magma ocean,
although some of the assumptions are not substantiated (i.e. that the ocean
is either global, that it is hundreds of km thick, or that its composition is
an ultramafic composition depleted in volatile constituents and refractory
siderophiles). Walker et al. (1975a) considered the effect of settling of
crystals through a thic~sheet of magma with a melting curve with aT steeper
~

than adiabatic (Figure 9), and suggested that trapped intercumulus liquids
should be more abundant in the lower mafic cumulates in thick magma bodies
than is suggested by studies of smaller terrestrial intrusions (Figure 10).
Studies by Herbert et al. (1978) (Figure 11) and Longhi and Boudreau (1979)
(Figure 12) have attempted to create .mechanical scenarios which will yield
both the ferroan anorthositic suite and the magnesian suite in a single
magmatic episode. In those models the anorthositic suite forms as a large
plagioclase cumulate mass on the surface and the magnesian suite forms at far
greater depth.
Summary - 1) The early fractionation of the moon layed down ultramafic
cumulates as depths of 100-150 km or more and more feldspathic rocks (both
magnesian and ferroan anorthosite suites) in the upper 10 km. Whether or not
all are formed in one episode or several is open to question. 2) Most of the
Apollo highland collection comes from the upper km and virtually all from the
upper 10 km and no evidence requires that the populations obser~ed extend to
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greater depths. However, the seismic data do require at least some feldspar
down to 65 -100 km. 3) A fundamental paradox exists in determining the degree
of partial melting of the early moon. Equilibrium melting models (Longhi,
1980) suggest that noritic rocks are difficult to generate in abundance by
processes other than virtually total melting of cosmochemically plausible
lunar mantles, however the process of accretional heating should produce
partial melts at a few hundred kilometers below the surface. Potentially the
assumptions of equilibrium melting, cosmochemical refractory element ratios,
or the single magma to produce all rock types are invalid. 4 ) The observed
effects of the early fractionation (pristin e rocks) postdate accumulation of
over 99% of the moon. If the large projectile-slow.accretion models of
Safronov (1969,1 977) and Wetherill (1975,1976) are va lid, then the early
fractionation is significantly after electromagnetic heating (Sonnett et al.,
1970) or 26Al decay could have been major energy sources.
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GEOCHEMICAL PROVINCES OF THE CENTRAL LUNAR HIGHLANDS AND RELATION TO
THE APOLLO 16 LANDING SITE. P.D. Spudis, U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, AZ
86001 and Pept. of Geology, Arizona State Univ., Tempe, AZ 8S28l; B.R. Hawke,
Hawaii Inst. of Geophysics., Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822.
Introduction - The Apollo 16 landing site was selected to investigate a
region of the lunar highiands thought to be representative of this major geologic province. It is important to understand the relationship of returned rock
and soil samples within a larger regional context in order to ascertain the
relative importance of various chemically and petrologically defined components
to the composition of the lunar crust as a «hole. In this regard, studies of
regional geochemical variations around the central lunar highlands were undertaken to provide this regional framework utilizing orbital geochemical and
earth-based multispectral data. The region studied lies predominantly along
the Apollo 16 orbital ground track around 8-10 0S latitude and from 10° to 2SoE
longitude. This region of the 1I00n is dominated by heavily cratered highlands
with probable influence from at least two multiringed basins: Nectaris and
Imbrium. These basins have probably strongly influenced the regional geology,
either by direct deposition of ejecta(l) or redistribution of pre-existing
local material(2). Although post-basin mare volcanism appears to be absent in
the region, smaller local impact events may have contributed chemically distinct material that would be seen in the remotely sensed compositional data.
Orbital Geochemical Data - Data collected by the Apollo 16 x-ray and
gamma-ray (3) spectrometers provide the geochemical data for this region of the
Moon. The latest reduction of the x-ray values in the La Jolla consortium data
set(4) clearly shows that the Apollo 16 landing site is located within an area
of relatively high Al and low Mg; these values decline to lower levels both
east and west of the site. To the east (200-2S0E) of the landing site, the
highlands may be veneered by a layer of mafic ejecta from the post-mare crater
Theophilus(S), which impacted partly into the basalts of Mare Nectaris. The
increasing mafic trend to the west (lO-lSOE) is less readily explained by a
single cratering event and may reflect a true geochemical variation within the
highland crust.
The orbital geochemical data were interpreted using a least-squares mixing·
model technique described elsewhere(6,7); the results of these mixing models
are presented in Table 1. A significant difference from our previous m1x1ng
model studies of this region(7) was the use of pristine highland rock compositions(8,9) that probably represent the real "building blocks" (primary components) of the highland crust. The data indicate a substantial enrichment of
anorthosite relative to other pristine rock types in the vicinity of the Apollo
16 landing site, coincident with the Al high mentioned earlier. The substantial increase in the proportion of mare basalt in the Kant region probably
reflects contributions by Theophilus ejecta to the surface soils. The highlands west of Descartes (Andel region) show a substantial increase in the
norite/anorthosite ratio, a reflection of the western-increasing mafic trend.
KREEP is relatively constant (~10%) over the entire groundtrack; this supports
our earlier conclusion(7) that no systematic KREEP variation relative to the
Nectaris basin is observed. These mixing model results are generally consistent with earlier mixing studies(7,lO) that utilized "mixed rock" endmember
compositions such as anorthositic gabbro and low K Fra Mauro basalt.
Color Data for the Central Highlands - The global color map of Soderblom
(4; plate 7) displays marked asymmetry within the central highlands region. In
general, highland areas along the Apollo 16 groundtrack east of Descartes
appear blue (high in .40/.S6 ~m ratio) relative to the Andel re gion which is
redder (high in .80/.S6 ~m ratio). The boundary between these color provinces
coincides with the mafic break just west of the Apollo 16 landing site and
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appears to correlate with the observed increase in norite/anorthosite ratio.
Moreover, this reddish province com?rises the entire western central highlands
from west of Descartes to Mare Nubium. This marked color boundary does not
appear to be related to any basin; it is not radial or concentric to Nectaris
or Imbrium. The limited ext.ent of orbital chemical data precludes confident
correlation between mafic content and color prov ince on a regional basis; however, it may well be a valid assumption that the western central highlands
possesses a more mafic surface larger than the eastern highlands.
Discussion and Conclusions - Studies of orbi"al geochemical and color data
indicate that the central highlands around the Apollo 16 landing site are geochemically heterogeneous. Several possibilities exist to explain this relationship. Igneous processes associated with original crustal formation and
planetary differentiation mey have produced lateral heterogeneities in the
highland crust (e.g. 11). If these differences have survived the heavy bombardment period, significant variations in highland crustal composition may be
expected. It has been shown that volcanism was active during this time(12, 13,
14); significant regi ons of the lunar crust may have been volcanically resurfaced, producing chemical variations that would be unaccompanied by morphologic
evidence for volcanic activity. Finally, the formation of the youngest large
lunar impact bas ins have probably contributed to the observed regional chemical
differences both by deposition of basin ejecta and reciistribution of preexisting local materials . If these variations are produced by basin deposits,
it implies that bas in deposits !:lay be compositionally variable both radially
and concentrically, sinc e the central highland treads do not appear related to
either Nectaris or Imbrium.
The distribution of distinct color provinces within the central lunar
highlands coincident ,,'ith changes in orbital chemistry suggests that the concept of average highlands c omposition based on Apollo 16 results may be invalid.
Therefore, the average Apollo 1 6 landing site composition does not necessarily
reflect the true average composition of the lunar highlands. A complex
sequence of igneous plutonic , volcanic and impact events may be responsible for
the geologic evoluti.on of thi s regi on of tbe Moon.
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MIXING MODEL RESULTS - CENTRAL LUNAR H"LGHLANDS
Region

Long.

AN

NOR

TROC

MKFM

AllMB

Kant

20° - 25° E

29.3

33.0

12.3

9.9

15.5

Descartes

15° - 20° E

33.9

30.7

16.5

10.7

8.1

Andel

100 - 15° E

22.8

54.2

4.2

10.5

8.4

Table 1. Results of mlxlng model studies for the central lunar highlands.
All regions lie around 8 0 - 100 S latitude. End members utilized pristine rock
compositions defined in Ryder and Norman(15); ~l = anorthosite; NOR = norite;
TROC = troctolite; MKFM = Apollo 15 KREEP basalt; AllMB = Apollo 11 high-Ti
mare basalt [composition from Taylor(16)).
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CRATERING MECHANICS: DATA FROM TERRESTRIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL CRATERS
AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE APOLLO 16 SITE, O. Stoffler, Lunar and Planetary
Institute, 3303 NASA Road 1, Houston, TX 77058 and Institute of Mineralogy,
University of MUnster, 0-44 Munster, Germany.
Introduction
Hypervelocity impact of a projectile on rock targets and the formation of
a crater is a dynamic process which takes place continuously within a limited
interval in time and space. In spite of this there are a number of sequential
phases of this process which may be considered separately for better analysis
and understanding (Gault et al., 1968: Kieffer and Simonds, 1980): 1)
compreSSion stage, 2) excavatlon stage, and 3) crater modification stage.
Within these phases , which serve as a working model, we may also identify the
major problem areas of cratering mechanics.
Quite obviously, all three phases are overlapping with each other in time
and space . These theoretical phases of crater formation in volve a number of
definitions which should be kept in mind before any observational data are
discussed. At the early stage of projectile penetration before the shock wave
has complete ly engu lfed the projectile, an early jetting of melt and vapor
takes places at velocities higher than the impact velocity (Gault et al.,
1963; Kieffer, 1977, Kieffer and Simonds, 1980). The ground shock wave
imposes radial particle motions on the target material which are deflected
into a certain geometry by means of rarefaction waves originating from the
free surface (Fig. 1). Two regimes ln the flow of the target material may be
distinguished: (1) outward and upward flow resulting in divergent ballistic
trajectories of the particles, (2) outward and downward flow of materlal lnto
the crater wall and basement regions. This flow field geometry creates a
steadily growing transient cavity which finally leads to a transient crater
when the particle motion comes to its end as a result of the decaYlng shock
wave energy. The boundary line between the two regimes of the flow field
defines the limiting depth to which material will be excavated and ejected
beyond the crater rim (excavation cavity; Dence et al., 1977; Croft, 1980;
StBffler et al., 1980). Subsequent changes of the flnal transient crater
result in-upTTfting of the central crater basement and subsidence of the
crater rim region . This process involves the formation of a central peak,
concentric rings with positive and negative relief, and rim terraces in all
craters which exceed a certain minimum diameter. The detalls of the crater
forming process, described in general above, depend on: (1) the variables of
the projecitle (physical and chemical properties, velocity and angle of
impact), (2) the var iables of the target (composition and structure of the
target and its physical properties) , and (3) the variables of the planetary
body (gravity, atmospheric pressure and planetary surface curvature).
Terrestrial craters
a) General characteristics . Terrestrial craters may be formed in three basic
types of targets: (1) crystalline rocks, (2) sedimentary rocks, (3) mixed
targets with cover of sedimentary rock strata of variable thickness. The size
range of proven impact craters on Earth covers about two orders of magnitude
(ca. 0.2 -- 100 km). The craters are found in all states of erosion, no
Single crater in any of the target types being completely preserved . This
fact makes it very difficult, if not impossible, to achieve a consistent model
of crater formation for each target type. An important observation is that
certain structural and morphological types of craters can be identified whiCh
vary as a function of crater diameter and target type (Dence et al., 1977):
(1) bowl shaped, simple craters (1.5-2 km and about 4 km in diameter in
sedimentary and crystalline rocks, respectively), (2) flat-floored, complex
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craters with central peak (2 to 25 km in diameter in sedimentary rocks, 4 to
30 km in diameter in crystalline rocks), (3) flat-floored, complex craters
with ring structures (>25 km and >30 km in diameter in sedimentary and
crystalline rocks, respectively) .
Shock metamorph osed and displaced target rocks form a characteristic set
of breccia formations at all crater types. The inner breccia formations inside the crater cav ity comprise (1) layered, allochthonous, polymict breccias
on top of (2) autochthonous monomict breccias, and shocked rocks of the crater
basement and the central uplift, respectively, and (3) dike breccias intruding
into the crater basement and displaced megablocks. The outer breccia formations deposited as layered allochthonous, mostly polymict breccias form an
ejecta blanket whi ch is co ntinu ous in radial range up to 2 or 3 cra ter radii.
Discontinuous ejecta beyond this range are not well documented for terrestrial
craters. Thi s holds even more so for secondary craters which are most
characteristic of the outer zones around lunar, Martian and Mercurian craters,
although the effects of secondary mass transport are now well documented in
the ejecta blanket of the Ries crater (Hiirz et al., 1977). Far distant ejecta
may be represented by the tektite strewn fields which are in some cases
related to particular impact structures. The most conspicuous and typical
feature of the allochthonous breccias inside and outside the crater cavity is
the mixing of fragments of the target originating from different depths of the
stratigraphic section and from different zones of shock peak pressure. This
mi xi ng occurs at all scaTes of fragment sizes ranging from megabreccias with
block sizes up to one kilometer (Pohl et al., 1977 ) down to the scale of
micron-sized mineral clasts (Phinney ana-slmonds, 1977).
There is a fundamental difference in the response of sedimentary rocks
and crystalline rocks to shock compression which is mainly due to differences
in porosity, water content, abundance of (OH}-bearing minerals, and carbonate s
which in part decompose to gaseous phases rather than form melts upon intense
shock compression (Kieffer, 1971, 1975 , Kieffer and Simonds, 1979, Schaal
et al., 1979). Consequently, breccia formations at craters in sedimentary
rocks display characteristic differences in texture, composition and relative
volume as compared to those at craters in crystalline rocks.
b} Breccia formations in crystalline rock targets
Impact processed crystalline rocks are observed in six different textural
types irrespective of their geol ogical setting (Stoffler et al., 1979).
Monomict formations are: 1) cataclasti c breccias (brecciatlon at low shock
pressure), 2} shocked rocks (solid state shock metamorphism at medium shock
pre ssu re). Polymict breccias comprise: 3} fragmental breccias with clastic
matrix, 4} suevitic breccias with clastic matri x and cogenetic melt
inclusions, 5} imp act melt rocks with semi- to holocrystalline matri x and
clastic inclusions, and 6} impact glasses with vitric or devitrified matri x
and clastic inclusions.
In simple craters (Dence et al . , 1977), the inner breccia formations
consist of a seq uence of fragmental breccias, suevitic breccias and impact
melt rocks which form intercalating layers of limited lateral extension
(Grieve, 1978).
The inner breccia formations of complex central peak craters (Fig. 2) are
most t ypica lly topped with a central coherent melt sheet which rests dire ct ly
upon the shocked basement (peak pressures in the 10-25 GPa range) of the
centra l uplift, and extends laterally over suevitic and fragmental breccias
(Dence et al., 1977; Phinney and Simonds, 1977; Stoffler et al., 1979). The
latter form the main mass of th e breccia around the central uplift. Dikes
with either clastic matri x breccias or melt matri x breccias are commonly found
in the centra l part of the crat er basement . Cataclastic rocks brecciated
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in-situ extend from the central crater basement into the rim zone of both
types of crater.
The distribution of breccia types within complex ring structures (Dence
et al., 1977; Phinney and Simonds, 1977; Floran et al., 1978; Simonds et al.,
1978) differs from central peak craters only in the fact that impact melt
sheets and underlying suevitic and fragmental breccias seem to be confined to
a ring structure located between the central, only sl ightly upl if ted , shocked
crater basement and a peripheral trough extending to the crater rim area as a
graben-like structure. This zone appears to be a megablock zone where the
target rocks have been only slightly displaced and down-faulted. Dike
breccias are well known from the central part of the crater basement in
craters of this type.
c)

Breccia formations in heterogeneous targets
In the case of the 24 and 100 km ring-structured craters Ries (Pohl et
.!l. , 1977) and Popigay (Masaitis et al., 1975) the target rocks are composed
of a thick sequence of sedimentary rock strata on top of crystalline basement
rocks. In both cases a central cavity is filled with a lens of suevitic and
fragmental breccias. At Popigay, discontinuous layers of melt rocks occur on
top of the suevitic and fragmental breccias or as dikes, necks and irregular
injections within these breccias. The fragmental breccias and melt rocks
extend from the first inner ring of uplifted crystalline basement rocks to
beyond the area of the presumed tectonic rim. Outside the inner ring of the
Ries crater, suevite occurs in small, isolated patches on top of megabreccias
(mostly composed of sedimentary rocks) within the megablock zone and in the
innermost part of the ejecta blanket. Dike brecctas composed of melt rocks
were found as intrusions in the autochthonous crystalline basement and in
displaced megablocks at Popigay, whereas dikes within the Ries crater basement
and megablocks are clastic matrix breccias.
d)

Breccia formations in sedimentary rocks
Simple Craters, which are best represented by Meteor crater (Shoemaker
1963, Roddy et al., 1975), display a polymict fragmental breccia lens inside
the crater where highly shocked material is concentrated together with
meteoritic fragments at the base of the lens and in a fine-grained fallout
layer on top of the breccia lens. More highly shocked material (polymict
fragmental breccia and melt splashes in the case of sandstone targets) is
deposited on top of the ejecta blanket which forms a simple overturned flap
with inverted stratigraphy of the target strata. Complex craters with central
peak are characterized by extreme central uplift which leads to chaotically
mixed polymict megabreccias in the central peak. Melt-bearing and melt-free
polymict fragmental breccias occur within the central upl ift and in an annul ar
breccia lens around the peak (Roddy, 1977, Reiff, 1977, Offield and Pohn,
1977, Wilshire et al., 1971, Milton et aI., 1972). In both types of craters
the crater basement, wall and rim areaTs formed by monomict cataclastic
target rocks. Also dike breccias with clastic matrix were observed along
faults and bedding planes in the central crater basement (Wilshire et al.,
1971). Little is known about the ejecta bl ankets of complex craters. In the
Ries, where the bulk of the continuous ejecta blanket ("Bunte Breccia") is
derived from a 600 m thick sequence of flat-layered sedimentary rock strata,
large megablocks ( ~ 1000 m at the rim, ~20 m at 3 crater radii) are chaotically
mixed with fine-grained rock fragments to form a polymict fragmental breccia
without any layering. Its thickness (up to 200 m) is variable and strongly
controlled by the relief of the original surface. Extensive reworking of
local material and thorough mixing with crater ejecta beyond about 1.5 crater
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radii is a most characteristic feature of the Ries ejecta blanket (Harz
et al., 1977; Harz and Banholzer, 1980).
Cratering models
The most comprehensive general cratering model which is primarily based
on observations from terrestrial craters has been proposed by Dence, 1968;
1973; Dence et al., 1977; Grieve et al., 1977; and Robertson and Grieve, 1977.
Reconstruction of the cratering process has been also discussed for specific
craters (Shoemaker, 1963; Roddy, 1977a, Staffler, 1977, Pohl et al., 1977;
Chao and Minkin, 1977, Harz and Ostertag, 1979) on the basis of empirical
data. A more theoretical approach of crater formation constrained by data of
all large terrestrial craters has been given by Kieffer and Simonds (1980).
Similarly, Croft (1980) combined theoretical, experimental and natural data
for modelling the crater-forming process.
Certain aspects of the cratering process have been evaluated by a number
of authors using constraints from terrestrial crater data (Roddy, 1977b;
Melosh, 1977, Morrison and Oberbeck, 1978; Phinney and Simonds, 1977; Croft
1979). Specific problems such as the role of atmospheric deceleration of
ejecta, have been addressed recently for Martian and terrestrial craters
(Schultz and Gault, 1979; Settle, 1980).
There is a general agreement among most authors that the early phase of
the cratering process which takes place under hydrodynamic conditions is very
simi lar for all structural types of craters in simi lar targets. A modifying
parameter during this stage is the penetration depth of the projectile which
depends on the density and kinetic energy of the projectile (Kieffer and
Simonds, 1980). Roddy (1977b) has argued that ring structures may have formed
by low density objects with very shallow penetration ("surface impact event") .
Based on the currently available data on experimental craters and computer
code calculations (Gault et al., 1968, Stoffler et al., 1975, Oberbeck, 1977;
Thomson et al., 1979, Orp~1977a,b; Bryan et aJ., 1978; O'Keefe and Ahrens,
1978; Orphal et aI., 1980; Austin et aI., 1980), it is agreed further that a
steady growth-or-a bowl-shaped transTent cavity leads to final transient
crater (Fig. 1). There is considerable discussion and disagreement on the
shape and the excavation depth of the final transient crater. In particular,
it is unclear whether its geometry is independent of crater size (proportional
versus nonproportional growth of transient crater with size). Dence et al.
(1977) argue more in favor of a transient crater being independent of Slze
(r 2 =2 p2; r=radius, p=depth, Dence 1973). Other models assume a much shallower
depth of the transient crater for large craters and basins (Settle and Head,
1979; Aggarwal and Oberbeck, 1979). It appears reasonable to assume that in
the late stage of crater growth where the material strength is an important
factor, the geometry of the transient cavity and of the final transient crater
depends largely on the structure and composition of the target. In using the
Z-model (Maxwell, 1977) for the flow field, Croft (1980) argues that a coneshaped relatively highly shocked central portion of the target is excluded
from excavation and driven downward into the basement. This would help to
explain the discrepancy between the observed shock attenuation rate at
terrestrial craters and the assumed depth of excavation in Dence's et aI.,
model (1977). The formation of the various types of polymict and monomlct
breccia formations inside the crater has been modelled by Grieve et al.
(1977). A similar model has been suggested for the crater fill or-tne Ries
crater (Staffler, 1977). A somewhat modified version of Grieve's et al.,
model supplemented by a model for the formation of ballistically generated
breccia formations is given in Fig. 1 by a simplified cross section of the
transient crater before modification takes place. According to Schultz and
Gault (1979) and Settle (1980) most of the highly shocked, air-borne,
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finer-grained ejecta may be decelerated by the atmosphere and redeposited into
the crater as fallback breccia material .
The formation of a central peak or a ring structure and the modification
of the crater rim in complex craters leading to a situation depicted in Fig. 2
appears to be a complex process which involves rebounding of the highly
compressed central crater basement as well as gravity readjusting by rim and
wall slumping and central u~lifting (Melosh, (1977; Settle and Head, 1979).
Observations in terrestrial craters (Milton et al., 1972; Dence et al., 1977)
indicate that the central peak formation is a very rapid process wh,ch occurs
before the deposition of fallout material, probably by rebounding during the
final stage of the transient crater formation . The formation of ring
structures is not yet well understood. It may be related to a deflection of
the flow field due to horizontal discontinuities in the target (Aggarwal and
Oberbeck, 1979; Wilhelms et al., 1977: "nested-crater" model) or to low
density projectiles (Rodd~77b) or to a special mechanism of combined rim
subsidence and ring uplifting (Dence et al., 1977).
A number of important implications-oT the current state of the art in
large scale cratering mechanics and breccia formation for the lunar highland
rocks, in general, and the Apollo 16 landing site, in particular, may be
summarized as follows:
1) The sample provenance at any landing site must be strongly influenced by
its topographic position with respect to local craters and their age
relationship.
2) Secondary mass transport by distant ejecta from large basins will modify
the local bedrock. The primary basin material should be a minor component
which is probably highly shocked.
3) A layered inverted stratigraphy in the ejecta blankets is highly
improbable for the large craters in the highlands and for the local
craters of the Descartes site (North Ray, South Ray) as well.
4) The excavation depth of these craters is relatively shallow and probably
not more than one third of the apparent crater depth.
5) Vertical mixing of the target rocks across the whole excavation depth is
substantial at any place of the ejecta blanket, especially in the upper
part and near to the rim.
6) Only 1-5% of the total volume of displaced rocks is subjected to shock
pressures sufficiently high to reset the radiometric clock (by melting).
The bulk of the fragmental breccias is of low shock and low heat content.
7) Most of the melt is confined to the central crater cavity. A smaller
fraction will be ejected to an appreciable radial range. It will be
deposited on top of the ejecta blanket.
8) The impact melt is extremely homogeneous and identical in chemical
composition to the target. It originates from an intermediate depth of
the crater profile . A certain fraction of less shocked material may be
derived from greater depth.
Fig. 1: Schematic cross section through a growing impact crater before crater
modification takes place . Formation of various types of breccias are depicted
on the left side. Various regimes of the melt zone are shown. Shaded lines
above the target surface indicate ejecta plumes at different times. The
compressed projectile is given in black.
Fig . 2: Schematic cross section through a complex central peak crater after
the crater modification stage . The melt sheet at the base of the breccia lens
refers to Boltysh Crater (Yurk ~., 1975).
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FIELD GEOLOGY OF THE APOLLO 16 LANDING SITE, Ulrich, G. E., U. S.
Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona
The principal geologic objective of the fifth lunar landing was to
investigate a true highland site with a minimal chance of major basin
influence. Two adjoining physiographic units, the Cayley plains and the
Descartes mountains, covering about 7 and 4.5 percent of the lunar
nearside, respectively, were thought to represent the best potential
examples of highland volcanic features, contrasting in eruptive style
and/or composition with mare basalts already sampled (Muehlberger ~~.,
1980). Primary sampling targets were two fresh blocky craters penetrating
as deep as 200 m into the Cayley plains. The lower slopes of the nearby
Descartes mountains also could be reached with the rover, although no large
craters were available there to provide the deeper samples desired.
From the outset of the field study, the observations of the astronauts
indicated that impact processes were dominant in producing the rocks found
at the surface. They reported a bewildering variety of breccias but
systematically collected and documented both tltypical" and "unusual" rock

types, being careful to distinguish between the two. The immediate results
of three days' fieldwork were the recognition of an apparently chaotic
distribution of fragmental partly melted and recrystallized rocks, an
extensive suite of special-purpose samples (Horz ~~., 1972; Muehlberger
~~., 1980), 1774 surface photographs, and 20 hours of verbal des cription
(Bailey and Ulrich, 1975). In the chaos were a few clues to the ordering
of things at Apollo 16.
Regoli th
The regolith thickness on the plains has a range of values, based on
Quaide and Oberbeck's (1968) relation of crater shape to regolith
thickness, of 3.5 to 8.7 m (Freeman, in press ) . The bench observed in
Buster crater at s tation 2 was interpreted as the local regolith base at a
depth of 10 to 15 m (Muehl berger ~~., 1972). Perhap s the best evidence
for a shallow regolith on the plains is the very blocky WC crater
photographed from the rover; here a thickness of 6.7 m was determined
(Freeman, in press). On the Descartes mountains, the relatively block-free
surface and sparse craters, all with smooth walls, indicate a thicker
regolith, probably deeper than 20 m in some areas. Stratigraphic ' relations
in the upper meter or so of the regolith should be derived from a study of
'the drive-tube samples at stations 4 (Descartes) and 8, 9, and LM/ALSEP
(including the deep drill) on the Cayley plains.
Central area, Cayley plains
The sample suites from the LM/ALSEP area and stations 1 and 2 are
probably typical of the variety of materials to be found on the Cayley
plains surface, an irregular densely cratered terrain with several tenS of
meters of relief (Schaber, in press). However, the original subsurface
locations of these ro cks is uncertain; they may represent part of the upper
70 m of Cayley materials in the area sampled, an east-west zone some 2 km
long. The large number of rocks and soils co llected near the LM may be the
only suite at Apollo 16, other than that from North Ray crater, that
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represents a statistically valid sample of the materials present. However,
this suite may not be entirely derived from local craters that penetrate
below the regolith; more likely it comes from a variety of sources both
near and far.
A partly buried I-m boulder on the rim of Plum crater, which in turn
penetrates the rim of Flag crater (60 m deep), is a good candidate for
Cayley material. Sample 61295 from this boulder is a B3 breccia with a
medium-gray ma trix (Wilshire ~.!!l" in press). Because of its burial by
presumably later and deeper material, this boulder is interpreted as being
from the upper part of the Flag crater section.
North Ray crater
North Ray was originally considered the best sampling site for the
Cayley Formation (Muehlberger ~.!!l., 1972, 1980). High-resolution
photographs taken during the mission revealed that this l-km-wide 230-mdeep crater penetrates Descartes-like material at or near the edge of the
Cayley plains. Its rim is at the same elevation as the highest point
sampled on Stone mountain (station 4), and its floor elevation is 100 m
lower than the LM/ALSEP area. Ray material is visible as an irregular
high-albedo pattern extending radially as far as 5 km from the rim (Holt,
in press).
Extensive sampling and photography on the rim (station 11) and near
the outer edge of the continuous ejecta blanket (station 13) of North Ray
crater provide a basis for stratigraphic interpretations in the northern
part of the traverse area. Breccias on the rim and walls are of two main
types, light matrix and dark matrix. The areal distribution and
petrographic relations of the boulders suggest a generalized stratigraphic
sequence within the crater. The light-matrix boulders are friable,
rounded, and heavily filleted; their abundance on the rim and upper-crater
wall suggests that they were derived from the upper part of the section.
The dark-matrix boulders are coherent and appear to be the latest ejecta to
fallon the crater rim. One of these boulders, Outhouse rock, was the
source of several igneous and metaclastic fragments. Most of the darkmatrix breccias may be derived from lower in the section, near the present
crater floor (Ulrich, 1973, and in press). Polarimetric data for the north
and east wall reveal no resolvable crystalline (unbrecciated) material and,
in fact, the rocks appear more intensely brecciated than at the Apollo 14
Fra Mauro site (Holt, in press).
Stone mountain
Three sampling localities (stations 4, 5, and 6) were established on
Stone mountain at the south limit of the traverse area with the objective
of collecting materials representative of the Descartes mountains. The two
highest stations (4 and 5) appeared on premiss ion photographs to be outside
ray patterns related to South Ray crater. The revised location of station
4 near Cinco ~ crater increased the chance that samples collected might
include local material from a depth of 15 m. However, a field of blocks
aligned toward South Ray crater caused concern to the astronauts and
subsequent investigators that South Ray ejecta may have contaminated this
station (Sanchez, in press). Sampling at station 5 on the wall of a small
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crater topographically shadowed from South Ray and void of visible blocky
ray material, has good prospects for finding rocks of the Descartes
mountains. Station 6, on a bench at the base of Stone mountain and very
near a ray, may have yielded samples containing a mixture of fragments from
the Cayley plains and materials of the Descartes mountains. A contact
between the Descartes and Cayley materials is not apparent at the base of
Stone mountain.

South Ray and Baby Ray areas
Rays from South Ray crater extend outward assymmetrically for more
than 15 km. In the traverse area they consist of fields of concentrated
angular blocks at distances at least 7 crater diameters from the crater

rim. At this range, 40 percent of the ground surface is covered by bright
ray patterns, and the rock fragments larger than 2 em in diameter are
sufficient to produce a mantle half a centimeter thick within the rays
(Ulrich ~ &" in press).
Although South Ray crater was not visited, a variety of Cayley plains
materials from its 135-m-deep exposure are probably present in differing
amounts at many sampled localities. Station 8, 3.3 km northeast of South
Ray, was purposely located on a bright ray to assure the collection of
South Ray ejecta. Three boulders 1/2 -ilz m across, were sampled, including
two dark-matrix glass-rich breccias and a homogeneous crystalline boulder
with igneous texture, one of several recognized as unusual by the

astronauts (Reed, in press). Smaller fragments of glass-coated light- and
dark-matrix breccias were collected with the rake samples.
The evidence for stratigraphic sequence in this area comes principally
from photographs taken in orbit and on the surface. South Ray contains a
discontinuous terrace approximately 50 m below its rim, separating lightcolored blocky material in the lower two-thirds of the wall from patches of
darker rocks in the upper wall. The blocky rim consists of slightly more
abundant light-colored than dark boulders. Baby Ray, 1.8 km northeast of
South Ray, penetrates about 30 m below the surface, through South Ray
eje c ta, into a coherent stratum of dominantly dark material. The abundance
of dark breccias at station 8 (75 percent of fragments present) likewise
suggests that these rocks have a shallower origin than the light-colored
rocks. Thus, the upper 50 m may contain an irregular zone of dark-matrix
breccias underlain by and probably intermixed with partly to wholly
recrystallized anorthosite. The coherent nature of these rocks--their
resistance to shattering into soil-size particles--also may bear on the
absence of young exposure ages in the station 8 soils.
Station 9 was intended for sampling of a ray-free area for comparison
with station 8, which is 400 m away. Its surface is smoother, and
fragments are fewer and smaller. An angular boulder half a meter across
(probably of South Ray ejecta) was sampled at top and bottom, and the
underlying soil was sampled as well. Other special soil samples and a
single drive-tube sample were taken for regolith studies of "typical"
Cayley, (Horz ~ &" 1972).
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Regional stratigraphic interpretations
Aside from the obvious topographic and color differences between the
Cayley and Descartes (Schafer, in press) additional textural and
morphologic dissimilarities exist that are not yet explained by the
geochemical findings • . The abundance of larger ~h -11/2 km) craters on the
plains and their near absence in the highlands (Freeman, in press) imply
either significant differences in the ages of the units or in the coherence
of the subsurface materials that, in turn, affects relative rates of mass
wasting. The blocky nature of all fresh craters on the plains contrasts
markedly with the smooth rims and walls of young highland craters, even to
depths as great as 1 km (Ulrich and Reed, in press). The presence of floor
mounds in SOme kilometer-size craters on the plains may indicate a
discontinuous indurated substrate at depths between 130 and 190 m (Hodges,
1972; Hodges, in press; Hodges and Muehlberger, in press; Ulrich and Reed,
in press).
In spite of the mixture of rocks throughout the site, those that are
larger and probably most representative of the units below the regolith
suggest a concentration of friable light-matrix poorly stratified breccias
in the highlands (stations 4, 5, and 11) and a crudely layered sequence
locally in the plains. The plains suite has a higher concentration of
glass-rich dark-matrix breccias grading into both melt-poor light-matrix
breccias and largely holocrystalline rocks with igneous textures.
Interpretation of the origin and emplacement of these rocks should take
into account the different textures as· well as mineralogy and geochemistry
and should fit them into a geologic framework consistent with their
occurrence in the field.
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GEOCHEMICAL CONSTRAINTS ON LATERAL TRANSPORT DURING BASIN
FORf1ATION. Paul H. Warren and G. Jeffrey Taylor, Institute of Meteoritics,
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
Estimates of the distances to which the colossal impacts that produced
the great lunar basins were capable of transporting material laterally across
the moon's surface have long been highly controversial. The fact
that some basins are nearly obliterated, implying that many older basins
have been completely destroyed [1], makes this issue all the more important
for petrologists concerned with ANT (non KREEPy, nonmare) rocks. The 8
pristine ANT rocks for which ages have been determined range from 4.2 to
4.6 Gyr old [2], so ANT rocks as a class must have been susceptible to
displacement by basin forming impacts for a far longer period than the
common KREEPy types of nonmare rocks (the oldest of which is 4.2 Gyr; most
are considerably younger). Obviously, it is important to ascertain, for
any highlands locale, what percentage of the ancient ANT material was
derived from local "bedrock," and what percentage was actually ejected from
basins hundreds or even thousands of km away.
One hiqhlands formation that has been a focus of much of this controversy i s the Cayley Plains unit, sampled by Apollo 16. As reviewed by [1],
among the first post-Apollo 16 explanations for the origin of the Cayley
Formation, Chao et al. and Hodges et al. suggested that ballistic ejecta
from Orientale formed at least the uppermost layer. Oberbeck et al., Head,
and Horz et al. have repeatedly argued instead that the formation is of
preponderantly local provenance. However, Chao [3] recently defended the
Orientale model.
It seems obvious from evidence such as the great rays of Tycho that
finite quantities of material were transported thousands of km by every
basin forming impact. To place constrains on how much material, we turn to
a somewhat neglected source of information: sample geochemistry.
Although the current renascence in research on Apollo 16 samples can be
expected to greatly clarify the extent to which the Descartes Mountains are
compositionally distinct from the Cayley Plains, existing data suggest that
the latter are richer in KREEP (in the form of poikilitic melt breccias).
As noted by [4], this seems to rule out Orientale as a direct source of
Cayley materials because orbital spectrometry data [e.g., 5] indicate that
the Orientale region is low in KREEP.
Sample geochemistry also provides evidence that in general, basin
forming impacts were never very effective at transporting large amounts of
material far across the lunar surface. The lunar samples came from
locations that may be classified by longitude: (a) western sites: Apollo 12
and 14, 23.4 0 W- 17.5 0 W, (b) near-eastern sites: Apollo 11, 15, 0 16 and 17,
3.7°E - 30.8 0 E; (c) far eastern sites: Luna 16, 20 and 24, 56.3 E - 62.2 0 E.
Wakita et al. [6] observed that among ANT rocks there is an excellent linear
correlation between Sm concentration and Eu anomaly (defined operationally
as: sample [Eu/Sm]";- chondritic [Eu/Sm]). The diagonal line in Fig. 1 is
taken from lines in figures by Wakita et al. [6], which were based almost
exclusively on near-eastern ANT rocks . Fig. 1 shows that even when the
data set is restricted to pristine materials only (open circles on the
figure), the near-eastern correlation is still very good. This may not be
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too surprising.
However, another phenomenon manifested by Fig. 1 was only recently
noticed [7J. Simply put, a given western ANT rock with a given Sm
concentration is likely to have a far greater Eu anomaly than a neareastern ANT rock with the same Sm concentration. The most extreme case is
anorthosite 14160,105 [7J, which has 7.6 times more Eu than does a typical
near-eastern sample with the same Sm concentration. Also, far-eastern
(Luna) ANT rocks tend to have smaller Eu anomalies than near-eastern ANT
rocks. Thus, the intermediate longitude sites are also intermediate in
terms of Sm-Eu systematics.
There are at least two other respects (see [7J for details) in which
western ANT rocks differ from their eastern counterparts: (a) As Fig. 2
shows, even though western ANT rocks tend to have higher Eu/Sm than
eastern ANT rocks, western ANT rocks have systematically lower SciSm and
Ti/Sm. (b) Most western near-monomineralic anorthosites (e.g., 12033,97,7
and 14160,105) are anomalously alkali-rich, compared to their eastern,
"ferroan" counterparts.
The fact that such clear systematic differences were preserved between
the landing sites (particularly the difference in Sm-Eu relationships, which
seems to correlate with longitude), even among the extremely ancient ANT
class of rocks, implies that lateral mixing of the crust over distances on
the order of 1000 km was not extensive, even during the first few hundred
Myr of lunar time. Judging from the scarcity of overlap between longitude
groups on Figs. 1 and 2, particularly among pristine rocks, the proportion
of material present in a given highlands regolith which comes from as far
away as 1000 km appears in general not to exceed roughly 20%. For greater
distances, the exotic component must be proportionally smaller. Of course,
it also must in general decrease as depth in the regolith (and relative
abundance of pristine materials) increases.
The Cayley Formation is approximately 3000 km from Orientale. Therefore,
based on the above geochemical evidence. Orientale probably did not contribute more than a tiny, insignificant percentage of the material that
comprises the Cayley. If any single impact produced the Cayley, it
probably occurred well under 1000 km away. (Imbrium, for instance, is '
centered approximately 1700 km away.)
It might be argued that since the ejecta from the basins were probably
compositionally zoned, with materials from progressively shallower layers
becoming predominant as distances away from the basins increase [e.g .• 8J,
the differences in ANT rock geochemistry among the various sites might
merely be fortuitous. However, according to Fig. 1, the geochemical
differences are systematically related to longitude. Conversely, the rocks
from the near-eastern sites represent a wide spectrum of positions in
relation to basin geology [9J, from Apollo 17 on a crater rim, to Apollo 16
three crater radii from the center of the nearest basin. Yet, Apollo 16
ANT rocks are similar to Apollo 17 ANT rocks, not to ANT rocks from Luna 20
or Apollo 14· (both about two crater radii from the centers of the nearest
basins). The site-to-site geochemical differences thus cannot merely be
fortuitous: They must reflect endogenous differences present in the
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underlying ''bedrock''.
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PRIMARY-EJECTA ORIGIN OF APOLLO 16 SAMPLES.
Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA 94025

Don E. Wilhelms, U.S.

Impact processes have been invoked to explain the Cayley Formation and
Descartes Mountains material at the Apollo 16 site (fig. 1) ever since the
discovery that the returned'sarnpl~s are not volcanic rocks but terra-type
impact breccias (LSPET, 1972). This paper assembles evidence that both bedrock units consist chiefly of primary ejecta of the Imbrium and Nectaris
basins.
AS will be shown, this explanation does not exclude considerable reworking by secondary impacts.
The regolith contains "foreign" fragments in
all models for the bedrock units.
Primary ejecta of Imbrium.
A possible relation between the site deposits and the Imbrium basin was first noted by Eggleton and Marshall (1962)
on the basis of gradations with more obvious Imbrium deposits closer to the
basin.
Current interpretations of the Cayley and Descartes units as Imbrium
materials rest mostly on comparisons with the clearer relations around
Orientale and smaller craters.
Head (1972) showed that both units have
analogs in the deposits of fresh craters.
Eggleton and Schaber (1972) considered the Cayley deposit to be mobile, fluidized material that segregated
from the Fra Mauro debris sheet and pooled in depressions, in the same
manner as similar circum-Orientale plains apparently have segregated from the
Hevelius Formation (fig. 2, a ; Eggleton and Schaber, 1972; Moore et al.,
1974).
Hodges (1972) pointed out the close similarity of the Descartes hilly
and furrowed material to dunelike deposits gradational with Orientale deposits (fig. 2, b).
The distance of the Apollo 16 site from the Apennine
crest of Imbrium (1050 km) is proportional to distances of Orientale dunes
from the Cordillera ring (about two-thirds of the diameter of the topographic
basin in both cases) .
Primary ejecta of Nectaris.
The site must be underlain by thick, highly
shocked ejecta of the Nectaris basin because i t lies only 60 km from the
basin rim, the Kant plateau (a continuation of Rupes Altai).
Thus the setting
is dominated by at least one ringed basin and is not "pure" highlands as
commonly stated, although it is farther from the nearest mare (Nectaris) than
any other landing site.
The questions remain of how deeply the Nectaris deposits are buried and to what extent their materials have entered the sample
collection.
If the Cayley and Descartes units are primary Imbrium ejecta,
Nectaris material would be deeply buried, but some could have been excavated
by craters.

Photogeologic relations are also consistent with some Nectaris material
lying near the base of the regolith.
The Descartes unit may have been emplaced as Nectaris ejecta that was subsequently impacted by ejecta from
Imbrium (Wilhelms, 1972; Head, 1974).
The Descartes unit apparently has an
Imbrium- or post-Imbrium crater-count age, but earlier superposed craters may
have been degraded or blanketed by the Imbrium secondary cratering and mass
wasting on the mountain slopes. If this dual Nectaris-Imbrium origin is
correct, the collections that have the best chance of representing the Nectaris basin ejecta, admixed with a little Imbrium material, are those from
stations 4 and 5 and from North Ray crater (Ulrich et al., in press).
The Cayley Formation cannot be unaltered Nectaris deposits because of
its young age; as a photogeologic unit it truncates Imbrium lineations
(fig. 1), and crater counts show that i t either slightly (Neukum et al., 1974)
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or substantially (~oderblom and Boyce, 1972) postdates Imbrium.
However,
the Cayley could consist of Nectaris material if the photogeologic unit were
produced by secondary impacts from Imbrium that reworked local material
(Morrison and Oberbeck, 197 5) of Nectaris provenance.
Local origins.
TWo variants of local-origin models are excluded by the
photogeologic evidence. First, origin of the Cayley as a local flo or deposit of the alleged pre-Imbrian "unnamed crater B" (Head, 1974) is excluded
because that crater, if it exists at all, is older than Nectaris.
The
t e rrain thought by Head (1974) to be its rim (fig. 1) is obviously truncated
and buried by both the northern and southern facies (relative to the arrow
in fig. 1) of the Descartes.
If the southern facies of the Descartes is
Nectaris ejecta (Wilhelms, 1972; Head, 1974), a crater buried by it is p reNectarian and cannot have yielded an Imbrium or post-Imbrium deposit (the
Cayley).
Even if the Descartes unit is Imbrium material, rrunnamed 8 11 is so
badly damaged as to indicate deep burial by Nectaris-basin deposits. Second,
emplacement of the Cayley by accumulated secondary impacts of crater ejecta
(Oberbeck et al., 1974, 1975) is unlikely because so many Cayley patches are
preferentially concentrated around the Imbrium-basin periphery; thus the
patches must be related genetically to that basin.
If secondary i mpacts
emplaced the Cayley, they were from Imbrium.

Emplacement or reworking of the Cayley and Descartes by secondary impacts from Imbrium raises the question of the relative proportion of incoming
Imbrium material to local Nectaris material in the units and in the sample
collections.
The proportion is estimated to be as low as 13 percent Imbrium
in some quantitative evaluations of the secondary-impact mode l (Morrrison and
Oberbeck, 1975). Estimated amounts of Imbrium mat er ial are much higher in
primary-ejecta models for the two units.
Thick ground-flow deposits that
must contain high proportions of primary ejecta have buried many secondaries
at large distances from Orientale (fig. 2, d, narrow arrows) and Imbrium
(Wilhelms, 1980). Compositions entirely of Imbrium or entirely of Nectaris
material are unlikely in any model for the Apollo 16 units.
Discussion. All models consistent with photogeologic relations indicate
that Imbrium and/or Nectaris ejecta mater ials must dominate the Apollo 16
sample collection.
Imbrium dominates if the photogeologic units Cayley
Formation and Descartes Mountains material were emplaced chiefly as primary
Imbrium ejecta.
Nectaris dominates if the units were reworked from the local
materials by secondary impact, because the pre-Imbrian local materials were
mostly of Nectaris origin.
Intermed iat e proportions are possible under
various calculations according to the model of Morrison and Oberbeck (1975).
Photogeology can exclude local craters as major contributors of materials
but cannot definitely assess the relative proportions of basin materials.
That determination must come from sample analyses.
The analyses will have to be very sophisticated. Most lunar terra deposits are probably similar in general character. All may contain an extensive though blurred record of the impact and volcanic events that emplaced
rocks in the target area before redistribution to the present deposition
site. Siderophile elements indicating multiple projectile impacts are to be
expected in all large deposits . All deposits will be mixtures of primary
ejecta and loca l materials excavated during emplacement of the new deposit,
but the amount of mixing is unknown and may vary greatly. Absolute age
clusters in impact melts may 'point to basin provenance.
If Nectaris
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mater ials cons titute much of the Apollo 1 6 d eposits, they could include
considerable melt because of proximi ty to the basin.
If Imbrium mat erial s
dominat e the deposit, some melt rese t by Imbrium may be present despite the
large distance fr o m its source (Wilhe lms et al ., 1 980) .

Figure 1 .
Apollo 1 6 s ite (arrow).
Cay l e y p lains around arrow,
Descart es Mounta in s and rim o f "unnamed crate r 8" (Head,
1974 ) t o right of arrow.
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Figure 2. Ori e ntal e bas in pe riphery illustrating f eature s similar
to those at Apo llo 16 site (aft er Moore et a l., 1974 ).
(a) Lobate subplanar ejecta segregate d fr om coarser-textured
ejecta.
(b) Decel e r ated deposits in c rater Inghirami, 630
km fr om basin rim (Montes Cordillera).
(c) Linear ejecta o f
secondary craters.
(d) Textured g round-fl ow deposit thi c kl y
fill ing pre-Orientale c r ate r .
(e) Plains f ill in crater
Wargentin. Narrow arrows, burial of secon ~ ary crate r s by
textured ground-f l ow deposits.
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